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- Ediiiiii"verbeY announeed-4 dri-dat. to obtain inveitinant tax credits on the
he has filed his candidacy papers with the
Office of the Secretary of State in Frank-
fort for the Fifth District State Overbey expressed his concern about
Representative _ office in the Kentucky the mounting financial difficulties con
House of Representatives, subject to the
May Democratic Primary. Overbey: in 
a___ fronting local city and county govern-
son of Mr. and Mrs. George E. Overbey Of 
meats and, in an effort to alleviate these
problems, said he would sponsor
'Iiiiiiiii}r OvertZy,'IllrIrTiative-resiiient of --1egislittiotr-thar-won46-geant.. county
Murray and Calloway County, is a partner city governments the right to receive a
in the family law firm of Overbey, reasonable sum of the sales tax now
Overbey & Overbey in Murray. collected by the state.
Incumbent representative, Kenny Imes,
is the only other candidate in the race. -
''I have been interested in governmental
affairs throughout my adult life; and have
always recognized that honesty and hard.
work are essential for good government,"
erbey said. He added he feels state laws
must become more sensitive to the -
problems of the aged and that primary and
secondary education must have a greater
share of our state's resources.
"To help combat the burden of in-
flation," Overbey said 'that, if elected, he
would "introduce legislation which would
permit every taxpayer the right to avoid
paying taxes on that portion of his income
used to ,pay a reasonable cost of his
household utilities." Overbey also men-
tioned that he would sponsor leginlation
that would permit businesses in Kentucky
- • • eikrott.Jo
Speak in Murray
Sen. Walter ( Dee ) Huddleston will ad-
dress political science and other students
at Murray State. University at 10:30 a.m
Thursday, April 3. ---- , _
At noon Thursday, Huddleston is
scheduled to speak before the Murray
Rotary Club at its regular meeting at the
Murray Woman's Clubhouse.
The Faculty Senate of Murray State
University yesterday passed a resolution
supporting an amended tenure policy
statement prepared by officers of the
Murray Chapter of the American
Association of University Professors-
( AAUP). This morning Murray State
faculty began voting on a tenure policy
statement produced by the Ad Hoc Tenure
Policy Review Committee and at the same
time began signing a petition requesting
the Board of Regents to adopt the amended
version, according to Charles Reny, AAUP
secretary.
Nearly two weeks ago in a preferential
vote conducted by the Tenure Policy
Review Committee, the faculty showed
support for èiëil amendments- to. the
committee document, an AAUP
spokesman said today. "These amend-
ments, though invited by the committee
and passed by faculty majorities as large
as five to one, were—with one exception--
rejected by the committee," he added.
The rejected amendments guarantee
procedural safeguards to tenured and
probationary faculty, the spokesman
explained. "For instance, one amendment
specifies that the university may not
dismiss a tenured faculty member for
reasons of financial exigency without
demonstrating that such an exigency
exists," he said. "Another guarantee that
a faculty member denied tenure will be
Cloudy And Mild
Cloudy and mild tonight with thun-
dershowers likely, low in the mid 30s to low
40s. Mostly cloudy and cooler Thursday,
high in the upper 40s to mid 50s. Friday
decreasing cloudiness and cool.
Overbey, an honor graduate and active
alumnus of Murray State University,
continued by saying that he supports the
Edward Overbey
concept of a strong and viable regional
university, and would oppose any efforts to
establish any additional four-year in-
stitution of higher learning in West Ken-
tucky
(See Overbey, Page 12)
given specific reasons for the denial if he
requests them. The other amendments are
in keeping with these two examples"
TIN amended tenure policy statement
incorporates all amendments passed by
the faculty, the spokesman continued.
According to officers of the AAUP, the
amended version of the documents "more
fully represents the faculty view of a sound
tenure policy." The Faculty Senate
resolution supporting the amended policy
statement confirms this position, the
spokesman concluded.
BICYCLE SAFETY—Murray .iMayor John E _scoyt ha
s, a resolution
authorizing the appointment of a lIrcyCle Safely Acrvisory Committee" in con-
nection with a joint project of the Murray Woman's Club and the Calloway
County Medical Auxiliary. Present at the signing were Mrs. Betty Lowry,
representing the auxiliary and Mrs. Jane-Prince of the Woman's Club. The com-
mittee will promote bicycle safety and awareness and will advise and assist the
City Planning and Traffic Committee regerding bicycle safety mantel, • . •
(Siatt Photo by David iiill)
SALOON; -South Vietnam I AP -- The _
South Vietnamese Senate called
unanimously today for a new leadership to
end the war as President Nguyen Van
Thieu's government gave up the last of its
enclaves in the central part of the country
without a fight.
Anarchy and panic gripped five cities in
the region, including Cam Ranh, now
among the three-quarters of South Viet-
nam under North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong control.
In a flight from possible turmoil in
Saigon, a World Airways DCS left for the
United States carrying 60 Vietnamese or-
phan babies.
The head of the airline, Ed Daly, said the
South Vietnamese approved the
evacuation of 500 other orphan babies but
that the U.S. Embassy prevented theie-•
departure because it felt his plane was un-
safe.
A spokesman for the U.S. Embassy
today denied that it had blocked the depar-
ture of the 500 babies, saying the Friends
of All Children, a charitable ori:anization
helping Americans adopt children, made
the decision.
Thieu summoned Premier Iran Thien
IChiem, his cabinet and the top military
commanders to a meeting and there was
speculation that a new cabinet would be
announced.
CELEBRATION OF COMMUNICATION—The Murray High School Speech and
Debate Team will present the fifth annual "Celebration of Communication" at
7:30 p.m. Saturday, April 5, in the Middle School auditorium. Proceeds from the
event go to help send members of the team to the state competition later in
April. Discussing this year's "Celebration" are, left to right, Marion Hollowa
Karen Jones, Deanna McMillen and Lisa Hill
Old School Records Helpful In
Qualifying For Social Security.
By NANCI PETERSON
On March 17 Jewell Snow reached the
age to apply for social security benefits
due her. But, born in Calloway County
before the "live birth" law required
counties to keep records, she Could
produce no evidence of here birthdate.
Mrs. Snow's problem is a common one,
said Bill Miller, superintendent of
Calloway County schools. Turning in
desperation to the Calloway County Board
of Education she discovered that a record
of her first year at a county school was
available it contained her birth date and
was acceptable for social security pur-
/ poses.
Social security. officials.accent.such
echoOlikordrdadnrItt Caltriwarrhunty '
from 1906, without much question "We
have a number of requests each week for
the books holding birth dates," said Miller
Because these and other records han-
dled by the administrative arm of the
radio _addrem. Ithiern Pkedge4-t-O-
hold onto remaining government-
controlled areas and "from there work
toward retaking control of the entire coun-
try."
Thteu also had a meeting with U.S.. Ar-
my Chief of Staff Frederick Weyand who
has been in South Vietnam for a week on a
fact-finding trip ordered by President
Ford.
In Phnom Penh, the U.S. Embassy Made
plans to temporarily evacuate 15 per cent
of its 200 American staff members to
Thailand as rebel forces marched on the
second largest city of Battambang and
swept over Neak Luong, the government's
last stronghold on the Mekong River.
Nine persons have now filed in each of
the two city council wards for the May 27
Democratic Primary Today is_ the last
day to file for office, but several others
were expected to file this afternoon.
In Ward B. candidates are: Jerry Henry,
1400 Vine; Carl R. Miller, 713 Riley;
William 11. Furches, 714 Poplar; Gary
Haverstock, 200 Sbuth 6th; Roy A. Har-
mon, 1606 Sycaniore; Tom Perkins, 1001
South 16th; Tom Rushing, 1401 Henry;
Carroll Harrison, Jr., 503 South 7th; and
Jerry Lee Smith, 509 South 11th.
In Ward A, candidates are: H. Ed
By DWAIN McINTOSH
Although several universities made an
effort to become the depository for the
papers of former U S. Rep. Frank Albert
Stubblefield, he said he "never had any
idea to give them to any school except
Murray State University."
Stubblefield, a native of Murray who
represented the First District of Kentucky
in Congress for 16 years, made that
comment Tuesday before signing the
agreement that made official his donation
of the collection from those years to the
campus library.
A member of the U. S. House of
Representatives from the 88th Congress in
1958 through the 93rd Congrew in 1974,
Stubblefield said he had received requests
from several schools for the papers since
leaving office.
He was on the campus as the guest of
honor for a luncheon planned by Dr.
Constantine W. Curris, university
president, in appreciation for the con-
tribution to the special collections
department of the library.
More than 200 boxes of material have
been received since last September, ac-
cording to Dr. Keith Heim, head of special
collections. He indicated that processing
and classification will begin soon.
TODAY'S INDEX
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board of education are irreplaceable,
plans for a new administration building
have been approved by the board
Hereafter the records so vital to persons
like Mrs. Snow will be safe until needed.
To be built next 'to the present high
school on a lot purchased by the board in
1969, the building will house seven offices,
a book storage room, a waiting room and a
meeting room in addition to the fireproof
vault.
"One of my greatest concerns is that we
get these old records and other important
materials, as well as the permanent
records we have on seniors, into a
fireproof place before some accident
sleatrqya t4ew.7,sald
otd-receett-bookslirom the stretemen-
tary schools--New Concord, Lynn Grove,
Kirksey, Hazel, Faxon and Almo-
complete from 1906, with the exception of
four early year's records destroyed by
fire, are on file
"Records were supposed to be kept In
duplicate, but it appears they weren't, and
we want to protect the remaining copies
we have. If a person attended countY
schools for more than one year, chances
are we'll have a record. Every year there
were new entries, including birthdates for
each pupil," Miller added.
"Other reasons for moving are to save
the rent we are now paying and to be
centrally located," Miller said. The board
is now housed in an older home owned by
Murray State University and located at
Hamilton arid 16th streets.
Currently waiting approval of its plims
by the Division of Buildings and Grounds
la,FraTtlqort. tbe. board hopes to [Mint.— ..-
-birter atm* and *crept bids lir tiree,'41041.•••
"The total cost of the building La82
proximately $54,000, which we have left
from the sale of the elementary scho,,ia•
We hope to be in our new offices by
August," concluded Miller
WASHINGTON 4AP-)- — Government
it•eirperts-say-tbsre new-is firm,.
evidence that the nation's deep recession
is nearing an end, but they are not yet sure
how strong the economic recovery will be
The nation's economy should get a
substantial boost from the 1974 income tax
rebates that the Internal Revenue Service
said Tuesday it will begin mailing to
taxpayers on May 9. All of an estimated 78
million rebate checks will have been sent
by June 30, the IRS said.
But even without the tax rebates, the
economy would soon be on the road to
recovery, government officials say.
The Cambodian government also lost
ground. The Khmer Rouge insurgents cap-
-tamed the town and naval base of Neak
Luong and neighboring Banam, the gover-
nment's last foothold on the Mekong River
below Phnom Penh. Khmer Rouge forces
were also drawing closer to Battambang,
the country's second largest city 180 miles
northwest of Phnom Penh, and its capture
appeared near.
Prince Norodom Sihanouk, the former
chief of state and head of the government-
in-exile in Peking, rejected negotiations
with the remnants of the regime President
Lon Nol left when he quit the country Tues-
day.
Chrisman, 814 North 20th; Dave Willis, 211
Spruce; Billy Balentine, 1700 Miller; Loyd
B. Arnold, 504 North Second; Buel Stalls,
407 North Fifth; Robert R. Downs, 311
North Seventh; Phillip Tibbs, 817 North
20th; Ruby D. Hale, 900 Coldwater Rd.;
and Art Lee, 1316 Main.
John Neubauer has also filed his papers
as a Republican candidate for council, and
will appear on the November ballot in
Ward B.
Don Jones has also filed his papers with
County Court Clerk Marvin Harris for the
city prosecutor's position that he now
holds.
During the luncheon program attended
by members of the Stubblefield family and
university officials, Stubblefield expressed
his gratitude and pledged to continue his
work in behalf of Murray State as a private
citizen.
"Really, I did nothing I shouldn't have
done for Murray State as a member of
Congress," he said, "but if I have been any
"Every recession carries the seeds of Its
Awn rmiver,y„„ank this one is no ex-
ception," Treasury SecaaTylVIIIIiiii ..-
Simon said in an interview Tuesday.
Government economists say the
recession will officially end when it hits its
low point and the economic recovery
begins. One key economist at the Federal
Reserve Board said the low paiit• may
already have been reached.
"The economy is showing signs of
bottoming out in the last Ow:weeks even
without a tax cut," said this economist,
who did not want tele quoted by name. He
said Ein economic—recovery in the second
half of the year"Ls assured, and it likely
will be quite vigorous." _
James L. Pate, assistant commerce
secretary for economic affairs, said he
also sees "encouraging signs" that the
recession is approaching the bottom.
He said the recession in the first quarter
has been a little worse than expected and
that the upturn could come before
midyear. The drop in the economy for 1975
likely will be closer to 3.5 per cent than the
3.3 per cent estimated by the ad-
ministration earlier, he added.
Simon said he is sticking with his earlier
predictions for an end to the recession at
midyear, with a resumption of positive
economic growth in the fourth quarter.
"Anybody who thinks he has a clear
outlook for the future is kidding himself,"
Simon said.
He said unemployment should start
easing by the fourth quarter.
Loan Funds
Three schools in the First Congiessional
District of Kentuary have been allocated
federal hinds for fiscal year 1976 under the
National Direct Student Loan Program, U
S. Congressman Carroll Hubbard an-
nounced today.
Murray State University will receive
$192,905 for an estimated number of 441
students awards, Paducah's Institute of
Electronic Technology will get $92,501 for
approximately 211 student awards; and
Draughon's Business College, also o,
Paducah, has been allocated $36,935 for
about 84 awards
The National Direct Student Loan
program was authorized under Title IV of
the Higher Education Act of 1965, as
amended, for fiscal year 1976 which begins
July 1 of this year Hubbard explained.
help, it's been a pleasure and source of
great satisfaction to me "
He noted with a grin that the luncheon
also served "as a catalyst for bringing my
family together again" and said his years
of public service had not allowed many
such occasions for them
(See Stubblefield, Page 12)
STUBBLEFIELD-PAPERS—Former U. S. Rep. Frank Albert Stubblefield (left) looks
over some of the material in the coNection of papers from his 16 years in
Congress from the first District of Kentucky. Shown with him in the Murray State
University library, which is now the depository for the collection, are his wife,
-. „Mrs. Odessa Stubblefield, SOliimulbrary, teptesentatiyel Dr. Edwin ktrohecker
--tNyrr'rtiererrtreelitrrarirrerretfOrriteittriteirtrespe-irt-the-ipeeiaimeeilectierea-
department. Some of the more than 200 boxes of material donated by Stub-
blefield to,the university library are stacked in the background. Stubblefield and
his family Were on the campus Tuesday for a luncheon in his honor and to sign
an agreement making the donation of the colleciion Official.
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To Be Married— -
Miss Rebecca Ann Fenton
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund David Fentorr of South 13th Street,
Murray, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Rebecca Ann, to William Edward Pinkston, son of
Mr. and Mrs. William Lee Pinkston of Magnolia Drive, Murray.
s --1Miss Fenton graduated from Murray High School inthe class of
' 1971 and will be a May graduate from Murray State University
with a Bachelor of Science Degree in Nursing.
'1"5 Mr Pinkston graduated from Murray High School in the class
of 1971. He will be a May graduate of the University of Kentucky
where fie will be a law student this fall.
The ceremony will be solemnized on Saturday, May 17, at
eleven a.m., at St. Leo's Catholic Church in Murray. All friends
• and relatives are invited to the ceremony and to the reception...
immediately following at the home of Dr. and Mrs. James Riley
Venza, 801 Minerva Drive, Murray.
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Perfe-trway to ruin an
ideal-marriage
fly Abigail Van &Win
DEAR ABBY: Paul (not his real name) and I have been
married for 22 years, and I must say he has been an ideal
husband and father. He is loving, sober, generous, and
considerate.
About a year ago, Paul started going out every
Wednesday night -"with the boys" -,or so he says. He
never mentions any of the "boys" by name, and I know of
no one in our circle of friends who goes with him.
My problem is that Paul refuses to say where he
goes-and with whom.
We can never make any plans for Wednesday night,
because that is Paul's night out.
Abltrys -tislistsatsimowMis-whase les goes. is. slowly. skiving
me to distraction. My demands that he tell me, or to cease
gOing, have gotten me nowhere.
I am seriously considering hiring a private detective to
follow him, but wonder what harm it could do to our
marriage if Paul is innocent of any wrong-doing, and learns
that I've had him followed.
What, is your advice?
• DOUBTING DODU
DEAKMOUBTINGIrow upsitim doin helve to kiadif_
where your husband IS every minute of his life. Islet oa.
adult man (or woman) entitled to some real personal
freedom without being held accountable for his time 24
hours a day? And wouldn't the hiring of a private detective
be the ultimate assault on that freedom, and an insult as
well?
If you want to ruin your ideal marriage, just continue to
"demand" that your otherwise perfect husband give you an
hourly accounting of his time. Or have him followed.
DEAR ABBY:
The saying, "live and let live"
Is a tolerant point of view.
But Abby, Live and HELP live
Is exactly what you do.
Your wisdom, wit and humor
_ Is a. blessed inspiration _
For 19 years of pleasure,
 _ —My sincere appreciation!
' 'RAE SWIDLER (AGE 91)
GOLDEN CREST HOME: L.A., CALIF
DEAR ABBY: My father is 59, and a retired coal miner. -
on disability. 
-
He bought U.S. Savings Bonds years ago through the
payroll office, and kept them at home. Our house burned
down 25 years ago, and all the bonds were destroyed. Dad
never had copies of the bond numbers.
Is there any way he can trace these numbers? Eyeryone
we talked to says we should forget it. • - - - -
MRS. P.
DEAR MRS. P.: Don't forget it. Your father should
contact his local bank, or the nearest Federal Reserve Bank,
and request Form PD 1048.
He should then contact his former employer to help In
filling out this form, as sometimes the payroll offices keep
records of the serial numbers and dates. Your father *hood
fill out the form in duplicate, keep one copy for himself and
send the other to the Bureau of Public Debt I the address is
on the form).
It may take a while, but eventually your father wi.I get
his bonds.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Hate to write letters? Send 81 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed, stamped 120e) envelope.
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:1 $ HOSPITAL PATIENT. Mrs. John Nanny of Murray
:::::::: has been a patient at Lourdes
:' Hospital, Paducah.
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PADUCAH PATIENT
Recently dismissed from
L&Firflik HairliVat, Pitdotair
was Bert Jacobs of Murray.
ON VACATION
Mr. and Mrs: James H.
Shelton!' Sr., and son Timmy,
and Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Like
have returned home after
visiting their son and daughter,
Mr, and Mrs. Ronnie Like and
children at Lutherville, Md.
Enroute home they visited Mr.
Shelton's brother, Charles
Shelton at Marshall, N. C.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Homer England of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT.-
Mrk, jubert Latham of
Murray has been *-Pitifiat at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Robert Smith of Kirksey has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. -
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Tom Karvounis of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah
Marcile's
Fashions
816 Coldwater Road
After Easter
10, 20,
&30 % Off.
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CALE N DAR
WedRaidiy, April
_
SpalsiThilibiptist Church
Mission Groups 'will meet at
seven p.m. at the church.
Flint Baptist Church Mission
Groups will meet at the church
at seven p.m.
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church Women and BYW will
meet at the church at seven
p.m.
Murray Civic Music
"Scenes
Perf
I
NO I
• • 
IIAQ 
 ;
ei
p.m.
•
-4 •
, will be at the
Auditorium at 8:15
Thursday, April 3
Kirksey Baptist Church
Women will meet at seVe0 PAM,
Murray Women of the Moose
will meet at eight p.m. at the
lodge Hall.- .
Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 1:30 p.m. with
Mesdames Wayne WHEW%
Helene Visher, Eurie Warren,
Peter Whaley, Greene Wilson,
and Ted Vaughn as hostesses.
WMCF of the First Assembly
of God is scheduled to meet at
seven p.m. at the church.
Senior Recital of Cathy
Propst Benton, piaoo, Crystal
City, Mo., will be at seven p.m.
at the Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Annex, MSU.
She-Male Contest, sponsored
by Kappa Delta Sorority, will be
at Lovett Auditorium, MSU, at
7:30 p.m. Advanced tickets are
fifty cents and at the door 75
cents.
Art exhibits of Barry John-
son, Murray, masters of art
show in photography, and
exhibits from 1973 International
Ceramics Symposium, will open
at the Clare M. Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arta Center, MSU, and run
through April 30.
Comet* ticanbone
directed_ by Prof. Raymend___
COnitiln, will be at 8:15 p.m. at -
the Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Annex, MSU.
!Friday, April 4
The Golden Age Club will
have a potluck luncheon at the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church at noon with
Mesdames Floy Caldwell, Eva
Sue Galloway, Callsta Clanton,
Frances Beach, Flora Ford,
and Mr. and_lirs„ Roger
Burgoyne as hostesses and host.
Military Ball for ROTC
Cadets and Dates will beheld at
the MSU Student -Union
Ballroom at eight p.m.
First Regional High School
Band Festival will open at four
p.m,, at Lovett Auditorium,
MSU, with 25 bands expected.
Saturday, April 5
Monthly Bridge for Couples
will be at Oaks Country Club at
7:30 p.m.
Las Vegas Night dance will be
held at the Murray Country
Club from nine p.m. to one a.m.
with music by The Amusement
Company. The charge is ten
dollars per couple.
Murray High School
Celebration of Communication
will be held at Murray Middle
School auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
+++++++++++++
11.57 
++4114+++++++++
When Your Child Is Sick
When those inevitable
childhood illnesses strike, why
not- make the time that your
child spends in bed as pleas-
ant as you can? Here are
some tips to help you and
your child when he's sick to
make the sickness a little
easier—on bothilf_yon-
Give your child a bell to
ring so that lie can—call you
when he needs you without
straining his throat And when
he calls, bring him plenty of
liquids. Let him choose be-
tween water, soda and a vari-
ety of juices and serve the
drinks in Dixie Knock Knock.
cups with the added fun of a
joke on each one.
Have plenty_of games at his
bedside--simple card games,
4,te.
solitibe -game in-a,- coloring
books and puzzle books. Also,
pinned .4sts4ia bedside; have
a paper bag -with the rim
turned down all the way
around so it will stay open. It
makes a handy wastebasket.
Cheerfully-colored paper
plates by Dixie are just the
thing to serve small portions
of food to a sick child. They
pep up his interest while
whetting his appetite and,
making meal time more like a
game. Smaller paper plates
take up less room on a tray
so you have a better chance
to arrange them attractively,
and they can be quickly dis-
posed of to avoid the spread
of
Follow these suggestions,
add lots of love, and the next
time your child is sicy.hings
will turn out well.
Golden Age Club To
Hold Luncheon Meet
The Golden Age Club will
hive- -1 lie-thick luncheon on -
Friday, April 4, at twelve noon
at the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church.
In charge of the
arrangements will be Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Burgoyne, Mrs.
Floy Caldwell, Mrs. Eva Sue
Galloway, Mrs. Calista Clanton,
Mrs. Frances Beach, and Mrs.
Flora Ford.-- •-•
For Information
Regarding
Electrolysis
(Permanent _
Removal of Hair)
Call 753-8856
@NM
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Save Now On Spring Needs!
Special Purchase!
Polyester Double Knit
Ladies' Pants
$5.99 Values
$4
SPECIAL
Pull-on style with flared bottoms. Assorted patterns
and solids in newest colors. Machine washable. FIRST
QUALITY at an irregular price. Sizes 8 to 18.
Reg. $2.99 Hondo Tube
Ladies' Miters-- • -- •
100% puckered cotton in white, navy, yellow,
red and blue solids. One size fits all. Machine
washable.
Ladies' Tote-Type
Beaded Handbags
Regular $3.99. .save $1.00!
All-over beaded. White,
blue, pink and natural
pastels. $2"
Repeat Sale
Men's Perm. Press
Sport Shirts
2
Ilterlarty $lat
3 Deis Only •
For 5
Short sleeve styles with long point
or spread collars. 50% polyester-
50% cotton blend in assorted
color patterns and solids. S-M-L-
XL.
Reg. $3.99
Polyester-Cotton
Ruffled Halters
Built-up shoulder style
trimmed with ruffles and
rows of smocking. Assorted
colors. One size. $299
Repeat Sale
Polyester Knit
Men's Slacks
Ilersier Sa 95
3 Drys Only
$488
Flare leg slacks with wide belt
loops. Assorted solids and fancy
patterns. Navy, brown, burgun-
dy, blue, tan and green. 29 to 42.
-.
W.44.4.- —061 r L*-..,*.r. St... .I.Melkeib.U.Nhak ill a4V•ir*"40". - -.. 10:4A"'..  ...... ...,
Clearance! Limited Quantities — Big Savings
Short sleeve style with
contemporary neckline.
Merrowed seams-, . no
raw unfinished eages.
Machine washable. S-M-
L.
-who,
*Plat
Polyester
Double Knit Fabrics
Spring's Most Wanted
Material
Come in today and select from a
terrific assortment of patterns
and colors. Make your own spring
wardrobe.. and save a bunch! ,
$1 8d8
'
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Ezell-Dalton Vows To —
Be Solemnized Saturday
Phala have WM _Completediba matron of hooir-ton-kliss
for the wedding of Miss HarolYrl-Exell with Meredith Paschall of
Kay Ezell, daughtqs of Mr. and
Mrs. James Harold Ezell, and
Jan Paschall Dalton, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Dalton. "
The vows will be solemnized
on Saturday, April 5, at 830 p.
m. at the First Baptist Church,
Murray, with Rev. Richard
Walker officiating.
A program of Music will be
presented by Dan McDaniel,
_ .:-erganist, and Mrs. H. Glenn
Doran, soloist.
Mrs. Eddie Mastera will be
Paris, Tenn., as flower girl and
Shane Mestere as ring bearer.
Joe Dalton will be best man
far Mr. Dalton with the ushers
to be James Thomas Nesbitt,
Tim Ginn, Martin Paschall of
Paris, Tenn., and Aubrey
Summers of Hopkinsville.
Following the ceremony 4,
reception will be held at the.
Swarm Hall.-
All friends and rebthres are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
Several Activities Planned Here
For Country Club Members
_
"The Arnusement Company" Latimer, Mrs. Rex Alexander,
will provide the music Saturday Mrs. Bill Crouse, Mrs. Bill
night, April 5, for the "Las Eurgerson, Mrs. Max Brandon,
Vegas Night" dance pL,Aptujitzuktobert Buckingham, Mrs..-'11tirray Country Club. A closed Elwood Brown, Mrs. Charles
dance for members and their Doxsee and Mrs. Anthony
out-of-town guests, the dance i Hamby.
will start at 9 p.m. and continue'. The men's April stag night for
until 1 a.m, the following day. - the club will be held Thursday,
The charge Is $10 per couple. April 17, with Henry Fulton as
Chairmen for the dance are the general chairman. Serving
Mr. and Mrs. Jere Stripling,- - with him on the committee are
-- and serving with them on the 'James Dale Clopton, Cecil
  arrangements corfunittee are: Farris and Dr. Conrad Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Jones, Dr.
. and Mrs. Ronnie Babb, Dr. and
Mrs. Bob Burke, Dr. and Mrs.
Elwood Brown end Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Philpot.
Co-chairmen for the club's
ladies' day bridge luncheon
Wednesday, April 9, are Mrs.
Don Hunter and Mrs. Beck
Wilson, the bridge chairmen,
and Mrs. Jiggs Lassiter, the
luncheon chairman.
Serving with them on the
over-all committee are: Mrs.
W. C. Adams, Mrs. Richard
14*--
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Bake Sales Planned
By Church Women
Bake sales will be held
Saturday, April 5, by the women
of the Pirat-Presbyteriarr
Church.
The sales will be from 9:30 a.
m. to three p. m. at Roses
Department Store in the Central
Shopping Center and at Say-
Rite Store in the Bel Mr
Shopping Center.
Xecatils-wise
_
13I Helen F. Andrew, M.S.,
Health Educator
Food Labeling
The new food labeling offi-
cially launched by the Food
and Drug Adininistratiiii:lri
. January, 1975, is providing
ff *housewives with the informs-
_
tion needed to plan menus
which meet the family's, nutri-
tional requirements.. •
It is a step toward improv-
ing the American diet, moti-
vated by a growing realization
that while the U.S. may be the
best-fed nation in quantity,
this is far from true in quality.
The new labels provide in-
formation 'about the calories,
protein, carbohydrates, fat;
cholesterol, vitamins, Ind-
minerals in a- designated size
of serving. They also indicate
the percentage of the Recom-
mended Daily Allowance pro-
vided by one serving.
Ingredients are listed in
order of decreasing weight.
Here there are traps the
shopper should watch out for.
Sugar is often listed in several
forms (sucrose, dextrose, corn
syrup) in the same product
and it may or may not head
the list. Without careful read-
• ing, a housewife may not
realize how high the sugar
content is in a product she is
buying.
The present lack of .regula-
tion requiring processors to
fist all ingredients can be
hazardous. (See next week's
column.) At present complete
labeling is required in two
categories: enriched or forti-
fied products, or those for
which the advertiser makes
any kind of nutritional claim.
The new labeling has been
widely acclaimed by nutrition-
ists, although they are the
first to recognize that it will
be useful only il-housewives
can be persuaded to take the
extra time to read the labels
and if they will acquire a
knowledge of the ABC's of
nutrition.
A good source of that basic
knowledge is a very readable
booklet entitled "Food Is
More Than Just Something to
Eat." It was prepared by the
U.S. Departments of Agricul-
ture, Health, Education. and
Welfare, and the Advertising
Council. Order from Nutrition
U.S.A., -Pueblo, Colorado
81009.
---0 t975 es a earnmently woks* of
the Health Deportment, General Con-
ferenc• of Seventh-day Adventists.
Vows To Be Read
•••
Miss Rebecca Gulielma Terhune
Mr. and Mrs. Russell W. Terhune announce the engagement of
their daughter, Rebecca Gulielma, to Jeffrey Joseph Martin, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert L Martin of Florence.
The bride-elect attends Murray State University where she will
receive the Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in May 1975.
Mr. Martin also attends Murray State University and will hold The Garden Department of
the Bachelor of Fine Arts degree after graduation in May. "1_1-I, the MiirraY_WQMan's Club will 
----11W Wedding iSplaiiiiiror Sunday, May 11, at 2:30 p.m. at the Meet Thursday., April 3, at 1:30
First Presbyterian Church, Murray, with a receptiotrtafollow at p.m. at the club house with Mrs.
the church. Graves to give the
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and devotion.
the reception. Miss Maude Nance will
present the program on !Vizi-
Shirley Morris Crowned Queen. arranging.". This will be an
.. open meeting.
I' Hostesses will be Mrs. Wayne
Williams, Dr. Helene Visher,
Mrs. Peter Whaley, Mrs.
Greene Wilson, and Mrs. Ted
Vaughn.
'The Newsy
Wier * Them
TOPS Club At Chapter Meet
Murray TOPS No. Kentucky
34 crowned the chapter queen,
Mrs. Shirley Morris, wife of
Max Morris of Murray, at the
meeting held Tuesday, March
14, at the Calloway County
Health Center.
Mrs. Morris was crowned
Queen of 1974 by the leader,
Diane Boyd, for losing the most
weight in that year. She also
reached her ideal weight last
year and became an official
"KOPS," "Keeping Off Pounds
Sensibly," a requirement for
being crowned queen.
The queen was given a robe,
DECA Alumni Members
Are Presiding Offteers
Si s members of the Murray
bEcA Ahunnt Chapter at-
tended the First Annual State
DECA Alumni Conference held
in March at Galt House,
Louisville.
They were Jennifer Tabers,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Tabers, Alumni president;
Suzette Hughes, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bun Harlan
Hughes, employee of Northside
IGA and Alunmi vice-president;
Gary Turner, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Turner, Parker Ford,
Inc., sales representative and
Alumni secretary; Roderick
Reed, son of Mrs. Orea Nell
BumphLs, MSU student and
Alumni parliamentarian; Terie
Stephenson, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Charles Stephenson;
' Nita Cunningham, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cun-
ningham, employee at Holiday
Inn.
ItOderiCrlie'e- d, State Alumni
president, presided at the
, conference with Suzette Hughes
serving as secretary. Ter*
Stephenson led the DECA creed
and roll call was given by
Suzette Hughes.
While at the conference, the
Alumni members assisted in the
scoring of examinations and
served a mombers of the
Courtesy corps.
Gorden Department
To Meet Thursday
-----tique Containers and Flower
banner Ibearing the chapter's
name), crown, trophy, red
carnations, and several other
gifts from the chapter. Mem-
bers said she looked attractivt
slim, and very proud and was
an inspiration to each one to
start working very hard to
"Take Orr Pounds Sensibly" so
one of them might be queen nekt;
year.
The TOPS meet each Tuesday
at seven p.m. at the Heal%
Center, North Seventh and
Olive Streets, and welcome
visitors who might be interested
in TOPS.
Mrs. Allbritten Speaks At-Meet
Of. Community Woman's Club
Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten,
first•vice-president of the Bank
of Murray, was guest speaker at
the meeting of the Mayfield
Community Woman's Club.
The Murray woman spoke to
the group on many aspects of
banking, including wills and
investments. She mentioned in
estate planning a living trust
can be established through an
attorney, and be controlled on a
daily basis.
Mrs. Allbritten said property
owned by individuals can be
classified in two categories-
real estate and personal-and
pointed out, and cautioned
against many common errors
  made in wording wills She
-Miss-Way Ezell —
Honored With
Shower Here
A delightful courtesy ex-
tended to Miss Kay Ezell, April
5th bride-elect of Jan P. Dalton,
was the personal shower given
at The Specialty Shop on North
Fourth Street.
Hostesses for the special
occasion were Mrs. Eddie
Mestere, Mrs Wells Overbey,
Mrs. Rob Poole, and Mrs.
James Thomas Nesbitt.
The honoree opened her many
gifts including the hostesses'
gift of lounging pajamas.
Twenty-one persons were
present or sent gifts.
Specials For Birthstone
•J ''r
0 . /The Diamond ...AZ',
Month RPM
 ALL: lAtoM507S
REDUCEDILDiamond
SUN. MON.
_
TUES. WED. THURS.1 FRI.
-
, SAT.,
. .
. 1/2
The Chandelier
Carat Gem Weight
I
5:
1..-
6 Pr•cloirr G•outn• Sopphirria or Ruby.
WW1 Diamonds..,
II
12 ,. layaway I , zi $
Now $.300 79 . 1915
Only
Value-vs„..,,Triver,E,.!......70 fltforifitioistatrtionpt " -,- VI"- 24 -41
- e
..- 20 • ,
,..
27 \41,-/- MICH.-SON'S\ / Open La Friday 
JEWELERS Rel-Air Stopping Center MURRAY
also 04,rhelson's Cairo, Union City
, and m rviltas Jewelers, Paducah
advised everyone to have a will
and emphasized using the entire
name no nicknames) on all
legal transactions.
The speaker suggested that
everyone should have a
household budget, with a
savings plan included. She
pointed out that eighty per cent
of all money in the world is
handled by women.
y BIRTHS
HUGHES BOY _
James Herbert is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Hughes of Mayfield Route
Seven- -for- their -baby- boy
weighing eight pounds ten
ounces, born en Sunday, March
30, at 11:39 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital
The father is employed a!
WNBS Radio
Grandparents are Mr and
Mrs. James E. Hughes of
Murray and Mr and Mrs.
Joshua H. Tabers, Sr., of
Farmington Route One:-..Prest-
grandparents are Mt. and Mrs.
John Hughes of Murray, John
WWeford of San Antonio,lapas.
and Mrs. Ruth Henry of Mural
Route Four.
•••
Anybody km a- siumpAgrunt, fiuninservee-pm-ilowdy? these
traditional New England claiserts may•-sountrtunny today, but
everyone can love those luscious concoctions of luIcy fruits and
hot biscuit tappings. In old-time cookery slumps and grunts were
boiled, while flummerles and pan dowdies were baked This mod-
em-day version of a pan dowdy uses canned red tart cherries to
delight both the traditionalists and modernists.
CHERRY PAN DOWDY --
Filling
1 cup granulated sugar
1/4 cup cornstarch -_
de,,i1 sell
teaspoon cinnamon
1/p teaspoon nutmeg
2 No 303 cans red tart pitted cherries
tablespoon lemon juice
- 4-terfspoorr atmortd-Itaverrtrty-
2 tablespoons butter or margarine
few drops red-food coloring
Armstrong Home Is
Scene Of Harris
_grove ClubJleet 
Combine sugar, cornstarch, salt, cinnamon and nutmeg. add to
cherries and luice in a saucepan Cook over low heat, stirring
constantly, until thick Remove from heat and add lemon joie&
almond flavoring, butter and food coloring. Pour into greased el it
-Ox 2 inch baking dish. 
2 cups biscuit mix
2/3 cup Milk
I°PPIng 
. _
'4 cup sugar
1 teaspoon cinnamon
The home of Mrs. Crawford _
Armstrong was the scene of the
March meeting of the Harris,
  Homemakers Club with
the president, Mrs. Carmen
'Angelo, presiding.
Mrs. James Dixon read tht
minutes and gave the financial
- 'report. The devotion was read
- --by Mrs. Margaret Taylor. Mrs.--
- Bill Wrather led the group In - 
songs. Lamm for 1975-76 were— --
Chasm.
—Mrs. TYKngelo and Mrs.
Williford displayed their
"Teneriffe Embroidery," and a
reading on 'The Middle Years
of Life" was given by Mrs. Bill
Wvather.
BeeS1116---S1---IN- delay in
receiving the Hong Kong stools,
the next meeting on Wed-
nesday, April 9, will be at one p.
m. at the-ftort* of Mrs. Jde
Williford instead of the
previously planned all day
On.
in Pet/on!
IffiRLE1111
GL
Stir biscuit mix and milk together just ,until blended, Drop Si
tablespoonfuls into mixture of sugar and cinnamon. Place biscuits
on top of cherry filling and bake in a 400' F. oven about 30
minutes. Makes 6_to 8 servings.
M.S.U.
Fieldhouse
April 15, 1975
7:30 p.m.
Tickets on sale at...
Peoples Bonk
Bonk of Murray
Dennison Hunt
Montgomery 11.1terd
Tickets:
Students & Children- $3.00
General Admission Adults -
$4.00
Reserved Seats -$5.00 - --
Sponsored by Murray
Calloway County Jaycees.
JACKSON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. David Jackson
of Symsonia Rt. 1 announce the
birth of a girl Friday, March 21,
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She has been named
/Ueda Marie.
Mrs. Jackson, the former
Patricia Miller, is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Miller
of Symsonia. The paternal
grandparents are Mr and Mrs
Jirruny Jackson of Mayfield St •
6. They also have a three-year-
oldllaughter, Melapie Anne
The 
great-grandParents are
James Melton of Benton and the
late Mrs. Melton; Mr and Mrs.
C. C. Miller of Symsonia; Mrs.
Golda Adams and Mr. and Mrs
R. R. Jackson, all of Mayfield
MP. "entre-et vititutt*Irrr-
are Mrs. Nettie Young of
Mayfield and the late Mr.,
Young, and Mr and Mrs.
Charlie Miller of Symaorria
•
VA
I
EVERY APPLIANCE IN THE STORE NOW ON SALE
SAVE $10 MORE ON ITEMS WITH A 1J ...THUR.-FRI.-SAT. APRIL 3, 4,5
t8-TRACK RECORDER AM/FM
COLOR CONSOLE T.V. SAVE $30 PLAYER CONSOLE STEREO y
MONTH LONG TRUCKLOAD APPLIANCE SALE
45 9§§*48646
Spz. '76 Genf. Cat.
This 25 inch diagonal
picture tube is the in-
dustry's largest--and
it's superbrite! One
Touch Tuning cor-
rects a messy picture.
Your choice of oak or
maple printed hard-
board cabinet.
/17324/54
20988*
Console records 2
ways--through the
system or with 2
mikes inch. Full
range speaker sys-
tem can be con-
verted to 4 dimen-
sion sound by adding
2 more speakers!
/2055
..
orople Tv cora
iflifir lb IV
.ill'Ll. -N-''&4,°4•, .7---kai •
11110-4siti fr,-4.
—,....,- ;A... . 
..., up l'".711-__••• ': -'• 4
i=k-aire...„-,..v.,‘
NO
411735 
N
SAVE $62
17 CU. FT.
FROSTLESS y
REFRIGERATOR
29788*
Automatic Cool
'n' Off Drea—
mt it and
large ;1,
Was 518.14 Spr. '7Il Gent. Cat.
Refrigerator has 3 adjust-
able shelves, built-in rollers, pass woo.
 -dearer -lisUrt-griait--•-reps....
insulation, twin vegetable Memo
crispers and easy-clean perm-
aliner interior.
02175
DELUXE 3-DR I
20.3 CU. FT. Y
REFRIGERATOR
39988*
This frostiest refrigerator
has 7-day meet keeper to
keep meat fresh, and • butter
and cheese keeper. It also has
'.-sidjustable shelves, rollers,
Ind an ice-maker option!
OTHER REFRIGERATORS-
PRICED FROM
4188.95
Spring 1875 Gent Cat
043.04
Ons hoar
clock/timer
SAVE $20
30 INCH
SMOOTHTOP
RANGE
299"`
Was 31111.116
Cut Prom 1575
Spring Grin/oral Catalog
Mindy storage
draws' for
iettoriari'
SAVE $30 ON MICROWAVE OVEN/
WITH GOURMET COOKING CONTROL
IM I
30988*
Was 335 55
8pr '71 Gard. (•t
Automatic J.frott cycle
thaws foods without
cooking them.
1)eluxe 36-mintite tinsel-
- slit it and forget it.
Large glass window
with lighted oven in-
terior.
afe415/17415/18415
GREAT VALUES ON OUR BUDGET-
PRICED 18-LB. LAUNDRY TWINS
23988*
This 8-cycle automatic washer handles
all washable fabrics- -durable press
too! It has 5 wash-rinse temperature
combinations, water save control and
automatic bleach and fabric dispenser.
169"*
Automatic Dry Control seta tempera
ture and time for you. The 4 position
tempersture selector_ adjusts position
for Hi, Low, Fluff or Automatic Gas
Dryer $30 extra, Colors $5 more
BUY WHAT YOU NEED NOW—JUST SAY -CHARGE rr- rronsportorion •
Mettry-9therZrribatic-Ftrice-Cuts,_
SERVICE NATION‘WIDE
Prompt service, factory parts
Durbin Sales Agency 1203 Chestnut Phone 753-1966 I 
•
v• • 4,0•211is..,- I.... •
-
%
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The dger & Ttm,es otiiiiinated articles are encouragedupintenated artickts to only those which parrallel the editorial
philosophY of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers,
Ilie editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to LunnMurray. . jhetefure we aryl readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
ene ilcCuicherin. editor tehttrpref atted mei:Articular lame ssid If, III Hlf 11 %Ell.s1.111:10. .
, anky an indivtdual writer in a column, to respond41fier L. Apiwrstok'pliblislicr
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- To Feature Allot()
_
By NIEL HEARD
National Federation Of
Independent Business, Inc.
While another antitrust lawyer in
Washington, D. C. could stril4 some as
akin to the old aphorism of shipping coals
to Newcastle, Joseph L. Alioto of San
Francisco will be the featured luncheon
speaker at the opening day of the small
business conference on June 15, Wilaon S.
Johnson, president of the National
Federation of Independent Business an-
Besides being Mayor of San Francisto,
and president of the National Mayor's
Conference, Alioto is considered one of the
nation leading antitnist lawyers, but in a
different context than the usual definition
of an antitrust attorney. --A--
While many antitrust lawyers in cor-
porate practice are considered itritt
antitrust, Alioto has bent both snational
and international reputation for his suc-
cess in suing corporate antitrust law
violators and securing damages for the
plaintiffs. He successfully represented
municipalities and utility districts in the
famous price fixing, conspiracy in which
leading heavy- electrical equipment —
_manufacturers were involved, and
,recently his firm won a heavy judgement
against a major food chain on behalf of a
group of cattlemen for alleged price fixing.
Constant surveys conducted by the
NFIB reveal that small and independent
business people feel one of their major
problems is failure to adequately enforce
- the antitrust laws with many expo
the view that the energy situation has been
created by this failure in antitrust law
enforcement.
An aggressive speaker, and a con-
Bible Thought
•
For as the Father raiseth up the dead,
and quickeneth them; even so the Son will
quickeneth whom he will: John 5:2L
The Good News of the Gospel is that
there is life beyond this life.
trovertal personality, Mayor Alioto is
descended from immigrant stock who
came to California to found independent
enterprises principally allied with the
fishing industry. As an attorney and a
mayor he has maintained an active in-
terest in the preservation of family owned
businesses.
If there is validity to the often published
claim that there is widespread
dissatisfaction in the American middle
class, of which the small and independent
business community is the backbone, the
program of the National Federation of
Independent Business conference in June
appears to be designed to plumb just how
deep this alleged dialatisfaction reaches.
For following the Alioto talk on antitrust
at the Monday luncheon, California's
former Governor Ronald Reagan is the
featured luncheon speaker on Tuesday.
Reagan is generally recognized as the
symbol of one partisan group dissatisfied
with the conduct of their party.
At luncheon on the following ,
Wednesday, his opposite number in the
other major party, Governor George
Wallace of Alabama will be the featured
speaker.
There will be other speaKers on the
program plus a visit to Capitol Hill, as well
as seminars on various problems en-
countered under current conditions in the
operation of small and medium size en-
terprises.
This will mark the second time that the
National Federation of Independent
Business has held a national conference in
the nation's' capitol to focus attention on
the important* of small business in the
economy.
Early in his regime as president of the
organization, Johnson held such a con-
ference in 1971 which was so successful
that the NFIB membership requested him
to conduct another one this year in view of
the changed economic climate.
The headquarters will be at the
Washington-Hilton and is open to
registration to any bona fide independent'
business people if there is any space
available after registration of the NFIB
members is completed.
Sensing the _News
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Executive Vice President
United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: CHROME AND IDEOLOGUES
At a time when many Third World
nations are forming cartels to control and
limit the export of vital minerals to the
United States it is incredible that
ideologues in Congress again are at-
tempting to impose a ban on chrome from
Rhodesia.
Rhodesian chrome is a strategic and
critical mineral. It will gain increasing
importance in the years ahead. The
alternative to Rhodesian chrome is
chrome from the Soviet Union. If the U. S.
becomes dependent on Soviet chrome, the
Soviets score another strategic gain.
Rhodesia's crime, in the eyes of the
liberal ideologues, is that it wants to
maintain its independence in the face of
terrorist attacks and U. N. demagoguery
and economic boycotts It is shocking that
 PRY_Alikalallitial...gaup_ of...America n.s, let _
alone lawmakers, would want to deny
America substantial advantage in order to
appease violent, unstable states in the
United Nations organization.
Tragically, this is the age of the anti-
hero. In the novel and other works of
contemporary literature, this has been
true for some time. Modern writers, it
seems, seek out the unlovely and hateful
and make them the center of attention. So
it is on the world stage. The U. N. sees no
evil, hears no evil when it comes to brutal
nations and cruel leaders—from Mao Tse-
tung to Nasser Arafat of the Palestine
Liberation organization. Such states,
leaders and movements are presented as
the wave of the future.
The nations that fight to maintain
civilized order are no more fashionable in
political circles than authentic heroes are
in the world of modern fiction. Hero-
worship, or anti-hero worship, to be
precise, is directed at monolithic regimes
such as that of Communist China.
The, liberal community pushes for the
recognition of Red China, urging free
China on Taiwan to make its peace with
the 1984-style slavemasters in Peking. And
so it is with Rhodesia, a bastion of civilized
existence in Central Africa. Enormous
HARRIGAN
pressures are exerted against the
Rhodesians in an effort to compel them to
yield to the kind of tyranny existing in
states to the North. The ideologues in
Congress would employ the economic •
weapon in their drive to force Rhodesia to
surrender to the terrorists.
Values in our troubled world seem
almost completely distorted. Advocates of
renewed American economic sanctions
against Rhodesia, employing a ban on
chrome, say that action is necessary
because the U. N. represents the best hope
of mankind. But, in fact, the U. N. is the
organization that wildly cheered when
pistol-packing Yasser Arafat strode to the
podium at U. N. headquarters to deliver a
Hitlerite verbal attack on Israel.
Proponents of a ban on Rhodesian
chrome also assert that America must
becitiSe ftliadail "Is a--
former British colony and London favors a
ban. But the truth is that Rhodesia has not
been a British colony at any time in its
history. In the early days, it was a
territory run by private enterprise—the
old Chartered Company. In 1923, Rhodesia
became self-governing and has conducted
its affairs ever since without the financial
assistance of Britain.
In the real world of today, Rhodesia is an
outpost of civilization under attack by
terrorists. The te_irrorists eperating against
Rhodesia' Rini bases in Zambia are
brothers in savagery to the IRA terrorists
hitting targets in Great Britain.
Tragically, terrorism against Rhodesia is
not roundly condemned in the West. The U.
N. praises as "liberation forces" those
who would "liberate" people with booby
traps and Anti-personnel mines.
But these things aside, everything in the
U. S. national interest dictates retaining
access to Rhodesian chrome in a period of
worsening mineral shortages. In the final
analysis, of course, the moral factor
cannot be ignored. The United States
should starid by a country that defends the
procesaes of civilization and resists the
onslaugh.t of terrorism.
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Tornado Safety Rules
SHELTER Seek inside shelter If
possible. If hi the open, move away
_ from a tornado's path at a right angle.
If there is no time to escape, lie flit in
_ the nearest depression, such as a ditch
or ravine.
IN OFFICE BUILDINGS The
basement or an interior hallway on a
lower floor is safest. Upper stories are
unsafe. If there is no time to descend, a
closet or small room with stout walls, or
an inside hallway will live some
protection against flying debris.
Otherwise, under heavy furniture must
Shelter areas should be selected and
marked, and building employees should
be trained to direct the occupants to
them. - ,
IN HOMES WITH BASEMENTS
heSeek refuge near t
the most sheltered- and deepest below
. ground part of the, basement. Ad.
ditionalprotection is afforded by taking'
_ cover under heavy future of a work:-
bench. Other basement possibilities are
-tlar the smallest room with stout waihr-i-or
under a stairway.
A storm cellar, of a reinforced portion
of the basement can be planned and
constructed, or the safest portion of the
Today In History FACTORIES, AUDITORIUMS, AND
- By TkaAssoctased Press
Today is Wednesday, April 2,.the 92nd
day of 1975. There are 273 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in hi:story: 
In 1917, President Woodrow Wilson
asked Congress to declare war on Ger-
many, saying the world must be made safe
for democracy.
On this date: -
In 1792, Congress established the U.S.
Mint.
In 1865, during the Civil War, Con-
federate President Jefferson Davis and
most of his cabinet fled from Richmond,
In 11182;- the outlaw, Jesse James, was
shot and killed by a member of his gang in
St. Joseph, Mo.
In 1932, Charles Lindbergh turned over
$50,000 dollars to an, unidentified man in a
Bronx, New York, cemetery as ransom for
his kidnapped son.
In 1944, Soviet forces entered Romania
during World War II.
In 1947, the United Nations assigned the
United States as a trustee of Pacific islan-
ds formerly held by Japan under mandate.
Ten years ago: Prime Minister Harold
Wilson of Britain and French President
Charles de Gaulle agreed at a Paris
meeting "that some sort of basis must be
found for a peaceful settlement in Viet-
Five years ago: Japanese students who
had hijacked an airliner released 103
passengers at the airport at Seoul in South
Korea and accepted the Japanese Vice
Minister of Transportation as a hostage for
a flight to North Korea.
One year ago: President George Pom-
pidou of France died in Paris at the age of
62.
Today's birthdays: Actor Alec Guinness
is 61. Television actor and producer Jack
Webb is 55.
Thought for today: Never trust a man
who speaks well of everybody—Joan C'hur-
ton Collins, English literary critic, 1848-
1908.
basement can be selected and the
family drilled to use it. -• --
IN HOMES WITHOUT BASEMENTS-
Take cover in the smallest room with
stout walls, or under heavy furniture,
or a tipped-over upholstery couch or
chair in the part of the house. The first
floor is safer than the second ( or third)
If there is time, open windows partly on
the side away from the direction of the
storm's approach; but stay away from
windows when the storm strikes.
Construction of a storm cellar is
particularly advisable for homes
without baSemente. An alternative is
preseason selection of a nearby
culvert or deep ditch.
MOBILE HOMES Are particularly
vulnerable to overturning and
destruction during strong winds, and
should be abandoned in favor of a
preselected shelter, or even a ditch in
the open. Damage can be minimized by
.securing the trailer with cabOs an-
ciored in concrete footing.
If permission can be obtained to use a
nearby basement, a well constructed
utility building, or other nearby shelter,
mobile-home park occupants should
select a leader responsible for ensuring
_ constant radio monitoring and sup-
plmental,storm spotting, and for
sounding the alarm if a storm ap-
proaches.
OTHER LARGE BUILDINGS WITH
LIT(..FDE REE-SPAN ROOFS Should_ 
eselected, marked shelter areas
in their basements, smaller rooms, or
.nearby.
Shelter areas should be selected and
marked, and building employees should
be trained to direct occupants to them.
Supplemental spotters should watch for
storms and give warning; drills should
be held before and during season.
PERSONAL PREPARATIONS
Should include availability of a battery-
operated radio, in case of power loss;
knowledge of safety rules and how to
tell if a tornado or severe thunderstorm
is approaching; and change of family
plans in order to remain near shelter
during a severe local storm threat.
Study safety rules, select shelter area
in home, provide extra batteries for
small radio, learn the siren or other
local immediate warning signal for
your community, and learn how to
identify an approaching tornado or
severe thunderstorm.
PARKED CARS Are unsafe as
shelter during a tornado or severe
windstorm; however, as a last resort, if
no ravine or ditch is nearby they may
provide some shelter from flying debris
to those who crawl under them.
Be sure you understand the dif-
ference between a TORNADO WATCH
and a TORNADO WARNING. The
National Weather Service issues a
TORNADO WATCH to give you ad-
vance notice that tornadoes may occur
in your locality. This gives you time to
make preliminary plans for moving to a
safe shelter quickly if a tornado is
sighted. TORNADO WARNING is an
urgent announcement that a tornado
has been reported and warns you to
take immediate safety precautions.
When the WARNING is issued, move
quickly, seconds save lives?
The above information is from
Tornado Preparedness Planning, a
pamphlet published by the National
Weather Service.
-HE4RTLINE
HEARTLINE
1400-542-2450
HEARTLINE is a service for —Senior
Citizens. Its purpose Is to answer
questions—fast_ Call Monday through
Friday from 9 a. m. until 5 p. m. or write
HEARTLINE, 8514 North Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio, 45415. Remember HEAR.
TUNE pays for all calls on its toll-free
number.
1-800-543-2450
Heartline: What is the new amount of
earnings that Social Security Tax can be
deducted on?—S. R.
Answer: In 1975 the amount will be
$14,100.00 up from $13,200.00.
Heartline: Will Medicare pay for
prescription drugs?—Mrs. J. J.
Answer: No.
Heartline: I recently paid $1,200.00 down
on a condominium. I was promised an
apartment on the ground floor, but the
salesman marked me down for the 16th
floor and I failed to notice before I signed
the contract, I requested my down
payment back, but no answer. Please
help.—C. D.
Answer: We talked to the president
Your refund is on the way with a promise
for a ground floor apartment in the next
lie t1lna.My_father..& a..WW11- vetann..--
now in iVAilospiUal.lIe ihiecTher-e-
with me and my husband. NOw they have
reduced his pension to $50.00, per month.
How come?
stions & Answers
The Tax Rebate---
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Internal
Revenue Service says taxpayers wffi begin
-----th-receive their tax rebate checks In May-
with all 78 million checks in the mail by the
end of June.
The rebates are being provided under
the tax cut bill passed by Congress and
signed by President Ford last month.
Answer: It's the law. If unmarried and
after the third calendar month in VA
hospital, pension is reduced to $50.00.
Heartline: My husband is going to retire
from the railroad. If I continue to work,
will it affect his annuity?—C. T.
- Answer: No, not in any way.
Following are questions and answers, as
prepared by the Internal Revenue Service,
about the tax rebates:
Q. What is a rebate?
A. A rebate is the return of a portion of
youti 1774 tax authorized by the tax reduc-
tion act of 1975.
Q. What is the base for the IRS com-
putation of rebates?
A. Generally, the law provides 10 per
cent of 1974 tax as a base for computing
--='-rehates but establishes $200 as the mat-
-. -imum rebate.
Q. I had no federal tax liabilit in .
Am I eligible for a militate? -----........Pvt. Myles W.-Todd is-noWlakthirldg-
basic training at Fort Jackson, S. C.
Bethel Richardson and Pat Trevathan,
local Certified Public Accountants, have
announced the formation of a partnership
with offices on Maple Street.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Martha Ann   
Miles, age 96, one of the oldest members of - -
_the _South Pleasant Grove Methodist
Church, and Malcolm Sale of Roswell, N.
M., formerly of Murray.
Col. Tom Brown, Col. Sid Jobs, and 0. J.
Houser attended the Sports Show at
Cleveland, Ohio, in promotion of the
Kentucky Lake area.
Dr.. Charles D. Scarborough of the
Houston-McDevitt- Clinic will deliver a
lecture o ---"Medical Aspects of
Alcoholism" on April 5 at the Calloway
County Health Center.
I receive ray rebate?
A. We are processing these as quickly as ,
possible. However, there are about 78 -
million checks involving rebates and it will
take some time for Treasury disbursing to TT
process them all. It is anticipated that all
rebates will be issued before the end of
June.
Q. My adjusted gross income for 1974 ex-
ceeded $20,000. Will this affect the amount -
of my rebate?
A. Yes, the maximum rebate-ia-rednced
proportionally for those with io.comes
$20,000. Taxpayers with adjusted gross in- -
comes over $30,000 will receive a
maximum 8100 rebate.
1K1N6 BA CK
A. No, the rebate is based on liability for
tax for 1974.
Q. What is the minimum rebate?
A. The law established $100 as the
minimum rebate unless the taxpayer's
1974 tax was less than $100, in which event
the entire amount of tax would be returned
_ in the form of a rebate. •
_Q.WllhIreceiveanytypeofexp1anation
--with my rebate check?
A. Yes, each check will include an ex-
planatory stuffer.
Q. If my wife and I file separately, will
we get a bigger rebate?
A. No, the maximum rebate for a
married individual filing separately is
$100.
Q. I owe money on my 1974 tax. Doi have
to pay it before I get my rebate?
A. Yes, you should pay any amount of
tax due. Otherwise, if you owe any money
on your current year's or any prier year's
tax returns, your rebate will be credited to
your account. If your rebate is greater
than the amount you owe, the difference
will be sent to you.
Q. I haven't received my refund. Will
this delay my rebate check?
A. No. Rebate checks will be issued
quickly and in most instances by June 15,
1975. If you have not yet received your re-
fund, it may be included in the same
check. If the check be the words "ref and.
reb" on it, this means that the amounted
the check includes both the regular refund
and the rebate. If it is for the rebate only it
will have "tax rebate" printed on it.
Q. I have received my refund. When will
10 Years Ago
-4-
20 Years Ago
The State Board of Education has given
Murray High School a rating of "A", a
rating which it has received for the past
fifteen years.
City Judge Bob McCuLston presented his
quarterly report at the meeting of the
Murray City Council held last night with
Mayor George Hart presiding.
..11r. and Mrs. J. W. Redden are the
'Parents of a baby girl, Margaret Anita,
t born March 25.
Officers of the Kirksey. Chapter of the
National Beta Club are Billy Smith,
Charles Coleman, Edgar Doores, Barbara
Washer, Sue Culver, and Bobby Wilson
Mildred Lassiter is faculty sponsor.
The Family Lawyer
Dress Code
For Teachers?
Hamilton, a high-school teach-
er, came back from summer vaca-
tion sporting a new mustache. In-
formed that he was violating the
rules or-the school, Hamilton nev-
erthelgsvrefused to shave it off.
Result: the principal fired him.
In short order Hamilton went
to court to protest. And the court
held that he was entitled to retain
both the job and the mustache.
Describing the principal's action
as arbitrary, the judge said:
"There is no indication that
mustaches had caused, or were
likely to cause, any disruption or
disturbance: no indication of any
hi .h or sanitation problem; no
indii...r3n of difficulties of any
sOrt."
Most courts are inclined to take
a similar attitude witivxgarti to
• o 111111111111111.111.11111111111111101r
toth mustaches and beards. They
say nhools cannot impose a
"dress code" on teachers unless
it has some reasonable relation-
ship to the welfare of the school.
However, one court took a dif-
ferent view of a rule requiring
teachers to wear neckties. In this
case, the school board argued that
a teacher could exert greater in-
fluence on students if his appear-
ance was impressive.
And the court, noting that
neckties were "conventional at-
tire for those in positions of lead-
ership,- decided to uphold the
board's Position.
What about tardiness? One
teacher was late for class almost
half the days of the school year.
Fired for shirking his responsi-
ViTileK-hTlitaillerai-etairt rear-
discharging him was too drastic.
Rut he offered no excuse at all
for his chronic tardiness. Again,
the court upheld the action of the
school board.
"Such conduct," said the court,
"without sufficient reason consti-
tutes wilful neglect of "
A public service feature of the
American Bar Association and
the Kentucky Bar Assn. Writ-
ten by Will Bernard,
197c American Our Association
Let's Stay Well
Stairways Are :'Hazardous
Watch your step on stairway§!
They are hazardous, whether
you are going up or down.
The National Bureau of Stan-
dards of the Department of Com-
merce estimates that 356,000
Americans are injured each
year as a result of stairway acci-
dents at home or'elsewhere.
The -Bureau of Standards is
studying how Americans go up
By F.J.L. Blasingarne, M.D.
the study, was quoted in the
Journal of the American Medi-
cal Association as saying:The
biggest stairway 'hazard is dis-
traction -- people looking at
other people, or reading graffiti,,
or running to catch the subway."
Some prelintinary itaanemen-
dations resulting from the study
include bright lighting of the
stairway to avoid distractions of
and down stairt. Even .401 ottowip.vm;ierd skgritid eiletesorovelemposibrergvftsou sight, and providing
..---141t.be-erimpfeled new juneente---edititaandienotherfer.ehildreiv--
- t'eseaieheri . that-- Then using-Thirs-ray, -Ite-
distraction is *common cause of time for mental concentrati It
stairway accidents. is not a time for daydreaming.
Jahn Archea, who is making idle_ .eonversation. 'or careless
haste. Keep your mind on your
steps. Keep your hands out of
your pockets. Make a search of
your purse or pockets later for
your wallet or compact.
Remember the old motto':
"Watch,-.your step," especially
when you are on a stairway.
Q: Mr T H. asks the cause of
"heartburn."
A: isterm has a loose mea
sua v rs nin
-̀ ;11,17rIglaatfling- a:VW IcisCet7
central chest Lit ttpper, abdomen.
While the, sensationS are in the
region of the heart. they usually
do not come from it. Instead,
pLASINGAME
they arise from the irritation of
the lower portion of the
esophagus Relief is generally
obtained by neutralizing the acid
with medication or by the inges-
tion of food, such as milk.
Q: Mrs. S.M. wants to know if
persons with ulcerative colitis
have a higher incidence of
cancer Of the colon than normal
persona
4
•
11 o;
-
f
Cht
.Roc
10
Loc
of iac-i'eboet
.rtine tirmsarrcrrnrrotrur victims
of Ulcerative colitis than in nor-
mal persons.
United Feature Syndicate
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Coffee
89
Without
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Assorted Flavors
1/2 Gal.
Kellogg's
Pop Tarts
Assorted Flavors
it .590
Duncan Hines
Cake Mix
.Exculciing Angel Food
DELUXE 11
CAKE MIX
USDA Choice Fully Mature
Corn Fed Beef
Round Steak $109
try sOme of our fully mature corn 'fed beef and taste
the difference
Del Mont
Peaches
, Hyde Park
Super
Value
Bread
-_.
' •••:-..........:-:::::...::-,:....-..:-:-:-..--:.:.x.x.:460-**::+•:•):•:44,1*:+:::.x.x.:::::.,:::::.,:*::.:::+x:s::::tww,:::.......-.:.:::.:...,:x...:....x.......,...::..::...........
USDA Choice Krey Hostess g Leon Tender...-:
Fresh -Fully Mature Beef ::::..
..: Vegieners 
......:: .
Chuck
Roast 12-oz.
Pkg.
100% Pure Lean Lean Meat Pork
Located in Downtown
Shopping Centers
a.m. to 9 p.m.
-
Neck
Bones
Ac
Li.
Craddocks
Whole Hog
Sausage
38
12 oz. bag
SAeos or Naives
Urfa 21/4iso
Friskie:
Nabisco
Saltine
13% 01. Cans
We accept U. S. Government Food Stamps
Prices Good Thursday April 3
ibm Wednesday And 9, 1915 
With our Coupon
---------- - -- - Texas Sweet
Cantaloupes each 49.!
BOYS ft GIRLS
AGES 10 Theo 14
START
NOW!
Sara Lee
Pound
Cake
Charmin
Tissue
Assorted Colors
4 Roll
HURRY!
REGISTER TODAY
CONTEST STARTS IMMEDIATELY
EACH
PIECE
t881
°Rogers°.
wiTH EACH
$5.00 PURCHASE
FIRST WEEK TEASPOON
(1.6(
yaws 49( ,I 
sEcoNr, WEEK SOUP SPOON v$1.2Ss 49:
THIRD WEEK SALAD FORK
iii.L 2ust
FOURTH WEEK' ICE DRINK SPOON
11 2S
viii..tiai
This Week DINNER FORK
VAL111.211
AIR 494
e
cIXTH WEEK KNIFE
112.110
vALue 49(
The above schedule will be repeated ivirs. in the 
coming weeks
for a total of fl sr•rk•
Frosty Acres
Cut Corn
Frosty Acres
* * "IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY .... YOU CAN'T BEAT 
OUR PRICE" * *
.40=4 Ars. • — malammoscrao•
10 oz. box
COUPON
COUPON
Coupon
Expires 4-9-75
POWNITROW%
Home owned
and
Home operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Varney triftrirer-
- Owners.
-a 1, qrs %NW.,
— III -.4,111‘arAir ao-re-atorplenail******44‘.,411..v..01aftwo.ve
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AND THEY PLAY TENNIS TOO — Besides being pretty, oR these gills ore members of the Murray Nigh
tennis team, which will open its season Thursday at Marshall County. from left to right are Patti McIn-
tosh, Susan Stripling, Carol Dick, Kathy Outland, Catherine Dick, Candy Jacks.aa, Jill Austin, Robyn Burke
and Coach lonette Underwood. In the background ore the unfinished times courts at Murray Nigh.
(stet motes by Mike inendeal
TO OPEN SEASON — The season will open Thursday id Marshal County for the Murray Nigh tennis teens.
Members are from left to right, Brent Austin, Kim Trevathan, Brod Boone, Mark Hamra, Boyd Walker,
Kevin Ray, Craig Shinners and Coach tonette Underwood.
BruiriSliamedTop Team
Cage Ratings_
By DAN BERGER_ Of 49 sports writers and
. AP Sports Writer broadcasters who cast ballots,
LOS ANGELES (AP) — John 45 of them name the Bruins No.
;Wooden didn't have to be told 1. One ballot contained half of
"UCLA Was the champion again. vote each for UCLA and In-
ge alreledy knew his Bruins had diana, which compiled the be
st
t--- 1501ine otit on folitwo ways. record among major colleges.
- UCLA was rsamed No. 1 in The Two other ballots were cast for,-_—
ted Pr aW final poll of Indiana as No. 1 and another
the 1974-75 season Tuesday, tplloter, Hubert Mizell, sports
almost an antirlimsix after it editor of The St Petersburg
had captured the national Times, voted Syracuse first in
championship Monday night protest.
with a 92-85 triumph over Mizell listed as his choices, in
Kentucky in the National order, Syracuse, Louisville,
Collegiate Athletic Association Kentucky and UCLA, the
tournament in San Diego. reverse order of finish of the
The bespectacled 64-year-old NCAA tournament. He said he
former coach of the Bruins has did it "in protest over The AP's
repeatedly said that's the iin- holding a ballot after the
portant championship. "Still, I legitimate championship
aal pleased that we are of- tournament."
ficially No. 1," said Wooden,
I echoing what he'd said two
; years ago when UCLA topped
i
the tourney and the poll after
that season ended.
"I don't think the polls mean
as much in basketball as they do
hi football. In football, there is
no way to determine a national
champion on the field, but in
basketball there is," Wooden
said then. He acknowledged,
however, that if a poll meant
anything, it should be taken
after the regular season
The Bruins, however, were
not unanimous choices.
The Bruins, 28-3, wound up
with 969 points on the poll
compared to No. 2 Kentucky, 26-
5, with no first-place votes but
830 points. Indiana, 31-1,
dropped to third with 787 points,
followed by Louisville, 28-3,
with 762. Maryland was a
distant fifth with 525.
Rounding out the top 10 were
Syraculle, which lost in over-
time to Louisville for third place
in the NCAA tournament; North
Carolina State, picked No. 1 in
The AP's preseason poll;
Arizona State, North Carolina,
and Alabama
The Top Twenty teams in The
Associated Press' final 1974-75 •
major college basketball poll,.
with first-place votes in
parentheses, season records
and total points. Points
tabulated on basis of 20-18-16-14
12-10-9-8-7 etc.:
1. UCLA ( 451es ) 23-3
2 Kentucky 26-5 830
3 Indiana( 24) 31-1 7
4. Louisville 28-3 762
5. Maryland 24-5 525
6. Syracuse (1) 23-9 443
7. N. Car. St. 27-6 403
8. Arizona St. 25-4 377
9. N. Carolina 23-8 295
lb. Alabama 22-5 246
11. Marquette 23-4 210
12. Princeton 22-8 127
13. Cincinnati 23-6 124
14. Notre Dame 1940 110
15. Kansas St. 20-9 69
16. Drake 20-10 67
17. Nev-L. Vegas 24-5 41
18. Oregon St. 18-12 40
19. Michigan 19-8 36
20. Providence 17-10 27
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Arizona,
Auburn, Boston College, Cen-
tenary, Central Micigan,
Clemson, Creighton, Furman,
Holy Cross, Kansas, La Salle,
Montana, New Mexico State,
Oregon, Pan American, Penn,
Rutgers, St. Bonaventure,
Southern California, Stetson,
Tennessee, Texas A&M, Texas-
El Paso, Washington.
Worst Teams _Will Help
Decide Who Is. Best
By The Associated Press
The Memphis Sounds and
Virginia Squires, the teams
4 with the worst records in the
• American Basketball
1 Association, now get their
• chances to decide the best in the
Init after tuning up againiteach other.They play the New York Nets
: and Kentucky Colonels, tied for
i the Eastern Division lead with
1 56-26 records, tonight, and
1 Thursday in the final 
two days
of the regular season. Tonight,
; it's Virginia at Kentucky and
,;. Memphis at New York. Thur-
sday, New York will be at
3 Virginia, and Kentucky at
i Memphis. .Should the Nets and Colonelsa •
✓ still be tied after Thursdaya
i night, they would hold a one-
game playoff for the East title
; in Louisville Friday night. -
g The Sounds lifted their record
41.11,91LIEW,...4, V irgW.
: to 15-67, an ABA record for
tosses, trounring the Squires
111-102 Tuesday night.
d The Nets and Colonels,
l. meanwhile, were idle, but in
: other ABA games, the Denver
Nuggets trimmed the Indiana
Pacers 126-115, the Spirits of St.
Louis walloped the Utah Stars
122-109, and the San Antonio
Spurs whipped the San Diego
Conquistadors 130-113.
George Carter scored 24
points, 10 in the third quarter,
and reserve Collis Jones con-
tributed 17 points and 11
rebounds as the Sounds raced
past the hapless Squires. Dave
Twardzik led Virginia with 21
points
Nuggets 126, Pacers 115
Denver, the Western Division
champion, tuned up for the
playoffs and, increased its
record to 64-19, tops in the ABA,
outscored Indiana 16-3 in the
final six minutes in beating the
Injury plagued Pacers. Mike
Green paced the Nuggets with
24 points, 20 in the sec6rid half.
Kevin Joyce collected 25 points
for the £Rcers, who played
Innis the
league s
centers Darnell— Hillman and
Bob Netolicky. - -
Spirits 122, Pars 109
Marvin Barnes, St. Louis'
sensational rookie, scored 26
points, grabbed 19 rebounds and
had four blocked shots, and
Freddie Lewis also had 26,
points in leading St. Louis past
Utah. Moses Malone, the Stars'
standout rookie, collected 20
points, sharing team scoring
honors with Ron Boone.
Spurs 130, Conquistadors 113
Coby Dietrick had 20 points
and 21 rebounds, while Donnie
Freeman scored 23 points as
San Antonio handed San Diego
its ninth consecutive loss. The
Spurs grabbed a team-record 80
rebounds Billy Harris paced
the Q's with 28 points.
Championships
CLEVELAND (AP) — The
National AAU Indoor Diving
Championships get under way
tonight at Cleveland State
Univbrsity with 124 men and
women competing for six titles
The coMpetition also could
the-insitrap
the 1976 U. S. Olympic team.
The four-day meet opens with
men's one-meter and women's.
three-meter spring board
championships.
- - •
Tiger Tennis Teams To
Open Season Thursday
The most successful stiitM
recent years at Murray High
has been tennis.
And 'this year is expected to
be more of the same.
The season will begin for be*
the girls and boys teanti
Thursday at Marshall County
High School.
Leading the padribetilliboys
at number one singles is Mel
Purcell.
Purcell has gained national
prominence and is expected to
be in the running for the state
title this year.
At number two is Brent
Austin, who is one of the top-
ranked players in the Mae in
his 16-year-old age group.
Kim Trevathan is at number
three, Mark Homra at four,
Craig Shinners at five, Boyd
Walker six, Kevin Ray seven
and Brad Boone eight.
For the girls, freshman Jill
• Austin-is -pktying munber one-
She is one of the top-ranked
players in the state. At number
two is Kathy Outland, the top 12-
year-old in Kentucky.
Robyn Burke will play
number three, Candy Jackson
• four, Carol Dick five, Catherine
Dick six, Susan Stripling seven
and Patti McIntosh eight.
Not' returning from the girls
team this season are Mary Ann
Littleton and Tammy Boone,
both of whom elected not to_ 
participate a . this
spring.
The complete schedde is as
follows:
April 3—at Marshall County
( B dc G)
April 7—at Hopkin.sville ( B & G )
April 15--Marshall County ( B &
G)
April 18—at Chattanooga
Rotary Tourney
April 23—St. Mary (B)
April 24—at Tilghman (B & G)
April 28—Caldwell County
(B)
April 29—at St. Mary (G)
April 30—Lone Oak (B)
May 1—Mayfield (B)
FishlessiA's Keep On
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
--The Oakland A's are ready,
even the one who is no longer in
Oakland.
Catfish Hunter, the baseball
pitcher A's owner Charles 0.
Finley let get away, sparkled
again for the New York
Yankees even though the
Yankees suffered a 4-1 defeat to
the Atlanta Braves.
And the A's acted Tuesday as
'if they didn't even need Hunter,
who led them to three con-
May 5—at Caldwell (B) secutive World Series cham-
May 6—Hopkinsville (B & G) OlanshiPs• -
May 8—at Mayfield (G) Mike Norris, Rollie Fingers
May 12—at St. Mary (B) and Blue Moon Odom combined
May 15—Tilghman (B & G) to pitch a one-hitter against
May 19—at Lone Oak (B) Milwaukee while Reggie
May 20 at Mayfield (B) Jackson slammed four hits to
May 22—St. Mary (G) pace the A's 9-1 exhibition
• Mrflold(G öoaebe1 rout. of -the Brewera.
May 30-31—Regional Tourney ._ Milwaukee's only hit was an
BASKETBALL
— Ar-
chie- -Porter, a two-time Lone
Star Conference Coach of the
Year, was , dismissed as head
coach at Sam Houston State
University. Two other athletic
department officials also were
not reappointed for next sea-
son
wool
Sri ti 4vi
;Infield single in. the second
trilling.
Hunter has pitched 33 innings
thjs spring, posting an -earned
run average of 1.64. -11terti1y
run Atlanta scored against him
Tuesday was unearned.
Hunter gave up four hits and
struck out five in his seven-
inning stint against the Braves.
Atlanta won the game in the
_eighth inning when Dusty Baker 
-STANPARD- LATEX
FLA 71NAit-PAI NT
Quality latex at a modest price. 'One
coat usually covert. Leaves a soft_  flat"----,
finish that can be washed. Tools, equip-
ment clean up in sudsy water. Choose
from pastel colors and white.
SUPREME LATEX
SAT-N-HUE
Washable flat finish for walls, ceilings.
One coat usRally covers. Applies easily
with brush, roller or spray; won't drip;
won't leave lap marks. 48 colors or
white; custom colors higher.
Texas Instruments
SLIDE-RULE
CALCULATOR
Electronic Calculator
Has 4 functions; chain or
mixed calculations; fixed
or floating decimal AC
adaptor optional. EX22
Pi, scientific notation,
square roots, squares, re-
ciprocals—just touch key
Constant, chain or mixed
calculations. Automatic
decimal. AC/DC. SR-l1
ri 0
CALCULATOR
Just 7 oz. yet has 4 func- -
lions, percent key Fixed
or floating decimal. Adapt
or/recharger incl. 11 -1500
Deluxe
88Crock Pot.----' 18
Slow, low temp cooking in
genuine stoneware for
beans, stew, soup, etc. Safe!
3'/2-qt. 3 101
5-Quart 9988
CROCK POT Am
Slow cooks foods in stone•
ware. Safe to leave unat-
tended all day. 3300A
slammed a three-run double
with two outs.
In other games, Cincinnati
beat the New York Mets
Houston edged St. Louis 3-2,
Montreal stopped Minnesota 9-
5, Baltimore nipped Texas 4-3,
Los Angeles- oat-slugged San
Francisco 11-7, San Diego
defeated the Chicago Cubs 4-2,
Boston crushed Detroit 9-0, and
the Chicago White Sox and
Pittsburgh split a
doubleheader, Chicago winning
the first game 4-1 and the
Pirates taking the nightcap 6-3.
The University of Arizona
shocked the Cleveland Indians
when sophomore Pete Van
Horne lined a bases-loaded
double in the ninth to give the
Wildcats a 6-5 victory.
. Willie. MccOveX.,,4111liklIttl., a
two-run homer, and Ron Davis
did the rest as San Diego
defeated the Chicago Cubs, who
marked their ninth loss in their
last 10 games.
Houston edged the Cardinals
as Jose Cruz hit a two-run
homer in the seventh to knot the
score, then tallied the winning
run in the ninth on Ken
Boswell's single.
Home runs by Ed Armbrister
and Tony Perez powered Cin-
ciumeti's 19-hit assault to crush
1Wlifets.
.-.A home .run and a double by 
rookie Gary Carter drove in
three runs to lead the Montreal
Expos over Minnesota.
A hit batter, a single to center
and a bad-hop single by Bobby
Grich gave Baltimore an 11-
inning victory over Texas.
Texas tied the game in the ninth
when Joe Lovitto singled home
Tom Grieve
Two triples by Dave Lopes,
one coming in a three-run
lifted Los Angeles past San .
Francisco.. -
The Chicago White Sox
snapped a six-game losing
streak behind Wilbur Wood's
five-hit pitching in the first
game of an exhibition
doubleheader. But Pittsburgh
-won the nightcap as—pitcher-
Wayne Simpson doubled home
three runs and Rerune Stennett
stroked a triple in the sax-run
second inning.
Exploding fof 13 hits, the —
Boston Red ' Sox blanket--
Detroit. Bernie Carbo and Rick .
Miller blasted three-run homcri 
and. three Boston pitchers, Bill' 
Lee, Diego Segui and Dick Pole;
fashioned a six-hit shutout,
snapping Detroit's four-game
winning streak.
WARE STORES
14" GARAGE &
PATIO BROOM
VALUE
WHILE
QUANTITIES LAST
Designed to sweep heavy dirt (even mud)
from rough surfaces. Non-matting, mois-
ture-resistant bristles are flexible, long-lasting.
Long handle makes sweeping easy. 25_3077
Lightweight, compact de-
sign. It has a chromed grid
with 4 height adjustments,
5" wheels. 4117
STRUCTO
Brews coffee without
boiling—so there's no
sediment, no bitter taste.
Brings cold water up to
'right temperature in min-
utes—extracts coffee fla-
vor, leaves.oils and sedi-
ment behind. Brews 1 to
10 cups'. Carafe. MC-1C
Murray Horne & Auto
stnut St. 753-2571
,
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PLANTING CUCUMBEItli'-: Although it looks like they might be getting ready to put out their-garden,
this pair of Murray State pitchers is actually working on the mound at Reagan Field. On the itilt-ittartis
King of Owensboro and on the right is Greg Cruse of GorevMe, M.
(Staff Notes by Mika arellell;•)
Large Throng Greets Runnerup
Wildcats In Return-To-Home
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Wildcats came
home with the NCAA runner-up
trophy Tuesday and were
greeted by some 6,000 faithful
fans at Memorial Colesium.
The, crowd sent up a thun-
dering roar when Assistant UK
Athletic Director Cliff Hagan
said "We almost did it. Had you
been there or. hit we played
that game in Kentucky instead
of California..."
He wasn't allowed to finish
because of the cheering, but the
meaning of his statement was
clear during ceremonies
welcoming the return of the
Kentucky Wildcats from the
NCAA basketball finals in San
Diego, Cal.
Although the- team arrived
home an hoit7:- earlier than
expected—around 5.15 p.m.,
e.d.t.—there was a sizeable
throng of well wishers at
Bluegnass Field to cheer the
return of a Kentucky team that
lost to UCLA 92-85 in the NCAA
championship game Monday
night. •
At the colesimz4-teeingher
Mayor Foster Pettit, U. K.
President Dr. Otis Singletary,
Athletic Director Harry Lan-
caster, Hagan, Coach Joe B.
Hall and each player had
something to say. 
Freslunanlack Givens told
the cheering' crowd, "To see all
these faces Out here just makes
me wonder what it would have
been like if we'd have won the
championship. We'll have three
more years to try and see what
that feeling is like."
Senior team, captain Jimmy
Dan Conner said, "We're all
pretty tired but you've lifted our
spirits as much as they could be
lifted right now"
Coach Hall added, "We've
had some ups and downs but I
have no negative feelings about
this season. We will remember
those ups as long as we live."
TIGERS GOLFERS — The Murray High golf team will open its season play Thursday at the Oaks Country
Club against Calloway County. Members of the team art top row, left to right, Larry Sullivan, Lee Stewart,
Coach Ty Holland, John McCage acid Steve Hussung. Front row, Howard Boone, Lynn Sullivan, Nick Hibbard
and Kevin McIntosh. Tim Pitapat was not present when the photo was taken.
(Stuff Plato by Mike Oremikei)
Pic'n Pay 
Shoes
CANVAS SALE
It's canvas 
week! Save 
25°/01.
Save $1.20 on 
our Women's, 
Teens'
BOUTICy Canvas 
Casual
omits, Tan or Blue
RegUlar $3.97
New Spring
CANVAS HANDBAGS
SA VE
$1.31
Styles. Colors.
Assorted
illIlea SAVE $1.07Girls' New "Graffiti CanvasDeck Oxford Regular $3.47
aiSkizes 81/2-12, 12½-4
$24°
SAVE $1.20
Men's, Boys' Hi-top or
Lo-out Athletic Shoes
Black 'Whites Gold • Navy
Reg. $3.97. Men's Sizes
61/2-12, Boys' 11-2, 21/2-6
Prices Good,
thr: Saturday
_Open kited& th1IL
* thietour MASTER -CHARGE Card
_ • _ _ .
Bel-Mr Shopping Center
Murray
Men -Fri td4
Sat. 9-9
.vun 1-5
Get to know us; you'll like us 
4
, Can Set Record Todays
WOAndCi-
'Breds, 27--T
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger &Times Sports Editor
It was, to say the least, one of
the best days ever in the history
of Murray State baseball. --
First of all, the Thorough-
breds continued their winning
string by taking two wins at
Reagan Field Tuesday af-
ternoon, defeating Brown 12-2
and Providence 9-1.
The two wins ran the season
record to 27-1 and left the 'Breds
with a 20-game winning streak.
Murray will be out to tie the
record at 1 p.m. today when the
'Breds take on Purdue.
Freshman southpaw Qreg
Cruse _ _ dreter the moUnd
assignment while iiit&—sebo—iid
game, sophomore Terry Brown
will face Providence.
But the best news Tuesday
didn't even happen during the
game. It came afterwards when
Coach Johnny Reagan informed
his team that the NCAA would
grant a tourney bid to the
winner of the Ohio Valley
Conference Championship.
It was a combination of
everything Tuesday, good
hitting, good pitching and super
defensive plays.
the opening contest, the
'Breds scored 11 runs in the
bottom of the first inning and
went on to rip Brown 12-2.
Glenn Petersen went the
____dis.tance on, the hill, allowed just
two hits and fanned six men in
- the abbreviated five . inning
game, called because of a 10-
rule.
Since four games were played
Tuesday, the 10-run rule was
imposed to speed up the gamea.
Petersen, who came into the
game with a string of 14 con-
secutive shutout innings, gave
up his first run in the second
frame. But by that time, his
teammates were well on their
way to the win.
The first three men up in the
opening inning for Murray all
drew walks. Then Leon Wurth
went to work.
The senior shortahop from
Paducah St. Mary laced a
TENNIS
WS ANGELES — Top-seed-
ed Chris Evert of Fort Lauder-
dale, Fla., breezed past Janet
Newberry of La Jolla, Calif., 6-
0, 6-1, and =seeded Marcie
Louie of San Francisno upset
eighth-ranked Nancy Gunter, 7-
6, 7-5, to gain the quarter-finals
of the $150,000 championships of
the women's tour
Murray High Golfers To
Open Season Thursday
The Murray High golf team
will open its season Thursday
with a match against Calloway
County High at the Oaks
Country Club.
All five starters return this
year for Coach Ty Holland's
Tigers.
They include seniors Tim
Philpot and Lee Stewart,
sophomore Gary Sullivan and
eighth-graders Howard Boone
and Lynn Sullivan.
Also returning from last
year's squad are senior John
McCage, sophomore Steve
Hussung, freshman Kevin
McIntosh and eighth-grader
Nick Hibbard.
The Tiger linksters will play
in 15 matches and two tour-
naments, the first of which is
the WKC to be played at the
Calvert City Golf and Country
Club and will be hosted by
Marshall Central.
The Tigers will also compete
in the Regional which will be
played at the Mayfield Golf and
Country Club and will be hosted
by Mayfield High
The two top teams in the
Regional will qualify for the
State Tournament while the top
eight individual finishers will
096"
io
9 1011'
br416
abs qualify for state.
Last year, Murray placed
eighth in the Region but this
year, the Tigers are expected to
be one of the top teams in the
Region.
The complete schedule for the
Tigers is as follows, with all
home matches being played at
the Murray Country Club.
April 3—at Calloway Count
April 4—St. Mary
April 7—at Lone Oak
April 8—Calloway County
April 11—Henry County
April 16—Marshall Centr,-,
April 21—Tilghman
April 22—Fulton City
April 23—at Marshall Ce!
April 25—WKC at C.alyerr
April 29—Mayfield
May 5—at Fulton Cit),
May 6—Lone Oak
May 7—Tilghman
May 9—at Mayfield
May 12—Regional at Mayfie!d
BASEBALL
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla
- The New York Yankees ac-
quired catcher Ed Herrman
from the Chicago White Sox irt
exchange for four minor league
players and an undisclnced
amount of cash
‘1510M- up
c p
Our Prices Start At $4.00 Sq. Foot.
8 x 12 Only $375.00 , 30 Mile
8 LaiteiBarn$528.99 _ _
We build all sizes & types of Portable Buildings with wood,
concrete, or dirt floors. Let in bid on your Lake Cottage, Boat
House and carports located on Hicks Cemetery Rd. off 121
South one mile South of Cherry Corners
Closed
All Dor
SW7dar
single, sending in the first run of a run. The fifth run of the frame
the contest, crossed when Derrington
Terry Brown reached when scored on a sacrifice fly—by
the shortstop booted a groun- White.
der, sending in the second After the long break, Pearson
Murray run. went back to the mound for the
DavitHughes had a two-run top of the fourth and im-
Derrington a two- mediately ran into trouble.
run single, John Siemanowski a With men on- first and second
three-run triple, Wurth an RBI and nobody out, Providence
double and Brown a run-scoring seemed ready to get back in the
single to account for the rest of game a their third-baseman
the tallies in the frame, ripped a tremendous shot into
In the bottom of the fifth, rightcenter, against the fence.
Murray ended the game as However, David Hughes
Perconte singled, driving in picked up the ball and made an
catcher Mike Cathey who had unbelievable throw to cutoff
reached base on a double. man Leon Wurth, who in turn
The seeareigeme might have whirled,end_shat the ball te_the
best - the 'Breds 'have awaiting Steuber who made the
PlaYed all season. tag for the first out of the inning
Sophomore southpaw Danir'and Providence was left with
Pearson, who will pitch next men on at second and third.
Teeeday_trewbondaie agabise.,.-.___Then came another sparkling
Sôuthéiflô1jTnfvers1ty'Y' The next hitter* lofted a
foul fly down past theallowed only four hits to
Providefice but was in trouble
for most of the game because of
his control problems.
Pearson fanned 10 batters but
had eight walks.
Murray took a 1-0 lead II the
second one fielder's choice RBI
by Richie White. --
Then in the top of the third,
Brown scored on a homer by
their rightfielder, Rose. Rose
had hit a homer earlier in the
day in a win over Illinois-
Chicagek--- - 
But in the third inning, the
'Breds pie on their hitting *shoes
and one of the largest crowds in
several years to attend a game
loved the display.
Siemanowski started the rally
with a single, Wurth followed
with a single and then Brown
drilled a single, sending in
Wurth with the tie-breaking run
and leaving Murray with a 2-1
edge.
After one man was out, Don
Walker singled for an RBI,
Derrington doubled a run in and
catcher Gene Steuber singled in
Providence dugout. The ball
looked as if it were going out of
play but first-baseman Don
Walker didn't think so.
Walker ran off the bag, up the
little hill by the fence, reached
Ida eleve over the fence and
•
caught the ball, sending up a
huge roar from the. exciti.
crowd of spectators.
Picked up the great fielding,
Pearson then settled down and
fanned the last batter.
And then the bats struck
again, this time for Murray.
Perconte led off the fifth and
narrowly missed a homer, by no
more than five feet or so in
righteenter.. _
Then Siemanowski hit a bird-
killer that was only about five
feet short of the fence in left.
And then along came Wurth!.
Already with five hits under
his belt for the day, Wurth teed
off and ripped a solo shot into_-- -Petersen*
'left', giving Murray a 9-1 lead. Tows
Providence threatened again- Bruwn -Murray
in the top of the fifth as they had
men on and first and second and
two out. The. hatter pounded
grounder in the hole at second-- Inass-aPerconte-Th
and with his feet on the outfield sienuinowski-ef
gram, Perconte fielded the ball BrWarth-ownit-
season.
The • 'Breda will host
Providence and Purdue both
Thursday and Friday before
playing a very important
twinbill Saturday here with
Western Kentucky.
Mound aces Mike Sims and
Randy Oliver will pitch for the
'Breds against the Hilltoppers.
F•st Goma
bolo
ab r k
White-It 2 1 S
Percv.ite-2b 3 2 2
siemanowski-irt  1 ,2 1
Worth-s 3 2 2
Brown-3b 3 I 1
Hughes-'f   2 1_1 _
Walker-lb 2 a
Derrulgton-dh  I -
Cattiey-c 2 2 1
& 
011• • 11 clime •
Serieddiswe
'fedi
air ear-
,  4 II 1
 4 1 1
and whirled to first for a more- aught....d I l -
than-major league play, ending WuearrIkterng-tlbon.dh
the frame. Steuber-c
Wurth had six hits in seven Pearmx1-9 
trips to the plate on the day and peaaamee
raised his soarer to .429 for Um 'WM&
41-  1
a
4 . 7 1
 3'-41 3..-- 1 I •
-WAAL_
111 1111 -l4t-
III 1111.11 1414I
GIRL-WATCHING — There's nothing better to do on a nice, warm sprig iley thee to sit in the Wipes
and watch the girls in the stands. And that's what these Thoroaghbred *yen were dein. Tuesday. Front
left to right are het Roy, Dick Allegretti, Mike Whey, Mervin Get and Greg (me.
AVE 300/0 On Wats
Regularh s392A Custom Hofer Cushion POlyglas
This is America's largest selling tire — for lots of good reasons Re-
,...silient polyester cord body for smooth-riding comfort. Tread firm-
ing-fiberglass belts for road-holding traction. A use-proved tread
design - that really delivers on mileage. This is a tire featured on
many of the 1975 model cars. For three days only, Polyglas white-
walls are special priced at 30% off. Buy nowand save.
A76-13 plus $1.77 F.E.T. and tire off your car.
SAVE 513 to 518 PER TIRE
SIZE FITS MODELS OF:
REC.
PRICE
.,,,
pltla
,
Plus F.E.i.
sad tlre off
prer ear
078-14
Coremlui liornet. liV01111, Valiant, Duster,
Bermuda Maverick I others $483.2.015 $303.8870 $2.4187
Torino Ambassador Cam C
CchearvieenreiContahretersriger, Rnadra u°nntertl,ass,178-14
G78-14
Torino, Montego, Century, Chevelle,
LeMans, Charger, Roadrunner & others $50.20 $35: 714
$38.08
8 $$22..96629
G78.1K
4
Chevrolet, Pollee, Galan', Monterey,
Fury, Catalina & others $51.55
H78-15
LeSabre, Riviera. Newport Calorie
Monterey, Olds. Pontiac I others . $55.35
. L78-15
Cadillac. Biers Estate WiltOrl Imperial,
Monaco Wagon 3 others . 
MI $41.95 $3.21
CIIIICI - Of or NOM or your Or* wo mo ow • rron coori. memo Moor dorloory or Do oroorr,roo pop,
Sale Ends Sat. Night
Loft RegularPrices On NewPolysterCordfires
INFLATION STOPS HERE!
$1550 A114$iatiter78• Built with triple-tempered. polyester cordfor strength and resilience • Rib-type tread
— designed with plenty of traction edges for
B78-13 blackwall plus $1.88 decisive grip • In every detail, this tire gives
F E T and old tire you honest quality at a money-saving price
(78 14 blackwall F78 14 blackwall
$2075 s2285
178-14 blackwall 178-15 blackwall
$2385 $2490
Pius $2 32 to $2 69 F E I . delmediet on sire. and .Id
tire, whitewalls available in most sizes it slightly
higher prices.
GOOD1VE
6 Easy Hip% to Bu)
Peor Owe Customer Credit Plan
Ell/feS3 Money Card
•Master Charge • Carte /lancet
oillanlarriericard *Diners Cteli
See Our Professionals for First Class Auto Service
Lithe and Oil Change
S588 Up to S tits. 0 realerbrand multi-grade oil
• Complete chassis
lubricatiorrh oil change
• Helps ensure longer
wearing parts & smooth.
quiet performance
• Please phone for
appointment
• Includes light trucks
Front-End
Alignment
• Complete analysis & alignment
correction to increase tire mile-
age and improve steering safety
• Precision equipment used by
experienced professionals
• Includes Datsun, Toyota. VW
_
.•$ $8 pi a, title icilrn: on-0 ly1 
someMost U S ,
—1- if needed
Engine
Tune-Up
• With electronic equipment our
professionals fine-tune your
engine, installing new points,
plugs & condenser • Helps main-
tain a smooth running engine
for maximum gas mileage
• Includes Ditsu", Toyota, VW
light trucks ,
$3295R e g u la r y S34115
sotarrartumutp._ `777-1e
An. itoteNsisis-Tja.s. is us t Sat 7:30 to 5:30
Add $4 toe I ell .
$2 tar air coed
,
rorloo;. 
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We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities
Krey All Meat
Blue Ribbon
French's Instant
16 Oz. 8 Bot.Ctn.
Pepsi or
ftdIk.t...gmfr
Kitchen Kraft Purple Hull
PEAS. 
Charmin
TISSUE
LETTUCE 
CARROTS
POTATOES .. Red 10 lb- 69'
Red Ripe
TOMATOES lb 39
nom.
ORANGES 
(111 1
WITH THESE
COFFEE 
Bounty iumb•
TOWELS. 
Daytime Extra Absorbent
PAMPERS 24 ct $1 99
Veg-All Mix
VEGETABLES. .16 oz. 294
CHIPOS 91/2 oz. 694
Frosty Acres Stuffed. 12 oz. box
Lifebuoy
SOAP11,  Bath 3/79"
$
-Boa
APPLESAUCE.. 3/99"
Tiii1/6 z. FOOD 2/29"
Dixie Bell
CRACKERS N 1 Ih• 394
1•111111•11= UM owe%
Johnson's Coupon R 1 8
Expires 4-8-75 '
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anier May Not Be Able To Ptak In Crucial pame
, -By- Tbe Asseeiated-Prese---pet the Pistons into the playoffs 1045, the Houston Rockets center Kareem Abdul-Jitihar,
Bob Lanier, -the --Detroit and eliminate the Bucks for tisillitipped the Atlanta Hawks 113- who had 27 points. 
Reserve
Pistons' hulking center, was first time since their expansion- 104, the Washington Bullets beat George Thompson added 13
examining his chronically season of 19€4-69, - the New Orleans Jazz 110-101, points for the .Bucks 
and
ailing left knee, which may The Bucks kept alive Cir and the Portland Trail Blazers - another substitute, _Mickey
prevent him from playing slim playoff hopes 1'weiddy whipped the Los Angeles --Davis, provided some key PlaYs
In other NBA games, Chicago Lanier played 45 minutes in 
the
e 
Bdeculisigge,.fRourrawsth period -
93
beating the Pistons 98-91. Lakers 124-106.
defeated the Buffalo Braves 98- against the Bucks and led , Chicago's victory, enduig 
a
93, the New York Knicks Detroit with 19 points, but he three-game losing streak, 
put
downed-Slat Philadelphia 76ers was outscored by Milwaukee the first-Place J31 14 tw° games
against the Chicago Bulls in
tontglit's CritIcaT-Nallohal
Basketball Association game.
"Tile knee is extremely
sore," he said. "They may have
to go without me." _
If the Pistons have to play
without their high-scoring
center, it would greatly
jeopardize their chances of
making the playoffs. At present,
Detroit is in third place in the
Midwest Division, 242 games
ahead of Milwaukee. The
Pistons have, two games
inst Chicago
tonight and against Milwaukee
Saturday night. Milwaukee has
three games left.
One more Detroit victory or
one more Milwaukee loss would
Plans Being
Made For Colt
League Season
Tom Perkins announced
today that plans are being made
for this year's Colt League
baseball program. The Colt
League is for boys who are
fifteen by July 31, 1975 and who
will not be 17 before July 31,
1975.
At this time, possible coaches
are being contacted and plans
are being made for the tryouts.
"The actual playing season
needs to begin around May 27,
-and continue for six weeks
thereafter," Perkins said.
Perkins said that anyone
interested in working in the
Murray Colt League program
should contact him right away.
"The success of any baseball
program is ,dependent upon
people willing to give some time
to the program," Perkins siach-
Perkins may be contacted by
calling 753-9495.
"We will need managers,
coaches, and a good many
mothers to work the concession
stand," Perkins concluded.
Perkins is the 1975 Colt League
president for Murray. •
Miller Will
Enter Field
For Tourney
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
GREENSBORO, N. C. (AP)
- A last-moment change of
plans - prompted, at least
partially, by Jack Nicklaus'
recent success - has put
Johnny Miller in the field for the
$225,000 Greater Greensboro
Open Golf Tournament.
Miller, along with Tom
Weiskopf, filed surprise, late
entries for the 72-hole test that
begins Thursday on the hilly,
7,021-yard, par-71 Sedgefield
Country Club course.
"Jack's going into the
Masters a winner. I don't want
to go in a loser," said Miller,
who originally had planned to
skip this tournament to con-
centrate on preparations for
next week's Masters, tlie first of
the year's four major events
But the combination of
Nicklaus' record victory in the
Heritage Classic at Hilton Head
Island, S. C Sunday, plus
Miller's poorest showing in two
seasons contributed to a shift in
plans.
Nicklaus, for the last decade
the game's premier performer,
has won his last two times out
and, as usual, is taking the week
off to hone his game for the
Masters.
In addition to Miller and
Weiskopf, the runner-up to
Nicklaus last week, the field of
150 also includes South African
Gary Player, PGA Champ Lee
Trevino and Arnold Palmer
To Return To Action
TORONTO (AP) - Defen-
semen Ian Turnbull, sidelined
for four months with a knee
injury, will return to the
Toronto Maple Leafs of the
National Hockey League this
weekend.
Coach Red Kelly said Turn-
NM, who spent eight games
with the Oklahoma City Blazers
of the Central League to play
himself back into shape, will be
used primarily in a backup role
In weekend games with the
Buffalo Sabres and the Boston
, Bruins.
Turnbull, who had an out-
- Minding- raokia...season _igst
year, will be wearing a brace to
....protect the knee. He will not
dress for tonight's game with
the Atlanta Flames.
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atiud of Kartsas City-Otnaha in
the Midwest Division with three
games remaining. Chet-
Walker's 24 points led the Bulls,
who ended a three-gatne losing
streak.
Knicks 99, Tiers 95
New York, battling Cleveland
fur the final playoff spot in the
Eastern Conference, got 26
points from Earl Monroe and 21
Get ready for the fishing season. We have the largest tackle display in the area.
_ All at discount prices-
Elmers Crappie Go-Crazy
1/8 oz.
Coleman
Reg. 69' to 74'
If it catches fish, we have it!
-e-••••
'r
Special
Limit 2 Gal.
from Walt -Frasier -in over-
coming a 18-point, second-
qtrarter deficit a-gainsr
Philadelphia. The triumph put
the Knicks one-half game in
front of the idle Cavaliers. New
York could clinch the playoff
berth by beating Cleveland
Thursday night.
Rockets 113, Hawks 104
Rudy TQmjanovicha 27
Reduced
Ladies
Polyester
_
Nice Selection
Boys
Slacks
by Wrangler
&Cafiipus
Johnson's
Baby Shampoo
For baby and you
Q-Tips
Cotton Swabs
Double Pack 408 Swabs
Reg. 45'
Strollers
2;0%
Cuticura
Medicated
Soap
Regular Size
sd.
Reg. $10.99
Reduced
strengthened their bid for a
playoff berth in the East.
Houston leads third-place
Cleveland by games in the
Central Division.
Elvin Hayes fired in 33 points
and grabbed 13 rebounds and
Nick Weatherspoon came off
Lady Pepperell -
Bed
Sheets
50%
Full Size Flat
Fitted Pillow Cases'
points, Kevin Kannert's bench to seem 24 paints-and
Calvin Murphy's 24 helpedltiff: haul in 14 rebounds for' 7; ---
Rockets beat Atlanta -tT-- Washington, *which boosted
rceord to Ifip2hbest in the Nflik.
Trail Blazers 124, Laker, - -
Player-coach Lenny Wilkena..5-
who is retiring after Sunday's
final game, came off the bench
to spark a third-quarter Por-
tland spurt that carried the.-_
Trail ?taxers past the Lakers.
 - Weirs Waif CUMIQK
Oxfords
Present this couponand
Reg. $10.99
$759
Tan with
crepe sole
Reduced
Sergeants
Sentry Collar
Kills fleas up to 3 months. Choice of Dog
or Cat Collar
-
Reg. $1.98 Sale
Dristan Tablets
Relief of colds, hay fever, sinus
50 tablets
Reg. $2.99
Close-up Toothpaste
Choice of Regular or Mint
Family Size 6.4 oz. Sale 68
*c 7
•
buy any pair of mons or.
boys vulvas shies .4.e-----.-
$-Value toNits
Must Present Coupon
;20 0 Q DO 0 EN 9_9_9Q9._
Efferdent
Dentin)
Cleanser
Tablets
Fast acting, deodorizes
60 Tablets
Listerine
Antiseptic
Kills germs that cause bad
breath, last for hours
Solo 76'
-
14-oz Bottle
Hold L Hold S. Hold
Invisible Hair Net
15 style
The weather proof
finishing spray that
holds hair three times
long.er W
j
Giant Size 12-oz.
:t
virorevatI,i1-;,
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We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities
Krey All Meat
BOLOGNA
Dial) POWER Giant 99"
Blue Ribbon
OLEO lb Ws 45'
French's Instant
POTATOES
16 Oz. 8 Bot.Ctn.
Pepsi or
Prices Good
thru ---
April 8, 1975
Closed Sundays
SAUCE 5 oz. 434
Kitchen Kraft Purple Hull
PEAS 15 01. 2/494
charmin
TISSUE  69"
Produce *
LETTUCE Ig head 29'
CARROTS 1 lh hag 1 9'
POTATOES . Red 10 111- 69"
Ri6eMATOES lb 394
nod&
ORANGES doz. 494
Gallon
Maxwell NFoiesir
CO  
BAGS 
• -1, 04, dr
wir
ECONOMY-PRIED FOOD
10oz. $1"
24 ct 99
l6 oz.
91/2 oz. 69"
* Frozen Foods *
Frosty Acres Crialde Cut
POTATOES— 11/2 lb. bag 494
Frosty AMOS Stuffed - 12 oz. box
POTATOES with cheese 394
Frosty Acres
Domino
BulihilliESAUCf.. 3/994
Tony 
goo'. FOOD 2/294
Dixie Bell
CRACKERS 1 lb- 394
Purina
DOG CHOW  25 $559
Nabisco Oreo
COOKIES 150z. 89'
Zesta
CRACKERS, 160z. 59"
Frosty Acres
Orange
12 oz.
Johnson's Coupon
Golden Bake
Bread
20 Oz.
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Lanier May Not Be Able To Play in Crucial Gomel_ 
By The Associated Press --
Bob Lanier, the Detroit
Pistons' hulking center, was
examining his chronically
ailing left knee, -which may
prevent him from playing
against the Chicago Bulls in
tonight's critical National
Basketball Association game,
"The knee is extremely
sore," he said. "Theimay have
to go without me."
.If the Pistons have to play
without their high-scoring
center, it would greatly
jeopardize their chances of
making the playoffs. At present,
Detroit is in third place in the
Midwest Division, 21  games
ahead of Milwaukee. The
Pistons have two games
remaining, against Chicago
tonight and against Milwaukee
Saturday night. Milwaukee has
three games left.
One more Detroit victory or
one more Milwaukee loss would
Tom Perkins annonnced
today that plans are being made
for' this year's Colt League
baseball program. The Colt
League is for boys who are
fifteen by July 31, 1975 and who
will not be 17 before JtAy, 31,
1975.
At this time, possible coacties
-are beffiredfitacted "altrpliins
are being made for the tryouts.
"The actual playing season
needs to begin aroundMay 27,
and continue for Six weeks
thereafter," Perkins said.
Perkins said that anyone
interested in working in the
Murray Colt League program
should contact him right away.
"The success of any baseball
program is dependent upon
people willing to give some time
to the program," Perkins siad.
Perkins may be contacted by
calling 753-9495.
"We will need managers,
coaches, and a good many
mothers to work the concession
stand," Perkins concluded.
Perkins is the 1975 Colt League
president for Murray.
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
GREENSBORO, N. C. (AP)
— A last-moment change of
plans — prompted, at least
partially, by Jack Nicklaus'
recent success — has put
Johnny Miller in the field for the
$225,000 Greater Greensboro
Open Golf Tournament.
Miller, _king with Tom
Weiskopf, filed surprise, late
entries for the 72-hole test that
begins Thursday on the hilly,
7,021-yard, par-71 Sedgefield
Country Club course.
"Jack's going into the
Masters a winner. I don't want
to go in a loser," said Miller,
who originally had planned to
skip this tournament to con-
centrate on preparations for
next week's Masters, the first of
the year's four major events.
But the combination of
Nicklaus' record victory in the
Heritage Classic at Hilton Head
Island, S. C. Sunday, plus
Miller's poorest showing in two
seasons contributed to a shift in
plans.
Nicklaus, for the last decade
the game's premier performer,
has won his last two times out
and, as usual, is taking the week
off to hone his game for the
Masters.
In addition to Miller and
Weiskopf, the runner-up to
Nicklaus last week, the field of
150 also includes South African
Gary Player, PGA Champ Lee
Trevino and Arnold Palmer.
To Return To Action
TORONTO ( AP) Defen-
sernan Ian Turnbull, sidelined
for four months with a knee
Injury, will return to the
Toronto Maple Leafs of the
National Hockey League this
weekend.
Coach Red Kelly said Turn-
bull, who spent eight games
with the Oklahoma City Blazers
of the Central League to play
himself back into shape, will be
used primarily in a backup role
In weekend games with the
Buffalo Sabres and the Boston
Bruins.
Turnbull, who had an out-
t&fIcIingIQkI SCSO1 1@sk.
year, will be wearing a brace to
protect the knee He will not
dress for tonight's game with
the Aklanta Flames.
put the Pistons into the p/ayoffif -
and eliminate the Bucks for the'
first time since their expansion -
season of 1968-69.
'Me Bucks kept alive their
slim---playoff hopes Tuesday
night, beating the Pistons 98-91.
In other NBA games, Chicago
defeated the Buffalo Braves 98-
93, the New York Knicks
downed the Philadelphia 76ers
99-95; the Houston ROkets
topped the Atlanta Hawks 113-
104, the Washington Bullets beat
the New Orleans Jazz 110-101,
and the Portland Trail SlaxerS
whipped the Los Angeles
Lakers 124-106.
Lanier played 45 minutes
against the Bucks and led
Detroit with 19 points, but he
was outscored by Milwaukee
center Kareern Abdul-Jet>bnr.
who had 27 points. Reserve
George Thompson added 18
points for the Bucks and
another substitute, Mickey
Davis, provided some key plays
in the decisive fourth period.
Bulls 98, Braves 93
Chicago's victory, ending a
three-game losing streak, put
the first-place Bulls two game!
Some items not eixoctl as ictured
Get ready for the fishing season. We have the largest tackle display in the area..
All at discount prices
ROKY
ROD
51/2" orb'
Casting S. Spinning
Reg. 
$1195$13.95
Elmers Crappie Go-Crazy
1/8 oz.
Solid or
perforated
Your choice
1/2" x 50' 3 Ply Nylon
Reinforced
Water Hose
$449
Garden
Hose
Pistol
Grip
Nozzle
Coleman
Fuel
Reg.
$1.99
Reg. 69' to 74'
Plastic
Sewer
& drain
Pipe10 ft. lengths
Limit 2 Gal.
ahead of Kansas City-MI.10w in frorn--1111t-Trazterig_ 711811p-
'Ilk Midwest Division with three comilig-- Ir-16-point„-second-
games remaining. Chet quarter deficit against
Walker's 24 ioints led the Philadelphia. The triumph put
Who ended a three-game lOsing-7-. the Knicks one-half game in
streak. ---- --front of the idle Cavaliers. New
Knicks 99, liters 95 York could clinch the playoff
New York, battling Cleveland berth by beating Cleveland
for the heal playoff spot in the Thursday night.
Eastern Conference, got 26 Rockets 113, Hawks 104
Points from,Earl Monroe and 21. Rudy Tomjanovich's 27
Reduced
Ladies
Polyester
Slacks
Values
to
87.95
Nice Selection
Boys
3-7
Slacks
  by Wrangler
& Campus
We Now
have in
stock
plastic
water
pipe
in a complete range of sizes from 1/2" to 1 1/2"
in. log ft. rolls at the lowest discovitt prices in
the area.
Take care of your
garden hose
theeasy way.
Mounts on
wall, wooden
post, etc.
3 ft. section
wood picket
Fence
Protect your trees
& Shrubs
Reg.
87'
7 Piece
Drill Set
Index case
'lie vanadium
steel.
Johnson's
Baby Shampoo:-
7-oz Bottle
Regular Size
Sole 29'
double insulated
2.5 amps.
Model No. 318
Reg. 12.77
This weekend only
Reg. 4.97
Reg. ;10.99
-points, Kevin Kunnert's 26 and
Calvin Murphy's 24 helped the
Rockets beat Atlanta and
strengthened their bid for a
playoff berth in the East.
Houston leads third-place
Cleveland by lks games in the
Central Division.
Elvin Hayes fired in 33 points
and grabbed 13 rebounds and
Nick Weatherspoon came off
Lady Pepperell
Bed
Sheets
Reduced
Full Size Flat
& Fitted Pillow Cases
Mewls Work •
Oxfords
Reg. $10.99
$759
Tan with
crepe sole
Special Table
Ladies
Sandals
Sergeants
Sentry Collar
Kills fleas up to 3 months. Choice of Dog
or Cat Collar
Reg. $1.98
Dristan Tablets
Relief of colds, hay fever, sinus
50 tablets
Reg. $2.99
Close-up Toothpaste
Choice of Regular or Mint
Family Size 6.4 oz. Sale 68
Black & Decker
Jig Saw
Blade
Assortment
fits roost popular
jig saws
Includes 10 Jig Saw blades
in handy plastic package
Model 7514
Black & Decker,
2 Speed
Jig Saw
Cuts Straight
curves, bevels
Reg. 14.97
the bench to score 24 points an&4. 
haul in 14 rebounds for.7._.._
washingtoit, which boosted its-7';----
rccord to 5741, best in the NBA 
Trall-2181tani 128, Lakers tett s'
Plart=e0ilich Lenny Wilkens, 
who is retiring after Sunday's
final game, came off the bench
to spark a third-quarter Por-
tland spurt that carried the
Trail Blazers past the Lakers.
I-- 
Present this coupon a d
___ buy any pair nf mons or
— boys canvas "shoes for
-- Values to $
$4.99
Must Present Coupon
Get Ready For
Summer
Mens
Pull-Overs
Quite a Selection
Fast acting, deodorizes
60 Tablets
Listerine
Antiseptic
Kills germs that cause bad
breath, last for hours
Long Handle
Round Point
Shovel
Assortmentof
Garden
Tools
,.--Spades
Your
Choice
14-oz. Bottle
Hold 8. Hold & Hold
Invisible Hair Net
tly Style
The weather proof
finishing spray that
holds hair three times
longer 994
0011.00-
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Quarter Horse Commission
folembvs-Resign
FRANKFORT, Kr.-( , Carroll's office said the goy... regulation. The two also asked
Four of the five members of _ernor opposed Sunday racing
the Kentucky 11119ffer _lioree..itts approved by the comn;na- 
that commission chairman Ben
Wood III, Hopkinsville,'quit be-
Commission have resigned be-. tiese and was uneasy about ties cause of what 
' 
called „a
commonwealth'sbetween  own- conflict of inierasq.„ Wood is a
er and dte controversial Em-
prise Corp. 
member of Commonwealth's_
board of directors.
Monday, the commission was
asked to nullify the dates by W. 
Wood resigned along with -
Terry McBrayer, the gover- 
Charles Omer, Morganfield,
Hobie Curling, Cadiz, and Per-
nor's chief executive officer, ry Brookshire, Marion.
and Elijah M. Hogge, secretary__ The remaining member, Jo-
of consurq* protection and seph Holdrin, presumably did
cause of a dispute with Gov.
Julian Carroll over quarter
horse racing dates for Com-
monwealth Race Course in
-- The resignations carne after
the Commission lefused to void
 -the July 22 through Sept, 1
dates granted Commonwealth.
- 35
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17 Note of
scale
18 Ancient
19 River is-
lands
21 Remains
23 Dislike
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28 Recess in a
snore
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31 Seed 4
 34 Latin col* 
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Period of
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37 Resinous
substance
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nickel
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42 Stitch
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Partners
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not resign.
McBrayer said the governor
has a number of reasons for op-
posing quarter horse racing at
Commonwealth. He cited, the
track's connection with Em-
prise Corp., convicted in 1972 in
federal court of conspiring to
aid racketeering in its attempt
to take control of a Las Vegas
casino hotel.
McBrayer said the, governor
also opposed racing on Sunday
on religious grounds.
-- -Commonwealth and 81.4 per
cent of Latonia Race Course
near Florence, are owned by
1.
1 frat
am to Or; 41111
•
Pool
_
ATTEND JUVENILE W011-10(SHOP: Twelve juvente probation offietals representing five West
Kentucky counties recently attended a three-day workshop in human relations and basic cou
n-
seling skills held at Murray State University. Shown with those in, charge, they are: Front ro
w,
from left: Charles P. (Ricky) Rothschild, Clinton; James Carl Thompson, Donna M. Kuehn, Jea
nie
Humphrey and Howard L Moss, all of Paducah; and Carlisle County Judge Ronald E. Owen
s.
Back row, from left Dr. Donald Rye, an associate professor in professional studies at Murray
State, the instructor; Kay Manning, Jani GuWr, Jeanie Howard and Vicki Burnett, all of Paduca
h;
-Ronk Eulcbet,..liiEjsman; Jo Pace, Benton; and Dr. Rex Galloway, an associate professor in
• the Department of Management atliiiirITSfale, SW project coordinato
r.
astx:yiongthetsYwistjermsEmpriss-bs-mil ownsti. of-F:ufch- _--State Repub&an Party -.Hopes
fat°, N.Y. Kentucky officials
have stated they consider one
company the same as the oth-
er.
The Kentucky Racing Com-
mission, which oversees thor-
_ oughbred racing, has refused
fall racing dates to the two
tracks because of their con-
nection with Einiariae, a deci7.
sion which the tracks have ap-
pealed in court.
- McBrayer said new Quarter
Horse Commission members
will be appointed as soon as
people willing to serve can be
f d.
The armadillo is able to roll
itself into a.pall.
To Have Statewide Ticket Full
.FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
The Kentucky Republican par-
ty, which was dragging its feet
on filling a statewide ticket,
hopes to have candidates for all trauma of Watergate. perintendent of public instruc-
nine COfEttitudonst-off ices- by- 4141/4101)12e indicated an' efiort•-• -tiotvwiik.draw a-colestri_ smelt-
A WANT AD
DOES IT BEST
6 Help Wanted
HELP IS in reach. Dial NEEDED SOMEONE to
NEED 7 5 3 - 6 3 3 3 , sell Watkins Prigusis,,
NEEDLINE. Call 753-5550.
For Best Service On
'Alternators
*Starters
'Electrical Work
Check yv,rh
Hutson Texaco
1412 Mew,
Jaipaa Auelog.
pazpotnny
U.30 Si!!)
filing deadline at midnight
tonight.
Executive Director Larry
Van Hasse said Tuesday an
amazing response" has resulted
from contact with prospects: --
-The two-party system is
alive and well in this state," he
said.
Only 10 days ago the secon-
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dary ticket looked sparse for
the GOP, which has suffered
statewide setbacks the past few
years in addition to the national
IMO
offices and Van House said all •,43)
will have GOP prospect., by ihrim:
deadline time. Ones
He predicted the post of su-
the tap of the ticket was settled
other offices wouldn't and per-
haps shouldn't be filled," he
said. "Since Gable's announce-
ment a great deal of interest
has been shown."
He pointed out that the cur- .
beverage control commissioner rent situation is a long war --
under the administration atitic.Z.If in the . *ken monthe„_ago.__
mer Gov. Louie B. Nunn. when one GOP politican sag-
In the governor's race Robert gested skipping the governor's
Gable, a coal and lumber exec- race.
utive of Stearns and Frankfort, - The GOP still lags badly in
remains the dominant candi- Abe number of candidates for
date, the legislature, but Van Hoose
A scattering of Republicans said a surprising array of
have filed in the past week for young talent is included in those
half the remaining secondary races.
has been made to spread the date "who has a very solid
candidates geographically, and _._background An all phases of
that it is likely all seven con-_ education, plus political ex-
gressional districts will be rep-.......perience."
resented within the nine state- . Van House said the party is
wide offices. not making any frantic, last-
The focus at the moment is minute effort to seek candi-
on the lieutenant governor's dates.
post, where only Republican "We always knew that until
Bob Bersky of Sturgis, not
known statewide, has filed.
However, Shirley Palmer-Ball
of Louisville is expected to file
Wednesday, according to GOP
sources.
Palmer-Ball • was alcoholic
Bill Would Allow Public Vote
On Annexation, Zoning Moves
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
An interim legislative subcom-
mittee today approved bills
that would allow for a public
vote in city annexation and zon-
ing measures.
Both measures now will go to
the parent Interim Committee
on Counties and Special Dis-
tricts for its consideration.
The bill on annexation would
call for a vote of the people to
be annexed whenever a jury
found that more than 50 per
cent of the landowners of the
area affected objected.
It was requested by Dr.
James Leadingham in con-
nection with a dispute over a
proposed annexation by the city
of Ashland.
The bill on planning and zon-
ing would call for a vote by the
people upon the request of 25
per cent of the voters in the
.precinct involved. The vote
•
Conally
Jury Is
Selected
WASHINGTON ( AP) - A
jury of seven women and five
men was seated today in the
bribery trial of former Treas-
ury Secretary John B. Con-
nally.
•
The 12 jurors and six alter-
nates were chosen from a pool
of 44 persons who survived pre-
liminary screening on Tuesday,
the first day of the trial.
The 44 spent the night at
home under orders to shun
news stories about the case and
to keep their names secret
from inquiring reporters
Connally,, treasury secretary
under former President Rich-
ard M. Nixon, concentrated in-
tently on a list of possible ju-
rors incrcisIMett with-his law-
.. .
the capital's mostly black popu-
lation. Nine of its members are
black and three are white
would be in the precinct in-
volved and all those precincts
contiguous to it.
It was suggested by Rep.
Louis Guenther, R-Louisville.
Guenther said it was intended
'to give the people a say in zon-
ing, especially in those cases in
which fiscal courts overrule the
recommendations of profes-
sional planners.
Kentucky
Taxpayers To
Get $67 Million
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) -
Kentucky taxpayers will get
about $67 million in rebates on
1974 federal income tax, ac-
cording to a spokesman in the
Louisville office of the Internal
Revenue Service.
Nearly 590,000 Kentuckians
who receive Social Security and
other retirement and old-age
benefits are expected to be
eligible for one time $50
payments. These payments
would total $29,470,000 in
Kentucky.
The rebates and one-time
payments are part of the fascia
law passed by Congress last
week and signed into law by
President Ford
PRESIDENT PROMOTED
ROCHESTER, N.Y. (AP) -
In ceremonies here, an inter-
nationally recognized physicist,
author and educator, Robert L.
Sproul!, has been installed as
the seventh chief executive offi-
cer in the 125-year history of
the University of Rochester.
Sproull, who has served as yea
the university's president since
1970, is a member of the Amer-
ican Academy of Arts and Sci-
ences and currently holds sev-
eral esii-parate__...and govern- OCI
7-Thental positionsT-incIuding-
' anabipatiustabas
Atiassagesurytt-roustat-et - ---
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
in Tennessee.
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
display ads,
tcla -displays and
regular display, must be
&submitted by 12 noon,
the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must b submitted by 4
p.m. the 'day before
publication.
WAITRESS _WANTED:
Apply in person at
University Inn, 309 North
16th Street, (Hurray.
EXPERIENCED Elec-
trical-Instrument
mechanic wanted for
chemical plant main-
tenance. Excellent pay
and fringe benefits, in-
chiding company paid
health InsuraLe, life in-
surance, vacations.
pension plan. Applicant
should have previous
experience as electrical-
insliument maintenance
Send resume to Van-
derbilt Chemical, Route 2.
Box 54, Murray, Ky. 42071
157-Cirie &tali--
502-753-4926.
Notice
Approximately 12,000 sq. ft. of
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets. Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.,
3. Card Ot Thanks
TO MY good friends and
antique buyers: Sunday,
April 6, 1975, I will open
up my antique shop, six
days a week, with a full
line of antiques.
Old coffee mills, old farm
bells, flat irons, coal oil
lamps, cow bells, glass
ware, (all kinds), match
box holders, silver
dollars-1885-1928 for $5.
Each 6 for $25. Furniture.
Butler & Pugh Antique,
Highway 641 North.
Phone 753-7462 or 753-3971.
••• •• ......
WANTED"
4
HOMES
4 homeowners in the general
area will be given the op-
portunity to have new vinyl
coated Steel Hoitee Siding ap-
plied to their home with optional
decorative work at a very low
cost. This amazing new product
has captured the interest of
homeowners throughout the
United States who are fed up
with constant painting and other
maintenance costs. It will last
you aiifetune and provides full
insulation summer and winter,
as well as Tire protection Our
new product can be used over
every type of home, including
frame, concrete block, asbestos,
stucco, etc It comes in a choice
of colors and is now gping to be
introduced to the falloway
County area. Your hoOe can be
a showplace in the county and
we will make it worth your while
if we can use your home for ad-
vertising r or an appointment.
mail within 3 days name and ad-
dress to
X '25t.'3
VANSVILLE, IND. 4773
. 
Nome 
Address 
City
State 
Phone 
Please give directions.
'"1 ADS_VA701 
Help Wanted
Experienced Service Sat
Machailic
Apply ,n Person to
Hutson Texaco
or
Corvette Lanes
WANTED: WE57OMMIVIt
parts counter man. At
least five years- -r•
perience. Salary open
Send complete resume
with full references to
Post Office Box 76,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
Help
Wanted
Full time sales person.
Apply in person at
Murray Home & Auto.
01A6111
10. Business Opportunity
HOW TO earn money at
home mailing com-
mission circulars, Ex-
cellent profit potential.
Offer details. Rush
stamped, addressed
envelope and 25 cents to:
Bishops, Box 23, Hamlin,
Kentucky 42046.
12. Insurance
The sooner you call,
the sooner
you save cjp
Phone 753-0489
14. Want To Buy
LARGE FARM. Row crop
or cattle. Would buy
whole operation. Call 753-,
2211,Tripp Williams
Realty.
WANTED: USED
anhydrous amonia tank
or propane tanks. We will
pay $150 for 250 gallon,
$225 for 500 gallon, $350
for 1000 gallon. Proof of
ownership required. Dixie
Gas Company, Parma,
Mo. 63870. Phone 314-357-
4411.
WANT TOSUY 50 bales of
hay." Call 753-2960.
COINS-AMERICAN Gold,
silver, or copper. Buy or
sell. Free appraisals
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9/32
15. Articles For Sale
PAPER BACK books,
mostly romance and
suspense. In excellent
condition, priced' 2 for $1
753-9437 or after 5:30 p.m.
call 753-8531.
PRECUT PICTURE
frames, ready to
assemble, sported sizes
Murray Lumber Com-
pany.
ttriWacTal
easy to0. Get Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer
$1 Big K, Bel-Air
Shopping Center.
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Embroidered
Jeans
$1299
Jean _
Jackets
Sets
- $16"
All other
Jeans
$599
-One Rack of
Western
& Jeans
Shirts
25% Off
All ,
Shoes
Smart
Shop
19. Farm Equipment 24. Miscellaneous
1952 FERGUSON 30. Good
FIREWOOD, $10 per rick,--condition. New paint.
delivered. 753-0271.$1250. 753-8124.
TREATED FENCE posts.
Also treated barn poles
and lumber. 5 x 5s and
long lengths. Poplar Bluff
Treating Co., Highway 60
West, 314-998-2555 or 314-
785-0700.
20 Sports Equipment
16' LONESTAR, 35 H. P.
Evinruele, trailer. $500.
firri. Call 753-1701.
DAY CRUISER, eight
passenger. Will sell
. cheap. 753-4082.
22. Musical
UPRIGHT PIANO, good
condition, call 753-8063.-
8 H. P. RIDING mower,
one year old, 30" cut, $340
Call 753-3724
MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again
with Blue Lustre. Western
Auto, home of -.Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
SEARS KENMORE zig zag
sewing machine. Two
years old. Can see at 602
Poplar, after 5 p. m.
6 H. P. Craftsman riding
lawnmower. Call 753-4740.
1/2 H. P. Submergible well
pump. Call 436-5399.
‘i -2
" < <ft
 ••••.•
• ye< ro. •••• l<et<
-n Vf,ET
ARSVOIPIt • MS*
46. Homes For Sale
FRAME HOUSE and five
acres land. West of
Midway.. Call 492-8729
--'1Ifteirrp:Tti.- • 
Pcher wAKT 70_13E-_
%-(ou$R• 'EQUAL .°
.41
11I
CONN BASS trombone TWO WHEEL 
utilityMZOM
--
with finger control, good trailer; Call 753-1575. -
boa. Call 753-2267. 
- SMALL COTTAGE, $100
plus utilities. 753-0423
after 5 p. m.
- •
16 Home Furnishings
WESTINGHOUSE
Refrigerator - freezer,
two doors, three years
• old. For good rpice. 753-
2249.
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irs, Ex-
xitential.
Rush
dressed
cents to:
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uld buy
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1:30p. m.
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ted sizes
er Corn-
btaliffir"
le Lustre.
hampooer
Bel-Air
'
MAPLE BOOKCASE
headboard twin bed. Box
springs and mattress,
chest of drawers,
bookshelves. Call 474-2327
after 6 p. m.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase
plan. Lonardo Piano
Company, across from
Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also the
Antique Mall, 4th &
5 yr =lore, --Mesas y „.
Kentucky.
[ 
Get The Top Hits
L P.'s, tapes 8 45't at
T. V. Service
Center
Central Shopping Center
753-5865
SPANISH SOFA, chan-
delier, Maytag gas dryer
Call 753-4097.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
THE SALE Is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up to $80. Come in and see
us soon. Kirby Sales &
Services, 500 Maple
Street, 753-0359.
19. Farm Equipment
JOHN DEERE riding
mower, electric start, 34
in. cut, extra good con-
dition. 753-5482.
16' TILT trailer with two
axles. Call 753-7370.
1961 FORD sal tractor, one
owner, 1200 hours Call
492-8360.
FORD 3000 gas tractor,
plow, disc, bushhog,
grader blade. Call 753-
7370.
PfANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
23. Exterminating
Free
Termite
, Inspection
Avoid Costly
Home Repairs
100 South 13th Street
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish &Shrubs
Phone 753-3914
24. Miscellaneous
PLANTS FOR sale-
tomatoes, peppers,
marigoldii, petunias, etc.
Azalia and other shrubs.
Sawmill lumber, com-
post, at Old Murray
Sawmill, 753-4147.
Auction Sale
Every friary aisle ort 541 Avalon Neese, Paris, Titmouse,.
This week: bedroom suites, living room suites,
chest of drawers, portable washer and dryer-like
new, electric range, wash kettles, guns, glass,
dishes, and lots more.
Shorty McBride, No. 247, Auctioneer.
Mike Hutchens
Is The Only
Factory Authorized
Kirby Vacuum Dist.
In Murray Ky., and the only office that will
be opened.
The factory guarantee of Kirby Vacuum sold by
dealers from other cities will not be honored by this
dealer. Before you buy Coll 753-0559, 24 hours o day for
lid *rotation.  
I wish to than) rmi Customers for thui inconvience
clural,g my abscuLc d1IC.19 Ulnes& -
P .010! Offict riff WWI j=ertUtl7:P ?SY ILK
UI
Miss Jane Hutchens-New OkinceMager
Kirby Carpet 753 0359500 Maple
AIR-COMPRESSORS,
different sizes. Also gas
pumps. Call 489-2490
KEEPSAKE WEDDING
ring set, like new. Will sell
reasonably. Call 489-2199
31•11.111Briar--
BUY EARLY, complete
line of garden seeds at
Murray Ford tractor,
_Highway 94 East. ---
TEN GALLON acquarhmi
- all accessories. 8 x 10
tent. G. E. upright
vacuum. All ecellent
condition. 753-7637 after 5.
p. m.
26 TV Radio
REALISTIC Hand-held CB
transceiver with channels
1, 10, 11, 14, 5 watts, six
channels. 753-8346.
27. Mobile Home Sales
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating.
$3000 or best offer. See at
No. 31 Grogan Mobile
Homes (highway 94).
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM, air
conditioned, one mile out
of city limits on 121 South,
$75 monthly, $50 depsoit.
Call 753-6649. If no an-
swer, call.753-3175,
FOX MEADOWS and
Coach Estates mobile
home parks, exclusive,
residential area, swim-
ming pool. Families only.
753-3855.
MOBILE HOME, 10 a 42,
two bedroom. Located
near University, nice. 753-
3895 nights or 753-3482
days.
TWO NEW 1975 all electric
homes, central heating,
water and garbase pickup
furnished. Located 11/2
mile east of Murray. Will
be available third week in
April. Call 753-8835 for
appointment.
TWO BEDROOM, all
electric, trailer. Water
and garbage pickup
furnished. 753-9773.
31. Want To Rent
YOUNG COUPLE looking
for place to rent in
country, not more than 10
miles from Murray. 753-
4917.
32. Apartments For Rent
ONE BEDROOM un-
furnished apartment for
rent. See at 602 Poplar
Street.
PARTIALLY FUR-
NISHED duplex apart-
ment, three miles east of
Murray. Deposit
required. Call 753-6231.
TWO BEDROOM apart-
ment, furnished or un-
furnished. Call 753-4331.
.7ffurtrar
36 For Rent Or lease
For-Lase-
Service
Station
Major Oil
Company in
Murray
Call
753-2432
37. livestock - Supplies
PUREBRED CHAROLIAS
bulls for sale. Robert H.
Smith Charolias Farm,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-2426.'
=ECM
BY OWNER: 52 acre farm,
Kirksey area. 620,000. 753-
1497 7:30 a. in. -2:30 p. m.
or 9:30 p. m.-midnight.
46. Homes For Sale
" nattrz BEDROOM brick,
TVs-baths, central heat
and air, carpet, built-ins,
patio, double car gar-lige
and beauty shop. Large
acre lot, well landscaped,-
and garden. Four miles
north of 641. Call 753-0099
- for appointment.
NICE TWO bedroom house
at 1416 Vine, ideal for
young couple or elderly
couple. 753-9761.
• BY OWNER: . Three
tam bath,
especially nice for
children. See at 812
Bagwell Blvd. Please call
753-9901 for showing.
. •
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom, newly
-• -redocratedinaidaand cot,-
new carpeting, on acre
lot. One car garage. Two
miles from Murray. Call
-.for appointment. Call 753-
38. Pets Supplies
ALL GIRLS, eight weeks
old. Dad is black and tan,
Mom is red tick, both top
coon dogs. 436-5642.
PARADISE KENNELS.
Boarding and grooming.
Pick up and delivery
service now available.
Call 743-4106.
41. Public Sales
FOR ALL your auction sale
needs, call Chester &
Miller Auction Service.
435-4128.
43 Real Estate
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years %Az-
elusive real estate 0i,
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonal at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your
Real Estate needs. Our
time is your time. Give us
a call or drop by the office
at 901 Sycamore Street,
753-7724.
44 I_IsPri (Arc Trucks
11107 CHEVROLET pickup,
A-1 condition. Call 435-
4276 after 5 p. m.
TRUCK DUMP bed, 12
foot, all steel, with
telescope hoist. $400 Also
wheat straw, 75 cents
--bale. Call 489-2522.
CAMPERS FOR all trucks.
Small tractor and
equipment. 1964 Mailbu
Chevrolet, two door. 1957
Chevy 1/2 ton truck. 1945
Chevy 11/2 ton truck.
Large welder on trailer.
Located at Duncan's
Garage. 753-9983.
KIM CHEVROLET pickup
truck, long wheel base,
six cylinder, efceIlent
condition. $550 Call 753-
5287.
1945 DODGE pickup, 8450-
Call 753-0619.
Twe1eareessiiiils4ealexiseim --1P/SOLDSMOBILE 98, low
soists4...ceoullto lowed emir
obrippios, disrobes, mid mileage, two door, ext
ra
hospital-01,m. sharp, astro wheels,
loaded. 753-5532.
'Amiss free Robertson Scbeel-Tbree
bedroom brick, 1/2 Nibs, kitties-
deo. carpeted tbreeplieut, lowed
yard...priced in the
oothrente tired 44 nontewhera is
*rite bedroom brick, two
$9919-410W94111111WIT eon
••eidp$23,01313:-- - - -
We AdvernsePtspersio;forylikibt
.4931.
For Sale
By Owner"
New house, 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, located hi city,
includes den, utility
room, full garage, car-
peted, central heat &
air, all built-ins. Listing
- just ran out. Owner has
,reduced asking price to
128,500. cal 4w-253-esse,
illbt-7534211.
202 South 40,
- Phone 723-3263
BY OWNER; three
bedroom with living
room, family room, utility
room. Two acres under
grass. Outbuildings.
Occupy June 15-20. 753-
9438.
BY OWNER: Two new 3
bedroom brick homes
close to Murray High
School. Both have large
dens with fireplaces, two
baths, and are on large
lots. Call 753-3903 for
further information.
NEW THREE bedroom,
two bath, den, heat and
air, in Sherwood Forest
Call collect, Paducah, 443-
2189 after 5 p. m.
DO YOU need a good two
bedroom house
reasonablly priced? If so,
this convenient house
located on US 641 at South
Hazel, Tenn. is the one
Can be bought with a low
down payment and owner
financing. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main st., Murray,
Ki.,( 502 ) 753-0101 or 753-
7531.
WILSON INSURANCE,
Real Estate, and Auction
at 202 South 4th Street,
invites you to call 753-3263
or spe Ron Talent, Loretta
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
real estate.
44 lots For Sale
FOR RENT - trailer lot,
equipped. Panorama
Shores. Cell 753-4082. 
Frivate tot on Roberta
Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30 per
month. Hook-up for
trailer. Call 753-9143 after
2 p. m. or 753-4653.
new, all electric, un-
furnished, one and two
' bedroom apartments.-
One Duiguid Road, just
off 641 North. 753-8668.
OPEN HOUSE
504 Blair St.,
Murray.
Sunday, April 6,
1 to 5 p. m.
Far sate by owner:
Beautiful new house
with three bedrooms,
two baths, living room,
den, and complete kit-
chen with Tappan Ap-
pliances, wall to wall
carpet. central heat and
air, and a total of 1585
sq. feet living area.
Located in nice new
Subdivision close to
Murray MO School.
This house qualifies
for 5% tax credit by new
bill signed by President
Fond
For more inferweetion,
call 753-9403.
IMMACULATE THREE
bedroom, Pia baths, den,
spacious kitchen,
beautiful decor
throughout. surrounded
by lovel!, shade trees,
located in Lynnwood
Estates and only $•29,000.
Moffitt Realty, 206 south
12th Street. 753-3597,
NEW THREE bedroom
brick home on ten acres
off 121 West about six
miles from Murray
Beamed ceilings.
fireplace, central I
vlicuum, many other
*....7fmra1'ilr- MIMI"
206 South 12th, 753-3597.
TWO BEDROOM brick on
S. 16th. St- Large lot.
$10,000. 492-8417,
NEW HOUSE for sale in
Gatesborough. 1/2 story
contempory styled. Four
bedrooms, 3 baths. Many
extras in house, including
Cathedral ceiling,
balcony, central vac and
intercom. Call 753-9208.
47. Motorcycles
HARLEY DAVIDSON X-90
and Honda 50 Mini-trail.
Also three helmets. All in
excellent condition. 753-
7358.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1964 INTERNATIONAL
Travelall. Four wheel
drive. Good condition.
$400. 7534703 after 4 p. m.
1972 CHEYANNE Pickup,
power steering, brakes
and air conditioning,
39,000 miles, $2500.00 Call
436-2584.
1972 DATSUN pickup 1600.
Factory air. Topper.
Reduced to $1750. 753-
8133.
1961 CHEVROLET Impala,
30,000 miles, extra clean,
$995. 753-1644.
1971 FORD one ton dump
truck. Call 753-7370.
1963 FORD FAIRLANE,
289 engine, good con-
dition. $250 or best offer.
7534787
VOLKSWAGEN, good
tion, $250. Call 436-
5474.
73 G m -ex--
cellent ciyAdition,
honeycomb w air
and tilt steering
436-5344.
1970 FORD pickup, 3,4 ton
with air, $1,000. 1971 Ford
pickup, automatic with
power steering, $1,000.
Call 75.1-8500.
1964 FORD FAIRLANE
500. 289 engine, one
owner, factory air,
automatic, good conditon,
low mileage. See at 230
South 15th, or call 753-
8188.
1967 FORD TRUCK
Econoline van, long body.
Excellent running con-
dition. 9600. 436-2495
TAKE OVER payments,
1974 Chevy pickup, 19,000
miles, one owner, six
straight Abitc
Phone 489-2199.
-TRUCK- BEDS.-- 'Grain
trucks. 460 IH tractor.
with 1975 GMC -Rill back
bed and winch. 1973 GMC
pickup. 1960 Chevrolet
pickup. 1974 Grand Prix
SS May see at Ashland
Station in Coldwater.
Phone 489-2299 or 247-3895.
50. Campers
USED CAMPER -Topper
fits long wheel base pick-
up. Call 753-4845 from-7:30
a. m. to 4:00 p.m. Ask for
Jimmy Jackson.
20' 1913 Giles travel trailer,
fully self-contained, six
ply tire,s like new. 753-
7833.
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
Coachman, Trail Star,
Fold down, unique, ood
used trailers, 1/2 mile east
of 68 and 641 intersection.
Draffinville, Ky. Phone
41131rAr '
51. Services Offered
EXPERIENCED
ROOFER will. do build-up
,roofing and water
proofing. Free estimate
WW also mow lawns. 753-
4465.
LAWN MOWING.
Dependable and reliable.
Call 753-0126 or 767-2554.
WILL DO garden breaking.
Call Terry Morgan, 753-
2632.
CONTACT SCHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
6161 after 7 p. m.
WANT SOMEONE to clean
-your officet-Callb492-8l60
after 5 p. M.- --
PASCHALL PLUMBING &
ELECTRIC. Well pump
repair service. Call 753-
5674.
NEW OR OLD, remodel
and repair. Brick, block,
tile, and pea gravel
walks See James
HanWiteos, i.S2-85011, •
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 435-4480.,
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric
Repair Service. No jobs
too small. 436-5642
anytime during day.
BUSHHOGGING, PLOW-
ING, landscaping, gravel
hauling. Mrytle Bren-
neman, Pottertown Road,
 436-2540. '
51. Services Offered
NEED A NEW roof'
Quality work at an honest
low price. Free estimate
Call 436-5514.
DEPENDABLE HIGH
 ___School boy wants lawns to
mow. Call 753-6020.
THE OWE Shoppe, 1301
Main. April Special - 20
per cent off any piece to
be stripped. 753-8240
GRASS? Yes, I'm mowing
Call 753-8161 after 5 p m.
GARDEN BREAKING and
discing, bushhogging. See
Lonis Brown at Dill's
Trailer Court, Trailer 8,
-- -or Route 7, Box-17; High-
way 94 West. If not home,
leave note.
SH IR -C A R 'WHLDIP10 :
Small but efficient
fabrication or repair.
Now it the time to
prepare for spring. Free
estimates. Pick up and
delivery on request.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Call 753-0866.
WILL REPAIR gtuis, or old
clocks. All work
guaranteed. Call 492-8889.
SMALL DOZER jobs.
Phone 753-7370 afterp.
in
ROY HARMON'S Car-
penter Shop (old ice
plant). Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish
_ _4_carpentry, contracting.
Phone 733.4124 or 753-0790
nights.
D. C.'S ROOFING-new
roofs, reroofs, repairs. All
work guaranteed. 437-
527-7807. 4760.
51 Services Offered
GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers, rota-
tillers, and small engines.
436-5525.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN- Prompt,
efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0606.
WINDOW CLEANING and
carpet cleaning service.
12 years experience. Free
estimates. Call 753-3351.
JERRY'S REFINISHING
and Custom Built Fur-
niture, six miles south of
Murray on Highway 641.
Jerry McCoy, Owner
(502) 492.1837.
SPRAY PAINTING,
commercial, residential.
Free estimates. Call 753-
7915.
CARPENTRY WORK.
Remodeling, room ad
tlitions, any type of home
improvements Free
estimatal6-5640.
ALUMINUM SERVICE
CO.-Siding, carports,
awnings, patio covers.
Will Ed Bailey, 4924897 or
Bobby Lawrence 492-8879.
GENERAL 'CON-
TRACTORS. Storage
sheds up to 12 x 30, lake
cabins 24 x 24, gravel
hauling and driveways
South of Murray to Paris
Landing. Lakeland
C,onstruction. 436-2505.
ELECTROLUX SALES &
Service Write C. M
Sanders, Box '213 Murray
967 CADILLAC, four door, or call 1-382-2468, Far-
excellent condition. $1250. mington.
• -  -
..lT.Mr2AE.-n-4.711.,Itet%.GISTrrantiV.i.-ZIORTan
7371 SUPER BEETLE VW,
$1,1605. 753-1497 7:30 a.
m,-2:30 p. m. or 9:30 p.
m -midnight.
aluminum seam ess
guttfrs with baked on
white- or colored enamel
Call Larry Lyles at 753-
2310 for free estimate.
WILL FILL init-Mcome tax
reports. J. W. Crawford,
attorney. 1107 Olive
Street. 753-1690.
Will do brush and
--trash -hauling.  
Reasonable rates.
753.690
dial p.m.
WILL KEEP elderly lady
In state 'waved bans _
Call 753-6392.
52. For Trade
ADORABLE BROWN six
month puppy is looking
for a good home. Can be
seen at 1006 Sharpe St.
53 Feed And Seed
WHEAT STRAW, ideal for
new lawns or bedding
Also 25 bushels ear corn.
753-4820
WALLIS DRU
•PRESCR1PTIONS
•HOSP1TAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Permanent Home or Summer Cottage
A like new 1973 New Moon Mobile Home.
12 x 50, 2 bedroom, one owner with cen-
tral air conditioning and heat. See this ex-
. ceptional home at
PARKER FORD, INC.
Corner of 714 1 Main Mame 755-5273
For Sale
:
1710 Audubon Drive, 2,567 Sq. Ft. living space, plus 2
car garage large corner lot. The best thing about
this house is its neighbors.
Call 753-4764
"Spring Saving Carpet Sale"
Over 500 Rolls
12 ft. Newry Rabbort Wick shag rime mien to cheese free lolly
53.”
12 & 15 ft. Coassnorcie typo robber beck tweed why 52.•9 sq. el
(noniny colon).
IS ft. love Lees IL Sangre Preece Carpet I plesli wily $4.95 sq. yd.
12 ft. Rubber beck Sculptured Shag • Mg Selediso Only $4.95 sq. yd.
12 ft. Nisery Sing is only $4.95 sq. yd.
12 ft. Printed Carpet Rubber beck wily 53.95 sq. yds.
12 ft Conpoliase %wad Yloyl only 12.11 sq. yd.
Duo pa. S,o A.ylbi. SP This Mk
Only $2.“ sq. rd. 'Vile It lasts"
"Sr FbiNtUSNYCS4UnI
.„
"Invert loshIlhition
aft fArtals..L.:..andheie
Paschall & Son
Iligirery 141 Sera 1 elle free Warm S00% kited Tees 401 -604/33
411011419601-4441.10%119asasecer 
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I Deaths and Funerals 
  --FunerantiOday
For Mrs. Herndon
Funeral services for Mrs.
_ James H. (Juanita) Herndon of
110 Broad Street, Murray, are
being held today at two p. m. at
-- --tbe Seventh and Poplar Church
-el Christ, where she was a
meniber, with Bro. John Dale
and Bro. Hollis C. Miller of-
ficiating and the song service by
the church members.
Serving as pallbearers are J.
H. Walston, Earl Nanny, Sam
Calhoun, Jerry Humphreys,
Larry Hurt, and Bernice
Wisehart. Burial will be in the
Murray City Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home.
Mrs. Herndon, age 45, died
Monday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She is survived by her
husband, James; oneslaubter, 
Debra Gail Herndon:. parents,,
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Phillips;
four sisters, Mesdames Er-
nestine Norman, Glen Koerber,
and Houston Ray, and Miss
Marion Phillips: six brothers,
R. J., Mozelle, Edward, Joe,
Garvin, and Harold Phillips.
Durward Colley Of
Farmington Route
One Dies Monday
▪ DurwaretColleye48, a retired
farmer of Farmington Route
One, died at one p. m. Monday
at the Calvert City Con-
valescent Center.
He is survived by Use.
brothers, James T.-Colley and
Roy Colley, both of Farmington,
and Aubrey R. Colley, St.
Petersburg, Fla., and a sister,
Mrs. Sam Johnson, Sr., of
Farmington Route One-
The funeral has been set for
today at three p. m. at the Byrn
Funeral Chapel, Mayfield, with
Bro. James Shockley of-
ficiating. Burial will be in the
Farmington Cemetery.
Pallbearers are William
Boyd, J. C. Maddox, 'Neal
McGregor, Sim Johnson Jr.,
James Colley Wilferd, and
StrAl_30)1 8tev _
James-At-P-00s
Dies On Monday
James A. Peeples, 62, Cun-
ningham, died at five a. m.
Tueiday at Western Baptist
Hospital in Paducah.
Funeral services are set for
two p. m. today at Milner
Funeral Home in Bardwell with
Rev. Jim Calhoun officiating.
Buiral will be in Cunningham
Memory Gardens.
Mr. Peeples was a member of
Corinth United Methodist
Church.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Clyde Bean Peeples; two
sons, Jimmy Earl Peeples of
Cunningham and Steve Peeples
of Murray; two daughters, Mrs.
Louise Bridges of . West
Paducah and Mrs. Jean Wilson
of Calumet City, Ill., and six
grandchildren.
Beauron H. Elkins
Dies This Morning;
Funeral Thursday
Beauron H. Elkins of Murray
Route Three died this morning
at seven o'clock at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 62 years of age.
The deceased was a member
of the Sugar Creek Baptist
Church where he served as
chairman of the Board of
Deacons. He was a retired
farmer. Born January 25, 1913,
in Calloway County, he was the
son of Rosie Stewart Elkins and
the late Rome Elkins.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Johnie Howlett Elkins of
Murray Route Three; mother,
Mrs. Rome Elkins, South
Eighth Street, Murray; one
daughter, Mrs. James (Joan)
Harmon, 905 Meadow Lane,
Murray; one son, Larry Elkins
and wife, Janice, 901 Sunny
Lane, Murray; three sisters,
Mrs George (Novella) DuBois,
South Eighth Street, Murray,
Mrs. Edward A. (Edna)
Robinson, Payne Street,
Murray, and Mrs. William J.
(Mary) Colburn, Calvert City;
four grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at three p.m. at the
chape) of the Max Churchill
funerilRome with Rev • Gerald
Mrs. Bazzell Dies
Tuesday Morning;
Rites Thursday
The funeral for Mrs. Estelle
Darnell Bazzell will be held
Thursday at 2.30 p. m at the
Coldwater Church of Christ
were she was a member with
Bro. John Hoover of Mayfield
and Bro.lt.oy Story officiating.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home where
friends may call.
Mrs. Bazzell, age 59, died
Tuesday at 8:30 a. In. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. She and her husband,
James Noel (Jim) Bazzell of
Farmington Route One, had
been married for forty-three
years. Born July 16, 1915, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter, of the late G. T.
Darnell and Josie Jones Dar-
nell.
Survivors are her husband;
two daughters, Mrs. Porter
(Anna) Martgrum, Mayfield
Route Six, and Mrs. Milton
Farmington Team Scores
owes FFA Reaps Majority. af___
Honors At Federation Contests  
W. R. Howard, right, directs Sing and Tell, Christian Folk Singing Group, who will present a
concert at the First Baptist Church on Sunday at seven p. m.
Sing and Tell Christian Folk
Grilitip To Present CortOrt Here
SING AND TELL, a Christian
- Folk Singing Group from the
First Baptist Church, has just
(June) Cochran, Farmington_retw.hed from a tour through
Route One; two sisters, Mrs. Georgia and Florida and will
Ola Brown, Murray, andsMrs. present their annual "home-
Lola Smith, Farmington Route. coming" concert, "Jesus Is
One; seven brothers, Tommy, Coming," at the Firit Baptist
Church on Surfday, April 6, at
seven p.m.
The group, under the direc-
tion of W. R.' Howard, presented
Herman, Hess, Codie, and
Stanley Darnell, Farmington
Route One, Herbert Darnell,
Leavittsburg, Ohio, and Homer
G. Darnell,. Lincoln Park,
•••••
Dennis and Man Cochr_an.
-Aaron-11. Ray Dies
concerts...le three thei4bui_ of Activities of-fheiviir-
Central - Georg-M; 1115irrour included singing-W:5e Kea; chapter,
In addition the chapter
meeting contest, the Far-
mington group also won the
chapter music contest and saw
three of its members win in-
dividual events: Barry
Newsome, impromptu speaking
on dairy; Stan Colley, im-
promptu speaking on beef; and
Wayne Burnett, impromptu
concerts in churches along the tucky Baptist Pastors' Con-
eastern coast of Florida. -ference,- the Kentucky Baptist
Seventeen young women and Convention, University TV
twelve young men make up the devotional hour, as well as the
current personnel of this year's regular worship services of the
membership. These dedicated First Baptist Church.
young people like to sing and The public is cordially invited
share their faith on the campus, to attend this special service of
in the community, or wherever choral music, a-- church
they go, Howard said, spokesman said.
Although the Lowes High
School chapter captured the
lion's share of honors in the
annual Future Farmers of
America Purchase Federation
Day contests Tuesday at
Murray State University, it was
the Farmington High School
chapter which won the most
coveted award of the day - that
of conducting a chapter
meeting.
The 10-member Farmington
team in the chapter meeting
contest was composed of: Brian
Harrison, president; Keith
Hameline, vice-president; Stan
Colley, secretary; Wayne
Burnett, treasurer; Jade
Brittain, reporter; Dean
Harrison, sentinel; and Timmy
Barnes, Larry Newsome,
William Bell apitiCtregg LUZ..
members.
Kenneth Galloway i; the
vocational agriculture teacher
at Farmington High School and
supervises the: 52-member
and farm 'safety contests.
The American Institute of
Cooperatives award was won by
the Reidland chapter, super-
vised by Don Howard and Tom
Moore, as well as three in-
dividual events: Ricky Neeble
in agricultural electrification,
Bill Meredith in ornamental
horticulture, and Tom Henson
in outdoor recreation.
The creed speaking event was
won by Wade Buchanan of the
Ballard Memorial chapter of
which Gayle Perry and Sammy
Workman are the supervisors.
The Lone Oak chapter,
Murrg_Civitans To
Hold Ladies Night
Mich.; five grandchildren, Mrs. speaking on swine. -
Valerie Mangrtun Delk, Bob
and Carol Mangrum, and World Airways Jet Airlifts vised by Donald Spicer,The Lowes chapter, super-
- 4- at the school, won two chapter -Mrs.- Battle Has•
es-Out-Of
vocational agriculture teacher
_ .
Murray Civitans- will meet-
Thursday evening, April 3, for
the first of its two April
meetings. The wives of Murray
Civitan.s will be guests fur this
special Ladies Night. .
The winners of the local
Citizenship Essay Contest will
be honored at this meeting and
the group will hear the first and
second place essays presented.
The essay theme is "Good
Citizens: The Need of the
World."
At this meeting Don Alley,
Nomination Committee
-0111/rman, will present a slate
of Civitan officers for 1975-76.
Se VI "eVents. They placed irna-kibeltrticle Published
j• events and nine individual _ _
At Nursing Home SAIGON, South Vietnam 
secretary's book and the
. (AP) - A World Airways DC,8
Bervidas for Aaron B. Ray,
who died $unday 1st a 'Murray
nursing home, were held at 11 a.
m. Tuesday at the Roy M. Lowe
Funeral Chapel in Lowes. Of-
ficiating was Bro. James
Shockley and burial was in the
Pottsville Cemetery.
Serving as pallbearers were
Charles Master, Jack Simmons,
Ronnie Ray, Bobby Ray, Jim
Monroe and Deward Monroe.
--W. Ray, 92, was a resident of
the PottsvWe Community, and
_Js survived by a daughter, a 
sister, a brother, five grand-
children and eight great
grandchildren.
Charlie Rowland
Rites Are Today
The funeral serelgesAor
Charlie Rowland of 208- Elm
Street are being held today at
two p. m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with Rev. R. J. Burpoe and Rev.
Gerald Owen officiating and
music by the Grace Baptist
Church Choir, where he was a
member.
Grandsons are -serving as
pallbearers and burial will be in
the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Rowland, age 78, died
Monday ,at the Convalescent
Division of the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
He ip survived by five
daughters, Mesdames Noble
Bray, Thomas Hendon, Brant
Hill, Clyde Willoughby, and
Lonnie Garland; three sons,
Robert, Joe Pat, and Hubert
Rowland; thirty-five grand-
children; twenty-five great
grandchildren.
Servi▪ ces Are Today
For R. Ti Berkley
Final rites for Reuben Taylor
Berkley of Route One,
Buchanan, Tenn., are being
held today at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn., with Bro.
Charlie Sweatt officiating.
Keys Jackson, C. L. Cherry,
Sims Garner, Lindsey Roberts,
Wilburn Clayton, and Joe Hal
Stan are serving as pallbearers
and burial will be in the
Hillcrest Cemetery there.
Mr. Berkley, age 68, died
Monday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Mary Sturdivant Berkley;
one daughter, Miss Ruby Fay
Berkley; two sons, Ronnie K.
and Curtis C. Berkley; three-
sisters, Mesdames Gabrellk
Outland, Stella Rand, and
Louise McClure; three
brothers, Walter, Walton, and
Sidney Berkley; two grand-
children.
. _ 
IAKE DATA
• • ..19tiriet-iegificevitztelfr
in the Ivy Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p.m.
'today ( iVicittesday).
f/titr virtu -8iltrAg4iiti
up 0.1. Below dam 339.4, up 0.3, US 11 270-350 1.18-
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 361.1, up ,s11.,33°"440450°
0.1. Below dam 348.0, up 0.5. irsi-asso-ssn
Boars 12750.3550
jet with 60 Vietnamese orphan
babies aboard left for the
United States tonight to escape
possible turmoil in Saigon, but
500 other babies were turned
back.
Airline president Ed Daly
said the South Vietnamese gov-
ernment gave its approval for
the evacuation of the 500 or-
phan babies but that the U.S.
Embassy blocked their depar-
ture, claiming his plane was
not safe.
Daly, whose airline made the
chaotic last refugee flight out
of Da Nang when it fell to Com-
munist-led forces last week,
had said Tuesday night he
would fly up to 1,500 babies to
the United States and Australia
in two planes. However, the
flight to Australia was
scrubbed after Daly said the
government refused to give the
plane permission to land. He
later revised his U.S. figure
downward.
A spokesman for the U.S.
Embassy denied that it had
blocked the departure of the 500
babies, saying that the Friends
for All Children, a charitable
organization helping Americans
adopt children, made the deci-
sion itself.
But Daly said the embassy
had recommended against us-
ing the plane even though he
had a Federal Aviation Agency
clearance.
After being prevented from
flying out the 500 babies, Daly
and his associates canvassed
other organizations and round-
ed up 60 to take out of the
country.
The plane was en route to
Yokota air base in Japan for a
refueling stop, then to Hono-
lulu, then to Oakland, Calif.,
the headquarters of World Air-
ways.
Despite the cancellation of-
Daly's planned flight to Sydney,
the Australian government an-
nounced it would fly out 200
children. Reliable sources said
Australia has sent six C-130
transports and a C-47 of the
Royal Australian Air Force to
South Vietnam and probably
would begin taking out the 200
babies on Thursday.
Australian Labor and Immi-
gration Minister Clyde Cam-
eron said in Canberra that he
had waived formal entry proce-
dures for 130 orphans who
would go to adoptive parents in
Australia He said the remain-
Purchase Area
t Hog Wrket
Federal State Market News Service April
2,1575
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 593 Est. 500 Barrows & Gilts
The to 11 higher Sown 50e to 11 higher
US 1-2 200-230 ..... . 139.50-40.00
-4J5 1-3 110440 Lba. /39,36-39.50
I.15 24240-260 Lbs. 9:91 50-39 25
k
 $33 50-14 an
133 00-11 so
134 00-34 se
115 50-16 50
US 2 3 300-500 Lbs 132 00-33 00
SISMISk 7:19, With* (1:41.
ing 70 would go through Aus-
tralia on their way to Europe.
"U.S. AID screwed us up,"
declared Daly in a news confer-
ence at Tan Son Nhut airport,
referring to the U.S. Agency for
International Development.
He claimed AID officials told
the relief organizations from
whose orphanages he was going
to take the children that his
planes were unsafe.
The U.S. Embassy said it re-
ceived no inquiry from Frieads
for All Children and did not
make a recommendation
against the flight. It said the
agency decided after looking at
Daly's plane that there were
Stubblefield. .
"adequate alternative ways to
transport children from Viet-
nam to safety."
"He was planning to use a
DC,8 cargo plane without seats,
little cabin heating, no toilets
and no personal safety equip-
ment," said the embassy
spokesman.
A spokesman for Friends for
All Children had said most of
the babies it was planning to
evacuate were already spoken
for and that there was a long
waiting list
Most of the 60 babies Daly
rounded up came from orphan-
ages run by the Seventh Day
Adventists and a group called
World Vision.
• (Continued from Page 1
Curtis quoted Stubblefield as in clearing the way for the
having said in a recent con- building now near completion.
versation that "it is far better to Dr. Edwin Strohecker,
have a university in a corn- director of libraries at Murray
triunity than 10 plants." State, expressed delight at the
Then noting the growth and Stubblefield donation and said a
prosperity in West Kentucky desk will be put in the area
and the local community during where the papers are housed for
the past several years, Curris Stubblefield's use.
"Just so you don't put in a
telephone," quipped the former
Congressman.
Mrs. Odessa Stubblefield
introduced the members of the
Stubblefield family on hand for
the luncheon. They were: Mr.
and Mrs. Hunt Smock, Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr.,
and Mr. and Mrs. T. Sledd, all of
Murray; Mr. and Mrs. John
Mallios of Lexington; and Mrs.
Robert Mason of Frankfort.
Mrs. Smock, Mrs. Mallios and
Mrs. Mason are daughters of
the Stubblefielcis.
Stubblefield, a partner in the
family retail drug business in
Murray, graduated from
Murray High School and once
served as a member of the
Murray City Council. Although
he attended Murray State but a
short time, Stubblefield
developed close ties with the
school through the years as his
Washington office became a
headquarters for efforts to
obtain federal financail aid for a
variety of projects on the
campus. He was awarded an
honorary Doctor of Laws
degree by the university during
commencement ceremonies in
May of 1973
His papers will be added to a
growing collection of material
In the library in the areas of
Kentucky literature and
modern government and
politics. The campus library is
also the depository for the
papers of Kentucky author and
poet Jesse Stuart, former
Kentucky Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt, former two-time
Kentucky Lt. Gov. Harry Lee
Waterfield, an alumnus, the late
Robert A. (Fats) Everett,
Eighth District Congressman
• from Termessee-fer mere- than
.19 yearsJ who was also an
Via`lhe
Gregory of Mayfield, who
preceded Stubblefield as the
Congressman from the First
District of Kentucky.
observed that "it's also great to
have a Congressman from your
community and your county."
He said the university hopes to
rely on Stubblefield's talents in
days ahead.
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
vice-president for finance and
administration, served as
master of ceremonies for the
luncheon and related an in-
cident he called typical of the
assistance Stubblefield gave
Murray State during his years
in Washington.
He told about snags that
developed in a grant of more
than $600,000 through the Hill-
Burton Program to build a new
Speech and Hearing
Rehabilitation Center and how
Stubblefield wea_instrumerital
Overbey. . .
(Continued from Page!)
Overbey's father, also a
partner in the law firm,
previously served three terms
in the Kentucky State Senate.
His brother, and also a law
partner, Wm. Donald Overbey,
served as Murray-Gity Judge
and Murray City Prosecutor.
Overbey makes his home at
Route 7, Murray, with hIS wife,
Jackie, and their two children,
Kell*, 10 and David, 5. He Is a
member of the First United
Methodist Church, Murray, a
former member of that chur-ch's administrative board and
is presently .a teacher in the
Sunday Sehgol-7,- ii charter
member of the -Murray Optimist
Club; a past president of
Murray Little League
Association; past chairman of
the March of Dimes; a former
president .at-a, PTA„atall
member of the American and
:121Ncirvierr-*(it.'"'"wiri7
Associations. Overbey served in
the U. S. Marine Corps and is
presently a member -of the U S.
Marine Corps Reserve.
treasurer's book contests, and
had the following members win
in individual competitions:
Edward Wyatt, burley
tobacco; James Keith, hay
crops; Jim Keith, hogs; Garry
Wilson, crop production;
William T. Pyle, beef and
livestock production; Bobby
Garnett, poultry production;
and Neal Mathis, corn and soil,
water and air management.
Another coveted award, that
of public speaking, was won by
Steve McCuiston__ of the
Calloway County High School
chapter, which is supervised by
Carmon Parks, Eugene Chaney
and James L. Gilbert.
The Calloway Countians also
won three other individual
events: Kerry Wright in
soybeans; McCOiston in dairy
production; and Barry Joseph
in dark fired tobacco.
The Fulton County chapter,
supervised by Bobby Evans and
Thomas L. Lynch, won the
Build Our American Com-
munity award as well as two
individual events: Ernest
Trujillo in placement in sales
and service, and Doug Vorhees
In home improvement. They
also won the chapter scrapbook
IPIPI STOCK MARKET*
Prices of stock of local interest at noon,
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
U.S Homes  +
Kaufman & Broad  lii +%
Ponderosa Systems  +%
Kimberly Clark 29% -%
Union Carbide - 564 +%
W. R Grace 25 unc
Texaco 24% llne
General Elec 46% +
GAF Corp 9% +41
Georgia Pacific 39% +%
Pfizer 31% +NI
Jim Walters 34 lux
Kirsch  160, unc
Disney 47% +%
Franklin Mint  190., +%
In MLA Abstracts
An article by Martha Y.
--Battle, assistant professor of
English at the University of
Tennessee at Martin, is listed in
the MLA International
Bibliography just published by
the Modern Language
Association. A summary of the
article, which was published
originally in The Southern
Humanities Review, will ap-
pear in the MLA Abstracts later
this Spring.
Mrs. • Battle is the vine-
president of the Southern
Comparative Literature
Association. She recently
became one of the first two
women faculty members at
UTM elected to honorary
membership in Phi Eta Sigma,
a national scholarship frater-
nity previously open only to
men.
Mrs. Battle is the wife of Dr.
Guy A. Battle, chairman of the
English Department at Murray
State University and retiring
president of the Kentucky
Philological Association. The
Battles are both members of
MLA, SAMLA, the Renaissance
Society, Phi Beta Kappa, and
are active in SCLA and the
Kentucky and Tennessee
Philological Associations.
Prices of stocks of local interest al noon
today furnished to the Ledger & Times by
I. M Stmoneo areas follows:-
Airco IS +411
Amer. Motors 6 +Ns.
Ashland Oil - 19 env •
AT&T 4t
Boise Cascade 17 Ali
Ford 36% -Si
Gen. Motors 40% +
Gen. T1re 13% -%
Goodrich 17 unc
Gulf Oil  19% +Li
Pennwalt 24 +
Qvake6 Oats 16 tuic
Singer  12 +%
Tappan 5% uric
Western Union 13% +%
Zenith 37% +-tit
supervised by Wayne Ezell and
Harold Wood, captured five
individual contests: Jeff
Slusmeyer in agricultural
mechanics and placement in
agriculture production; Jerry
Peck, placement in processing;
Jerry Cooper, fish and wildlife
management, and Gary
Campbell in forest
management.
Mark Cavitt, Symsonia, was
the winner of the horticulture
impromptu speaking contest;
Steven Byrd, Hickman County,
the dark fired tobacco, and
Mark Reeves, Marshall County,
the novelty instrument, to round
out the day's winners.
More than 500 FFA members
from the 18 chapters making up
the Purchase Federation
participated in the contests, the
wItine-F1 or fvhith WIT crimpete
in the state-wide contests at
Galt House in Louisville June 4-
6.
-The PuRbaseFederation day
iiiiiiiiii-4--10VertitheId across
the state in preparation for the
state contests. The day's 8C,
tivities were directed by Robert
L. Kelley, director of
agribusiness education in the
Kentucky Department of
Education, Frankfort.
Steve Hale will be the
speaker at the Youth Revival
to be held at the Northside
Baptist Church, located five
miles north of Murray on U.S.
Highway 641, on Friday, Satur-
day and Sunday, April 4-6.
Leading the.. singing will be
Steve O'Neal.
Slave Day Planned
By Speech Team
The Calloway County High
School Speech Team will have a
slave day on Saturday, April 5,
from eight a.m. to five p.m.
This was cancelled last
Saturday due to the bad
weather.
Students will do all types of
jobs including house cleaning,
yard clean-up, painting, etc. All
proceeds will go for the Speech
Team's expenses to the State
Tournament April 24 and 25.
Persons desiring a slave may
call 753-5479 or 753-8141 during
the day or after five p.m. call
753-9459.
Gospel Meeting
Coldwater
Church of Christ
J. Noel Merideth
Evangelist
April 4, 5, 6, 1975
Time Of Service
7:30 Each Evening
11:00 a.m. Sunday
Every
Welcome!!
Specials For Birthstone
The Diamond se7
Month
•ALLII REDUCED DIAMONDS  7°.5°00Diamond
SUN.
_
MON. TUES. WED. HURS FRI. SAT.
,....
• 4........ 1/2 CARAT 5
6
. . t TOTAL WEIGHT02,,..„ i i 1, , 12_ AK ..... .$ _ ....,.., (14.f.ta. .1 9.._...... 1,.3....
--/ 6r t 1Oa es OfraoraonApyr ijoimapiaLt_vaiw., 
-49141Pat "P-26------tm..f.-4.T..,...,-im- _----20.- -
27 171,..aur./ MICHASON 
JEWELEARtolleml-lii ir Shopping (miter MURRAY 'Fridayf S clielson's Cairo, Union City
and M. Mamas Jewelers, Paducah
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STARTERS PREPARE FOR ABL OF A SANCTIONED RACE -- Cyclists entered in the Amateur
Bicyde Leage of American sanctioned race prepare to start on one of the plotted courses in
Land.Betuieenilvelakes. Racers in these ABt of A events pick up national points for their wins.
This growing outdoor sport and annual event in Western Kentucky lends itself perfectly to the
scenic beauty of LBL
—Regionalllicycle-Races
To Be Held In LBL-Area
The second annual sectional
bicycle races will be held April
19 in Western Kentucky's Land
Between the Lakes. Sanctioned
by the Amateur Bicycle League
of America (ABLA), the races
will be for national point
standings, merchandise and
plaque awards.
Sponsors are Western
Waterlands, Inc., the Tennessee
Valley Authority, the ABLA and
the Jackson Purehase
Wheelmen. Prizes total $700.
Races for ABLA members
will be divided into women.
senior men_ category 3 & 4 ),
veterans, junior and senior
divisions. Non-sanctioned
riders may register for comp-
petition in intermediate boys,
intermediate girls, junierigirls,
women and senior men
divisions.
Races will begin at 8:45 a m.
Saturday, April 19, from the
Center Station, which is located
east of The Trace on Silver Trail
Road in Land Between The
Lakes' Environmental
Education Center.
The course is a 12-mile paved
loop with numerous rolling hills
and sweeping curves.
Third Period Honor Roll For Murray High Re-leased
Principal Eli Alexander has
— released the honor roll for the
grading period at Murray
High School. Students earn this
scholastic honor by achieving
a 2.50 to 3 point averag&
Seniors — Teresa Adams 3.0,
Laura Beatty 3.0, Debbie
Billington 2.64, Sheree Brandon
3.0, Cheryl Burkeen 3.0, Johnny
Cannon 3.0, Tanya Carroll 10,
Mike Conner 2.50, Cindy
Etherton 2.60, Nancy Fitch 2.75
Jean Forsee 3.0, Dan Foster
3.61, Edwin Garrett 2.75. Ginger
Gilliam 2.80, Ken Grogan 2.60,
Kathy Halford 3.0, John Har-
court 2.75, Steve Howard 2.80,
Jana Jones 2.78, Barbara
Kemper 3.0.
Tricia Kline 2.50, Janie Lamb
2.78, Robert Mason 3.0. 'Martha
McKinney 3.0, Debbie McMillen
3.0, Mike Phillips 2.60, Tim
Philpot 3.0, Jay Pitman 3.0,
ABLA Is the national ruling
body and training organization
for aznitenii competitive
cyclists in the United States.
Competitors in ABLA races
receive points for each winning
effort on the circuit. Riders with
the highest national point
standings may be considered
for the Olympic Bicycling
Team.
More information on the
races, such as entry fees and
registration, may be obtained
by writing Bob Jones,
Recreational Planner, Land
Between The Lakes, Golden
Pond, Kentucky 42231.
Heart Clinic For Children Is Scheduled
A one-day consultative and
diagnostic heart clinic for
medically indigent children will
be held in the Graves County
Health Department, Mayfield,
on Friday, April 18. This clinic
will serve patients from
Ballard, Calloway., Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Livingston, Marshall and
McCracken Counties.
Dr. Kareem Minhas, Director
of the Kentucky Children's
Heart Clinic, Norton-Children's
Hospital, Louisville, and other
physicians from the University
;IMURRAY: Bel Air Center
MAY FIELD: On The Square
PADUCAH: Downtown & Crossroads
McKENZIE, TENN: Shopping Plaza
of Louisville School of Medicine,
will conduct the clinic.
Co-sponsored by the Ken-
tucky Heart Association, the
Bureau for Health Services and
the County Health Depart-
ments, the clinic provides a
diagnostic service for the
patient, along with recom-
mendations for treatment and
management of the case. It also
provides an opportunity for the
referring physician to consult
with the clinician regarding his
patient.
Necessary expenses of the
*Gold
*Green
•Beige
'Rust
'Sand
*Peach
'Sizes 3-15
clinic are being underwritten by
the Kentucky Heart Association
and the Bureau for Health
Services. Clinic personnel as
well as space and equipment
will be provided by the
Christian County Health
Department as well as the
Bureau for Health Services and
the Kentucky Heart
Association.
oruy mese indigent children
who have a written referral
from a physician will be ad-
mitted to the clinic.
MINNENS MURRAY
OPEN NIGHTS & SUNDAYS
Pants-Jackets
Skirts-Sweaters
Shirts Blouses
A GREAT SELECTION OF MISSES SPORTSWEAR
Pants, Skirts, Jackets, Vests, Blouses,. Shells
111L:
CHOOSE FROM A WIDE SELECTION OF FEATURE-PACKED MODELS
Michele Richardson 34: VictL..Gary Haunsworch . Tcdd 2.60, Malenda Cochran 2.64, Ken Beth Boston 2.7, SuzaPP.e
Roberts 2.78.- - -Harri4oti 3.0, Mark Homra 3.0, —Farley 244, Debbie Gadbçrry Cornwell 2.2k Laurie Crass
Lesa Robertson 2.75, Bevatig.Brenda Hough 2.75, Cindy —7.1114..:iiekfilL.Gallow- Maar_ Crawford 2..60.
Rogers 2.78, Tony Rogers .3.0, Jetton 2.56, Lisa Jones 2.10, Mary Ann Kurz 2 /10- Deanna Debbie Darnell 3.0, Vince
Alan Smith 2.50, Rayetta Tarpley Jones 3.4, Pihhh,71,se- r :McMillen 2.54, -Anne W:lixory—F'ayette 2.60, Kathy Fenton 2.60,
&tallow 2.80, Lee Stewart 3.0, 2.54. 2.87, Steve HanctStit It Linda Greg Garfield 2.82, Greg
Terri Stokes 2.56, StarlYri Sally Matarazzo 3.0, Jim Hart 2.80, Janet Outland 3.0. Garland 2.56, Frank Gilliam 3.0.
Tubers 2.50, Bryan Terhune Pinkston 2.60, Beth Richardson LIM Outland 3.0, Susan Kent Harmon 2.82, Jan
2.56, Cindy Tripp 3.0. 2.60, Sarah Ross 2.60, Sharon Rogers 2.60, Tom Shupe 3.0, Harrison 2.64. Delores Honchul
Jane Wager 2.56, Trace Steele 3.0, Michele Timmerman Lisa Smith 2.80, Jane Suffill 3.0, 2.60, Bruce Horning 3.0, Karen
Walker 2.64, Tim Wallin 2.75, 2.80, Kim Trevathan 2.78, Pam Swift 2.60, Carol Teitloff Jackson 3.0, Bruce Jay 3.0,
Sheila Watson 2.75, Marilyn Robert Underwood 2.78, Bob 3.0, Greg Vaughn 3.0, Steve Claude Johnson 2.82, Gina Jones
White 2.56, Vicki White 3.0, Rita Wilder 2.60, Donnie Williams Wanger 2.73, Larry Watkins 3.0, Michelle Kelly 2.64, Craig
Wilson 3.0, Randy WincheSter 3.0, Lisa Winter .4). . ,  2.80, Debbie Wilson 3.0. Klein 3.0, Tammy Melton 3.0,2.80.
. Sophomores — Paul Clayton Freshmen — Jill Austin 3.0, Heidi Murrell 2.60.
Juniors — Kate Apperson
2.60, Billy Bailey 3.0, Lee Ann 
Boone 2.60, Bill Boston 3.0,
Lindy Bridwell 2.73, Bruce
Clayton 3.0, Kathy Coleman
2.64, Donna Cornwell 
2.60,[The 'Murray Ledger & Thnes
Debbie Cunningham 2.82, Vicki 
ction Two - Page 13 Wednesday, April 2,197SCunningham 2.80.
Tammy Curd 2.60, Marla
Daniel 2.56, Gina Garland 2.82,
Touch 'N Curl
Mist-Dry Curler
• With HiLo setings for
personal comfort styling $12"
Self Cleaning
Steam, Spray & Dry Iron
• GE's patented F110WH
independent Self
Cleaning system 1 988for a cleaner Iron.
Salon
Hair
Dryer
• 1000 watts fast
drying power
and airflow,
remote comfort
control.
-l-
ei Dutch Skillet
• Deep-iiith 51/2 qt.
liquid capacity,
high dome lid,
non stick cooking
surface.
Heated
Shave Cream
Dispenser
• Uses shavers
choice of over 30
leading brands
aerosol shave
creams
Deluxe Stand Mixer
• 12 indicated speeds or 
any
speed in between.
Stainless steel M46AVS$28"
mixing bowls.
Immersible
Coffeemaker
• Stain resistant,
jewel-like finish P15
and complete
immersibility
for easy cleaning.
Pistol Dryer
• 1000 watts blow cluing
power, 4 heat comfort $12."
settings.
Amu _
King Size Toast 'N Serve
Toast-R-Oven°
• 3.in-1 appliance. Automatic 4-slice
toaster, double
dinner oven.
Top browner.
• 3 heat/speed 
comfort
settings variable
airflow control . super 
$2388
lightweight attachments.
Drip
Coffeemak ----
• Full flavored drip 3333coffee with
convenient
automatic brewing $2488- Space saver base,
HURRY-LIMITED TIME OFFER! ENDS MAY 18,1975
Bel-Air Shopping Center
- -Open 9•9-Ottilitiikir Sunday
Phone 753-8304
_
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Scouts Hold Pinewood Derby
- Carter School Cub Scout Pack
57 held its March Pack meeting
and Pinewood Derby on
Thursday, March 20, at the
Murray Middle School.
Den I led the opening flag
' ceremony. Scouts receiving
• awards for their achievements-._
were as follows:
Den 1-David Randolph and
Roger Alderson, Bobcat; Kenny
Biffle, one silver arrow.
Den 3-Jimmy Parrish, Wolf,
gold arrow and one silver
arrow; Allen McClard, one
silver arrow, and Stephen
Jones, gold arrow and two
silver arrows
Den 5-Will Holt, ,-Ittialy Parham's racer was 
chosen as
'Wright, and Bret Waugh,--lhe Best Looking and 
Jeffrey
Bobcat, and Harry Weatherly, Camither's car was 
selected as
one silver arrow. most origina4 Both 
boys
Webelos-Larry Dale Adams, received a-badge for the
ir ex-
Engineer; Jeffrey Carruthers, cellent work.
Traveler; Brent Clark, Top wiruiers of thederby 
from
Traveler and Showman; Brian Den 1 were David 
Randolph,
Doyle, Artist; Rex Monts, first, Chris Young, second, and
Bobcat; Kenny Parrish,
Showman and Arrow of Light.
The Cubby award went to Den
3 for having the most Scouts and
their parents present.
Todd Harrison was the winner
of the first place trophy in the
Pinewood Derby contest with
Brian Doyle winning a trophy
for second place Tony
Beef Cattlemen Urler'
To Adjust Operations
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP)._7•-
University of Kentucky =Per.
advises that beef cattlemen in
the state should adjust their op-
erations to guard against de-
clines in feeder calf prices.
Unless they . reduce their
brood cow herds in the face of
a glut on the feedlots, cattle-
men could face disastrously, re-
duced beef prices, said Dr. Vir-
gil W. Hays, chairtnan of the
UK Department of Animal Sci-
ences.
Feeder calves have tradition-
ally been a major part Ken-
tucky's cattle industry. Farm-
- eve-have kept brood cow herds,.
selling the young to feedlots
where they are fed on grain un-
til they reach slaughter weight.
But feedlot operators have
now cut back their herds to the
lowest levels since 1968 because
of high grain prices, according
to figures from the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture.
At the same time, Kentucky
cattlemen have about 1.2 mil-
lion head of beef brood cows,
producing some -800,000 , calves
annually.
Hays said that while it is
fairly easy foefeedlot operators
to cut back, "it's harder for the
feeder calf production, and
some cow-calf farmers have
two ( calf ) crops on the ground
and a third one on the way.''
With so many calves held
over from last year, Hays said,
•forages will be severely taxed
'this year, especially since the
high price of fertilizer is likely
to discourage pasture improve-
ment.
Although farmers are sending
more brood cows and younger
cattle to slaughter now, Hays
said, "it will still take us well
into 1976 before feeder cattle
prices start to respond to the
reduction in brood cows."
Feeder calf producers invest
about $32 a hundredweight in
each animal, economists say,
but they have recently been
selling them for less - often
$20 to $25 a head.
Hays' said farmers need to
make chariges to hedge against
future dips in feeder calf
pOces.
He said about 25 per cent Of
Kentucky's calf crop should be
kept on the farm, fed with for-
age and marketed at 600 to 80d
pounds. When grain was cheap-
er, feedlot operators normally
bought calves 300 to 400 pounds
and kept them on feed for eight
months or more.
Also, Hays said, more cattle
should be fed on the farm to
the full slaughter weight of
about 1,050 pounds. "If we fed
out some 80,000 to 90,000 head
( it) would mean a ten-fold in-
.(zreale_MeT_Viliat we're ,doigg,
now," he said.
Victory At Sea
Recalls North
Atlantic Events
In the days prior to the United
States' entry into World War if,
headlines read daily of the
destruction wrought against
Allied shipping in the North
Atlantic by Nazi U-boats. The
horror of this infamous era is
the subject of "Design For
War," the first in the award-
winning documentary series
'Victory At Sea, airing va
Kentucky Educational
Television -4KET), Tuesday,
April 8 at 7 p.m. (CDT).
Much of the footage consists
of actual films and photos taken
by German soldiers and has
never before been seen on
television. The harsh reality of
war is shown vividly as the Nazi
"wolf pack's" prepare for
battle, take their toll on Allied
shipping and return trium-
phantly to cheering throngs
awaiting them in port.
"Victory At Sea," a public
service series produced jointly
by NBC and the U.S. Navy,
consists of 26 half-hour films.
Among the awards bestowed to
the series is the Peabody
Award, the "Emmy" Award
and the Navy's Distinguished
- Public Service Award.
Kenny Biffle, third;1361-1. Jeff
Humphries, first, Stephen
Jones, second, and Allen Mc-
Clard, third; Den 5, Rodney
Lamb, ffrst Will Holt, second,
and Mike Morgan, third;
Webelos, Todd Harrison, first,
Brian Doyle, second, and Kenny
Parrish, third.
Winners in competition from Den 1 were, left to right,
Kenm Riffle, third, Chris Young, second, and David Ran-
dolph, first.
Webelos Scouts winning in competition were, left to
-right, Kenny Parrish, thircrihien Doyle, second, and Todd
- Harrison, first.  
Hospital Report
March 30, 1975
-Adults 115
Nursery 11
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Hughes (mother
Patricia), Rt. 7, Mayfield, Baby
Boy Carson mother Patricia),
Rt. I, Farmington, Baby Boy
Davis ( mother Peggy), Rt. 4,
Benton, Baby Girl Hosford
(mother Patricia), Rt. 1,
Kirksey.
0
•
Den 3 winners in den competition were, left to right, Jeff
Humphries, first, Stephen Jones, second, and Allen Mc-
Clard, third.
Tony Parham, left, was given the award for the car
lodged best looking, and Jeffrey Carruther for the award
tor the car judged-most original.
Overall winners in the Pinewood Derby were Todd
Harrison, left, first place trophy; and Brian Doyle, second
place trophy.
DISMISSALS .
Mrs. Carol A. Norwood and
Baby Boy, Rt. 5, Clifty Rd.,
Paris, Tenn., Roger D. Melton,
Rt. 2, Box 56, Murray, Jimmy
D. Crick, Box 6, Kirksey, John
R. McHood, Rt. 1, Murray,
Dewey R. Lampkins, Rt. 2, Box
56B., Murray, Mrs. Marelle
Johansen, 321 S. 13th., Murray
OF COURSE YOU DON'T
SEE THE SUN RISE
STANTON, Mo. (AP) -
There's one Easter Sunrise
Service that never has to be
postponed or canceled because
of bad weather. It is held in
Neramec Caverns here.
For the past 25 years the
service has been held on the
site which Jesse James and his
gang used as a hideout during_
the 1870s.
1 Piece Chicken $36912 Pieces 
French Fries
1 Roll 15 Pieces $449
69 21 Pieces $619
49 Pieces $1 399
Picnic Box
2 Pieces Chicken
French Fries
1 Roll
If You Are Having A Party Or Picnic
Let Us Do The Work!
Full Chicken Dinner
The Palace OTASCO
—
Mike Morgan, left, placed third and Rodney Lamb
placed first in Den Competition from Den 3. Will Holt
second place, was absent when pictufiwas made.
Reason 1. We are income tax
specialists. We ask the right
questions. We dig for every honest
deduction. We want to leave no
stone 'unturned to make sure you
pay the smallest legitimate tax. _
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia St.
Opeo Loci 14 Sot., Phase 7534204
No Appointment Necessary - Only 14 Days Left
LOCKS IN COLD"
SAVES ELECTRICTY
1111'1111
PHILCO'S NEW UNI-WALL
THINSULATION DESIGN.
Gives you efficient food protection plus- big food
capacity without taking up valuable kitchen space.
PHILCOP
14 cu. ft.
Refrigerator
$24
even less with trade!
• 16.9 sq. ft. of Shelf Area.
O Large Capacity Freezer.
• El Full—Width Chiller/Meat Keeper.
E Bookshelf Storage Doors with
Butter Keeper & Egg Shelves. A
SUPER
EFFICIENT!
Super Efficient • PHILCO • Super Efficient- S
14.2cu.ft.Refrigerator -Freezer
ri 16.6 sq. ft Shelf Area.  
• Large Capacity Freezer.
• Automatic Defrost.
• Twin Vegetable Crispers.
• Reversible Doors. 86 2i4
—Sale Price
Save on Trips to the Store • Save by Buying in Quantities
Save on Advertised Food Specials • Save by Freezing Leftovers
Save by Freezing Home Gardening Products.
•'USE OTA S CO- CR E DI I' -OR . L AYAWA
SALE PRICES GOOD AT OVER 600 STORES THROUGH
OUT THE SOUTH SOUTHWEST.
Bel-Air Shopping Center •
47534391
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Your Individual Horoscope
&mites Drake- -
FORTIKURSIMY, APRIL 3. 1975
Look in the section 111-Whldt,:,
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) - - - -
Avoid confusion through
proper preplanning. Weigh well
the pros and cons when you
i;nust render a decision.- The
wrong one could backfire.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Some planetary restrictions.
".Vatch for irritating situations
and bridge them amicably and
with unbiased opinion. Move
briskly into productive areas.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
You can not only make thz
grade, but add some new zest to
your routige. Shape your en-
deavors to meet demands and
you should have a profitable
day.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23 )
Curb impulsiveness and make
no hasty decisions. Stellar-to-
• fluences are favorable but the--
asp'
-ming for future activities,
business conferences generally.
Accent is on the social after 3
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Keep both feet on the ground
now. There's a 'tendency to
confuse the imaginatively
creative with the offbeat and
impractical.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Be prepared for surprises—.
especially in social circles.
Certain odd persons or bizarre
doings may raise your
eyebrows. But you WLLI....be
amused.
Good aspects. Late afternoon Would surely enjoy a hobby
could bring unexpectedly along these lines. Other ex-
gratifying support from super- cellent outlets for your talents:
iors and associates—which music, the theater, the law,
_ should boost your.. morale
considerably.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Caution urged in business
negotiations. Certain factors
you may have taken for granted
may prove otherwise. Be
especially careful with details.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 )
literature as an occupation, you
YOU BORN TODAY are
governed by Aries, zodiacal
Sign of strength, purpose,
versatility, mental and physical
vitality...You have a magnetic
personality, enjoy people,
seeing new places, travel for
adventure. You love to en-
tertain and you make friends
along life's way—but you
sometimes lose them through
overaggressiveness or an oc-
slow-and-steady worker win.: casional tendency to ' 'talk out of
accomplish most. turn.' Try to curb these traits—
LEO for your own peace of mind.
(July 24 to Aug. 23) fl.tilit11:- There are many fields in which
What you feel is a certainty— you could carve a successful
• could be mere wishful thinking.- career but, with your gift for
" Better take a second look and words, you would probably
change plans if necessary. enjoy writing the most. If you do
VIRGO
16/1.rfP 
not take up some form of
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) . 
eV
A sharp and, in some areas;
unexpected surge of activity.
Keep in step with events—but
without anxiety.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Certain situations may be
more complex than you realize.
Avoid any involvement that
could damage your prektige.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Morning hours favor the
exchange of ideas, program-
Don't miss this
fantastic
DOUBLE KNIT
SALE!
politics, sculpture. .-Birthdate
of: Washington Irving, Amer.
author; John Burroughs, poet,-
naturalist; Marlon Brando and
Doris Day, film stars.
BROADWAY STARS
HAVE REAL PEN PALS
NEW YORK (AP) — Con-
victs from all over the nation
have been writing fan letters lo
two ex-convicts, John Kani and
Winston Ntshona, who are star-
ring in a Broadway drama
about prison, "The Island."
The pair was imprisoned in
South Africa. The felons tell the
Broadway stars they plan .to
see the show when they are re-
leased.
Kani and Ntshona also costar
„ in the Broadway show, "Sizwe
Banzi Is Dead," which they
perform when the other play
isn't showing.
'Our Changing World Economy'
To Be Aired 011 KET_Awil
The challenge of the United
States' relationship and its
growing interdependenc3 with
other world powers is the
subject of "Great Decisions:
Our Changing World
Economy," airing on Kentucky
Educational Television NET),
Sunday ftril 6, at 9:30 p.m._
_
"Our • Changing World
Economyl!-4.1s the fourth in a
series of special programs of
"Great Decisions," sponsored
nationally by the Foreign Policy
Association ( FPA ) and
produced by the University of
Georgia's Center for Continuing
Education. The series, designed
loam-hence citizen involvement
in world affairs, is hosted by
KET Consumer
Survival Kit
Looks At Issue
— Kentucky irtimintti nag
Television (KET) offers
solutions to the constant
frustration of the dilapidated
domicile in its Sunday night
segment of "Consumer Survival
Kit,- April 13 at 7:30 -p.m.
(CDT).
"The Big Fix: A Look at
Home Repairs" detects leaky
roofs, faulty plumbing, and
overloaded fuse circuits as it
illustrates the expense of
fraudulent home repair prac-
tices.
-In the attempt to familiarize
the unsuspecting and unhandy
-victims with a few basic facts of
home-life, host Lary Lewman
offers tips on termite detection.
Roofing, carpentry, and
drainage problems are attacked
by program regulars, and the
importance of reliable con-
tractors—with reliable con-
tracts—is explained.
The viewer is informed of the
existence of adult education
courses in carpentry, masonry,
and restoration of old homes,
and Lawman cites agencies
dealing in home improvement
complaints. Fred Johannson
describes this week's "Home
Repair" kit.
Consumer Survival Kit's
"The Big Fix" will be repeated
on Tuesday, April 15 at 2:30
p.m. (CDT) on KET.
fab-rifi6
Multi-Color Fancies, Crepes,
Tone-On-Tones, Jacquards,
Menswear Patterns, Sport
Weaves. All 60" Wide,
Machine Washable, Never
Need Ironing. All First Quality
On Bolts. Pastels, Rich, Deep
Tones, Dusty Tones, White,
Red, and Navy.
Th•y'r• hisr•! The most
fantastic assortment of
100% poly•st•r double
knits vs•'•• ever s••n.
Brought t• yam from •
dozen fasitems nons• mills.
A buy that moons super
knit savings for you!
97
YD.
VALUES
TO
4.99
Hours- 9-6
Mon. thru Sat.
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
-**•-• •
A
Bel-Air'Shopping Center
763-8391
.?TiceS Good thru Saturday Only
OM oast°
mastei criaiger c•fo, •
former Secretary of State Dests
Rusk.
-One World" was once a
philotophical " wish of _a
minority, but in 'recent 
'(Mel,
the term has taken on a totally
new meaning. Now, one n
ation
can seldom make a major /
decision without first consulting
foreign policrikperts or
representatives from affected
nations. Today, the quantity of
goods traded across national
borders is reaching an all-time
high and should go even higher.
Many of the world's needs are
provided by multi-national
corporations. The fact that the
world's resources are
distributed quite unevenly is
reported in newspaper
headlines daily.
On April 6, KET discusses this
subject and its ramifications—
especially the possibly
irreversible damage that
civilization is inflicting upon its
environment.
e
•
- REFUGEES ARRI‘I — Refugees use hasitly assemb
led wooden boards as makeshiftgangplanks to disembark from a cram-- •
med rt t ship at Cam Ranh Etas, South Vietnam. The refugees Were he'll-Da Nang, Uritich fell to the COnitnunistforces.
• (AP Wirephoto)
YOUR HOME OF BETTER VALUES
FOR OVER 57 YEARS
SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE
• OF MOWERS. CHOOSE FROM
19-INCH ROTARIES TO TRACTOR .
STYLE RIDERS. OTASCO HAS
THE MOWER FOR YOU!
knell°
MOWER
Reg. 79.95
%88
with trnleadsse
3 H.P. Briggs & Stratton engine.
Throttle control, front discharge, extra
deep deck. 7-in. polyollomer wheels, Life-Gard protection.
CHARGE IT AT OTASCO — USE OTASCO CREDIT
1  
4)1Insort
CEI1TURY
USE OTASCO JIT
Great for beginning fisherman Ond
box for those special lures. Has 6
comportnients. 41 su-
APLAAAD
I WORM & SPINNER
BAIT BOX
SAVE '2.82
Has 3 trays, 20 compartments.
2 spinner bait rocks. ITpirvious
to plastic worms. et sitte::r.
%. •
lOhnson
COMAIMODER
Automatic transmission
With line
LAYAWAY — NO EXTRA CHARGE
kfilllife MONOFILAMENT
LIME
GRASS
BAG
STRAD
Tubular steel, fold-
out X frame. Comes
with 4 clips and 1
lea& bag. 45:3'
SALE PRICES GOOD AT OVER 600 STORES
THROUGHOUT THE SOUTH AND SOUTHWEST
9-6Mon.-111urs.
9-8 Fri. & Sat.
OTASCO
.111ltat
• * "6_ 
0
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BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
soNel
ii•s°\*
s
th%
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities
111.1 ito Olt
WI*
Beans
15 01..
Con
1
_
bsc
?‘"s
°epos",
39c
db.
CASH por
This $
Week 00
Last Week's Winner:
Mrs. Larry Orr
Card Not Punched
We Accept-U. S. Govt. Food Stamps
Showboat
odc ft
Beans
2loz.
Cans
_
Limit 1 with coupon and S7.::, f% mare a
tob. & dairy products
Stokley
Apple Sauce 3=$'100
12 oz.
Can
Frosty Acres
Or, Juice
37 t
Glen Valley
Peas 3 8 16 oz. cans
Soft & Pretty
Tissue
4 Roll
Pkg.
Ivory
Liquid qt.
Bush Gt. Northern
Beans 4 14% oz. cons
t4t!e
Pot on
10 lb.
Sunnyland
Margarine
I' Lb.
Bovei
COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Hyde Part(
Sugar
—44-460-1 -1-9.—
with $7.50 Add. 75Pur
ExPire.s 4-8-
Good Oni At Storeys
COUPON
Limit-One Per Family
-blow
Coffee
2-1-.618. 1212-- - 544 ~-8f
Expires 4-8-75
Good Only At Storeys
' Limit
Robin
- Flour
Expires
Good
COUPON
I Per Family
Hood
4-8-75
Only At Storeys
. COUPON
• Limit One Per Family
Chef
Pizza
—789.
cm
Limit i
.
1'ON
Per Family
Pillsbury
Flour ,
COUPON
Limit I Per Family;
Glad
Lawn Bags
COUPON
Limit I Per Family
Borden's ' ..i,
Cremora
Limit
414•44*-
COUPON -
1 Per Family
- Ned ---= -•
Lawn Bags
COUPON
Limit 1 per family_
Green
tr4a ic
••bir
it
Sp
lb - 
16 oz.ror —SfIL--
Expires 4-8775
flood Only At Storeys
-- 
409_
Expires 4-8-75
Good Only At Storeys
16 
oz.. 
1-119.
Expires 4-1-75
Good Only At Storeys
‘.-
E
4;0641
13 or
Expires 4-8-75
Good Only At Storeys
.
Expires 4-8-75
Good Only At Stortys
194..
Expires 4-8,75
Good Onl At Storeys
c
COUPON
rllt.lper family
2401-548698
• Bath
ring Size2769C
spires 4-8-75
Only At Storeys
lorthern
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1, „*.z. cans
Armour Testender
Round Steak
Beef Pot
$100 Roast
Red
o atoes
tf)'
rarine
Prices Good Thru April 8th
_
Leon Tender 
Pork Steak
Family
Pack
Lb.
1
8(1-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
ao„eiesscenter Cl.eed
Pork chops
49°
Country Style Pork
Sausage
4.9
Swiss
Steak 9
Gold Crest
4-101,, 
Self 
Basting
CHen 
Turkeysfb
We Reserve The Right-
To Limit Quantities
59IF
• •••--
)nimninimmommin.
ki - • • COUPON COUPON COUPON
Limit
COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON 11)1 1'1)% COUPON
family
n
.
IC
.,:lAinit,1 :per family
Ca101-548598
wt.' . gani
$pring sin1769,
Expires 4-8-75
L 0001-548-598 iy
Baggie
..Trash Bags
_.99c
10 d. 30 Gal.
Expires 4-8-75
0061W Family
Freed —,.---1111TF'MC15
Instant. - ' cosdrf,, •
311P,Potatoes.....___
-. Bo 16oz x
Expires 4-8-75
Limit One Per Family
Cling
. Free
7 oz. Ur
Expires 4-8-75
Limit I Per Fatally
Calgon
Water
Softner
40 oz. Bo";
Expires 44-75
limit I Per Limit 1 Per Fami4
Pillsbury
Angel Food
Mix
75' 4:1-zgoi- 1-----
t xpires 44-75
Limit One Per Family
Musselman
Apple
 Sauce
Limit 1 Per Family
Musselman
Apple
Sauce
50 oz. S1
Expires 4-8-75
09
Lima I per family
. Litter
Green
Bag
Expires 4-8-75
Limit I
Robin
Flour
25
Expires
per family
Hood
lb. Big
4-8-75
_Famik
'Hungry Jack
Instant
Potatoes 
*".1lg. .1() oz. Box
Expires 4-8-75
25 .— oz 4
Expires 44-75
t Storeys 41.1001 ()lay At Storeys Good Only At Storeys Good Ool At Storeys -Good Only At store s Good Only At Store Good Onl Al Stor a dood Only At Storeys Good Only At Storeys Good Only At Storeys Good Only At 'Storeys Good Only At Storeys
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FATAL RIDI — The body of a South Vietnamese soldier, right, hangs from wheelwell of ever-nation plane after it landed
at Saigon's airport, following flight from DiNang. At left are feet of luckier soldiers who survived the tirp in open cargo
compartment. Some 400 soldiers bypassed civilians at Datslang's airport and forced their way on board.
(Al' Wirephoto)
By Helen PrieeStacy -
Writing about old houses- is
ajoy, for there isn't a sagging
log, frame or crumbling brick
structure that doesn't have a
story to tell.
Near the edge of SalyersvWe,
in Eastern Kentucky, was a log
house, parts of which dated to
the 1790s. Imagine the shock, a
year or so ago, while travelir4
the Mountain Parkway, when I
looked toward the old house to
feast, as usual, on the sight of
the silver patina of weather-
boardieg, rock chimney pulling
away from the side and sky
reflections in hand-blown
window glass - to find the
house gone and in its place rows
of concrete blocks!
My thought was - they just
can't do that! But they did, and
on the site of a house built by
Archibald Prater and his
companions, the first non.
Indian home builders in the
Meadows of the Licking River.
The redeeming feature in this
block foundation was that it
would hold a new church. The
Misses Fanny and Alma Prater
- owners of the old house, its
former occupants and great-
great-granddaughters of the
builder - finally decided to
relieve themselves of the
burden and responsibility of
protecting it and its contents.
They made a gift of 144 acres to
the Methodist Church to replace
the church at nearby Burning
Fork.
When Misses Fanny, 84, and
Alma. 86, moved from the old
house several years ago to a
smaller but modern house
across the road, they could not
use all the furnishings. So they
Ved the-de-eel, leaving some
-moms furnished with items
placed there by Archibald and
hisyrife, Sarah.
They continued to keep the
grounds neat. Apples fell in
mounds beside the fence and
flowers bloomed as though a
family were inside.
In a side yard, near a log
wash house, stood a stone wash
basin, made and put there by
the pioneer.
On one visit to the house, Miss
Fanny, always with her sense of
humor, pointed to the basin.
"You might like it as a souvenir
to take home "It would require
four men even to budge it!
U.S. is far behind
in rail electrification
The United States, which
_has the most extensive rail-
rOad- transportation network
m the world, ranks far below
other countries in railroad
electrification with less thati
cent of the countrylv 
,OOO- rniTes ot railroad
routes electrified, according
• to Conunonwealth Edison Co,
It has been estimated that
electrificatiok of Zt,000 miles
of the nation's rail lines coillri
ve wheat three-httlion gat--
Ions of diesel fuel a year - if
the electricity were supplied
by coal or nuclear power. -
CNS
Prater had hollowed and
smoothed the basin stone to
perfection, then had bored an
opening near the bottom, fitting
it with a drain plug.
Prater was a soldier with the
Virginia Militia during the
Revolutionary War. The sisters
thought he had come from
England, but Eastern Kentucky
historian Henry Scalf stated
that Archibald and a brother,
Jonathan, were natives of
Pittsyvlania County, Va.
Archibald married Sarah
Fugate, daughter of Josiah and
Elizabeth Fugate, in Mon-
tgomery County in about 1783,
and in 1791 Prater, his brother
Jonathan, Clayton Cook,
Ebenezer Hanna and a few
others explored the upper
reaches of the Licking River.
Turned back by Indians, they
returned a few years later to
build a log house.
The house could write a book.
Through the years it en-
tertained men of political im-
portance, historians, writers,
poets and artists, but most often
it entertained circuit riding
Methodist preachers.
The Prater sisters moved
within sight of their old home
and on frequent visits noticed
that the house had been entered
and things taken. The
responsibility was WO much.
What better use for the land
than to make it the site of a new
church.
- • FRANKFORT, Ky. - Mrs.
Paul_ Westpheling, chairman
and executive director of the
- Kentucky Historical Events
Celebration Commission has
appointed Daniel A. Mangeot as
her special assistant for
statewide program coor-
dination.
In his new position as
assistant to the chairman,
Mangeot will undertake the
organization of the county
Bicentennial committees for the
1976 Bicentennial celebrations
and will work in statewide
program planning.
Mrs. Westpheling says, "Dan
has a great deal of proven
ability in working with people.
His experience in the Jaycees
has been largely in getting
volunteers involved in various
activities. The Bicentennial is
primarily a volunteer effort on
the local level. The leadership
)ie has shown in the Jaycees is
exactly what we need in
planning and carrying out state
Bicentennial programs."
Mangeot's previous ex-
perience includes owning a
commercial cleaning business
in Covington and employment
OSHA  Seminar
Se_t4ril 7
44-Paducati-
--
The handsome red brick
church stands proudly on its
block foundation.
Even logs from the old house
continue to serve. David Prater,
descendant of Archibald
Prater, acquirgd enough logs to
add a wing to his stately log
home in Lexington's West-
moreland Subdivision.
Everything considered,
Misses Fanny and Alma Prater
feet joyful in their decision.
They love their Lord and are
confident the new church wil;
attract many to its doors.
"After all, it's buiii. or
hallowed ground," said Miss
Fanny, with a twinkle in her
eyes. "Remember all those
circuit riding preachers."
We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities
OSS©: VICO- ''ItrI"
for the  , 
bath .the .fragrance makes Body Splash $ i 19
the difference' 8 oz
Reg. 5229 I
Body Powder59-C
4 oz
Reg. si r)9
Sergeants
Sentry
Collar
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The
Kentucky Department of Labor
has announced piens • for an
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration- (USTIA
recordkeeping seminar in
Paducah on April 7.
The course will cover OSHA
recordkeeping requirements
which apply to all Kentucky
employers regardless of the
number employed.
The classes will be conducted
in Room 112 of Waller Hall at
the Community College on
.klben Barkley Drive hom 1:00
•0 4:00 p.m.
The seminar is open to the
public and there is no fee.
For further information
contact the local Chamber of
Commerce, the Kentucky
Department of Labor or call
OSHA's toll free number: 80°-
3'2-2967.
Toilet
Bowl
0- Cleaner
Liquid disinfectant, gets
Bowl clean and order free
Vaseline
INTENSIVE
(AR!
For Over Dry Skin
Choice of Regular or Herbal
10 oz.
Dante—
Reg. 1.1 ° Sole
as sales manager for a
Covington construction firm
with responsibilities in sales,
marketing and employee
training. - -
A native of Covington,
Mangeot has been involved in
state and local Jaycees
organizations for seven years,
currently serving as state
president-In the past he has
served as director, external
vice president and president of
the Covington-Kenton County
Jaycees. He has also-served as
international director for the
state organization. For the
United States Jaycees he has
been active on the Corporate
Finance and Corporate Corn-
munity Development Com-
mittees and on the Executive
Boaid of Directors.
Mangeot has receive
numerous awards for hi
Jaycee work including th
International , Program in
Award for 1974 from the
national organization and the
Top Area Vice President Award
In 1973. He also served as a'
district judge for the 1974 All
Kentucky Cities Awards
pregrzun.
elfetdent
Soveco NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE
TlitItTY 041/WEATHER OUTLOOK---Thiels the way the -
nation's weather looks, in terms of precipitation and tern-
joratures, for_ the nvg 30 days..accosidng to the National-
-Weather Service in Washington. (AP Wirephoto Map)
Fieldhouse
April 15, 1975
7:30 p.m.
Tickets on sale at
.0 Tickets:
Students di Children - $3.00
General Admission Adults -$4.00
- Reserved Seats-$S.00
Sponsored by Murray Calloway County
Jaycees
Efferdent
Denture
Cleanser
Stronger against
stains. Fast acting
deodorizes. 60 Tablets
Choice of Regular-Extra
Hold-Unscented-
Ultimate Hold
Padlock
Bright zinc
plated, rust-proof,
s rugged I laminated
Steel case
Personna 74
Tungsten Steel
Double Edge
0-Tips
Cotton
Swabs
Double Pack
Sale 89
Eye
Drops
Clears.. redness. -soothes ond com-
forts irritated eyes.
1 oz. Plastic Bottle
Ma9icolor 
No Drip
lat Latex
'I Paint
PRICE PER GAL.
8.97 PER GAL.
7.97 PER GAL.
PER GAL.
7.97 PER GAL.
5.97 PER GAL.
3.47 PER GAL.
6.97 PER GAL.
PRICE PER CASE
33.99 PER CASE
29.99 PER*CASE
41.99 PER CASE
22.99 PER CASE
12.99 PER CASE
7-0Z. CREST TOOTHPASTE
Regular and Mint., Limit 2
"Redeem Your Newspaper Coupons At Big
MARK V 18-INCH
GRILL )07
Plated wire grid has perma-
nently attached handle for 3
level height adjustment. Rib-
bed bowl for added strength.
Assembles instantly!
2-L3. CAN IDAHO
INSTANT POTATOES
elicious mash-1 57
ed potatoes in-
stantly! No
muss, no fuss'
way the- -
Ind tem-
National—
Thoto Map)
11
NI
I Relief
09
)n
)s
'ack
IC
ic
-eath
IC
corn
19
Reg.
1.27
2 Pfq
Pa(
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41terior Rat Latex (;)
9.97 GAL
10.97 GAL.
9.97 GAL.
8.97 GAL.
3.97 GAL 
8.97 GAL.
ROLLER & TRAY SET
4*\4„, 44 Reg. 1.88
After you've selected
the right paint, don't
forget to pick up a
paint and roller set!
SMOKER WAGON
GRILL
iModel 4415
PAINT
ROLLER
REFILLS
7c
BANKAMERICAKO
Feattlres motorized spi•
handy utility storagesheii,
see-thru front cover.
40-CT. GERITOL
TABLETS
Modte I 5402M
384101111DING LAWNMOWER
Featured is an 8 H.P. Briggs-8, Strat-
ton engine with a one-gallon gas tank.
"Key start, 12 volt battery operated
- atteritettri--TYItts---titrxiliztry- rope
This self-propelled mower has - starter. -Peerless-4 speed trans-
a powerful Briggs-end-Stratton --misloTr-with- aUt-ornCittO type steer-
four-cycle engine, side chute log post, and mounted speed selector.
and adjustable cutting height.
MOde!
KLC-3
KS3175
WHEELBARROW or GARDEN
CART by KELLEY s'
Each is designed to make yard and
garden work easier. Sturdy, with a
well-balanced design. 3 cubic cap-
acity.
Choose Althea, Deutzia. Forsythia,
'wrapped.
or Hydrangea. All "poly
w
By Kusan
Molded of itiong
plastic with heavy
plated steel parts. c91 
Large wide track 7.-tires. Ages 2-6.
20-INC-H. 3e-HF'
LAWNMOWER-
ModeI 88
14201(
Features 4 cycle. 3 H.P.
Briggs & Stratton engine
with a rewind starter.
11/2" to 3" cutting, height.
Safety side chute.
ASSORTED TREES
APPLE, PEACH or CHESTNUT
Choose from an assort-
ment of Apple, Peach 
l5OO
Reg.
or Chinese Chestnut. 3.22
SILVER MAPLE or RED BUD
88 Req.
4.97
REGULATION
SOFTBALLS
Made to Little Lea-
eg. gue specifications.
77 Leather cover..
Aluminum
Baseball or
Softball
oam-filled alumi-
num bats. Perfect
fr_v. hny. ,
-7 71___Jr.‘____1111011C 
753-8777
"
mak- An.
111.1e ••••
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4
4
Southside _
s. 12th —
Street
We Reserve -
Right To Limit —
Quantities
Rag Bologna
lb.
Ground Beef 3
Top Quality Meats
At Low Prices
10000 Pure-Fresh Ground Several Times Daily - Our Usual High Quality
lbs.
or
more
per
pound59c
Catfish ...••••1111 Frozen Slifiikt
Extra Lean Fresh Ground
Ground Chuck
Poilis Lai
Clifty Farms
Country $ill 29
Hams 'b. I
lb.
Smoked
Pork $1 39Chops lb. I
Rolm
5 itg59e
IGA
Cheese
2 ,:box 929
IGA
Margarine
49c4 StickPound
IGA
Biscuit
Carton
W 6 cans 69
Sliced
Vacuum Pkg.
Pound
Hermitage
• • ••••• liVIS 
a e.
—
IGA
IGA
Chicken
Noodle 5
Soup
Bacon$109
IGA Brands Sale
No$
1
Cans
Plastic
Prices Good thru April
IGA
Salad
Dressi
Quart
Jar
ra
Remember when the price goes
up we still do not change the price
on products in the shelf. We save
you when the price goes down we
lower it to you.
This week we offer you extra specials on many top quality IGA brands.quality - low prices
IGA
Macaroni & Cheese
Dinner
7¼ 01; $
Boxes 
100
IGA
Frozen
Pie Shells
Pkg. 2
Of for 39
Del Monte Or Hunts
Peaches
4921/size can
Grapefruit Redor
White
Golder-Fine for Cooking or Raw2 Carrots 39
lb.
Bag
IGA
Fruit
Cocktail
3 oz.
Can 39c
Big
38 oz.
Bottle
IGA
Vegetable
Oil $1 39
20 oz.
Bottle
5
IGA
Tomato
Catsup 47c
89clb.Boy
Cook or good for Caramel Apples
Winesapsire
lb.
Bag 
.
Remember At Jim Adams IGA
No Stamps-No Coupons
-No Forced Purchases-
'foods Fer L
IGA
100ft.
Rd
Box
IGA
Pink Lotion Liquid
DETERGENT6
Big 32 oz.
Bottle
IGA
Crackers
lb Box39
IGA
Potato Chips
69cTwinPk g.
IGA
Polish ri
Dill Aft
Pickles DO
A•01
Fresh
Firm
Green
Cabbage
U. _
Remember ts The Total On The Tape That Counts
•
